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Machine 
Prochem Bravo Spotting  
 
Another great and reliable spotting and 
upholstery machine from Prochem Europe.  Also 
is great for car valetingBV100 Bravo carpet 
spotting and upholstery cleaning machine with 
hand tool and 8ft hoses 
 
6 year (pro rata) warranty on tank and 1 year on 
parts Unique moulded-in holders carry spray 
bottles for greater ease.  Large six-inch wheels 

and pull-up transport handle plus cord wrap assembly make it a snap to wheel about.  Carry-along 
handle increases portability. Small and light enough to carry with one hand.  Quickly opens up for 
easy access. Large porthole on solution tank allows easy access for the maintenance of the recovery 
tank 
 
 
 
 

 

Prochem Spot Pro Spotting 

Machine 

 
Professional spot and upholstery cleaning 
machines from Prochem 
 
The Spot Pro is a miniature extraction system 
with plenty of pressure to adequately wet and 
rinse as needed and enough lift to provide a 
good extraction on carpet or fabric. 

 
Can be used to clean spots and stains on carpets and rugs. Is ideal to use on upholstery and can be 
used as a good sales tool as it will impress your customers. 

 Solution tank 7.6 litters 
 Recovery tank 8 litters 
 Solution pressure 3.5 bar (50 psi)  
 Vacuum motor 2 stage by-pass  
 Water lift / Air flow 2082 mm (82”) / 49.5 l/s (105 cfm)  
 Power cable 7.6 meters (25 ft)  
 Hose assembly 2.4 meters (8 ft)  
 Hand / Upholstery tool 9 cm (3.5”) Plastic  
 Weight 8.3 Kilos  
 Shipping weight 12.7 kilos (with hose and tool)  
 Dimensions 40 x 44 x 23 cm (h x l x w)  
 Shipping dimensions 55 x 52 x 36 cm (h x l x w)  
 Warranty 5 years (pro rata) on tank 1 year on parts  
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CFR35 Pro Spotter 

The CFR35 commercial pro spotting machine is ideal for using 
where it is either not appropriate or too awkward to use a full size 
machine.  The CFR35 is portable, lightweight, and extremely 
powerful. 

The size and weight of the CFR35 make it ideal for touch ups, stain 
removal or just general cleaning in between full scale cleans and its 
impressive power makes such jobs an absolute doddle.  The CFR35 
pro can also be used like a wet vacuum machine to pick up small 
spills as soon as they happen helping to avoid any possible stains or 

unsightly browning.   

The compact CFR35 spotting machine weighs only 16kg and can be effortlessly moved from one 
location to the next, or extend the telescoping handle and tilt the CFR35 back on it's 5" transport 
wheels for maximum go anywhere convenience.  Likewise the CFR35 Pro’s hose is built to stretch so 
it can be as short as 2.5 feet for storage or as long as 10 so the operator does not have to constantly 
move the machine. 

Included with the CFR35 is a 4" hand tool. The hose can also be fitted with an optional spotting 
wand. Now there is no need to use a big extractor when you only have a small problem, instead just 
whip out your pro spotter and do the job in half the time. 

Product Specification:  

 Solution Tank 13 litres 

 Recovery Tank 9 litres 

 Vacuum Motor 2-stage 

 Solution Pressure 55 PSI 

 Water Lift 89 inches 

 CFM 104 

 Switches Off, pump and vac, and vac 

 Tank Construction Ultra heavy-duty housing 

 Vacuum Hose 2.5' to 10' stretch vac hose 

 Solution Hose 2.5' to 10' stretch vac hoseFloat Shut-Off Protects vacuum motor 

 Wheels Rear mounted 

 Weight 16 kg  
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The Smallest Truly Professional Carpet Cleaning Machine on the 
Market Today, The Prochem Galaxy!! 

 
The smallest truly professional carpet cleaning machine on the market today, this machine is ideal 
for cleaning smaller areas due to its compact size and efficient operating system.  Like all Prochem 
machines the Galaxy comes with a wand and hose included in the price making all Prochem 
machines an absolute bargain.  In this case the wand is 10" and the vacuum and solution hoses are 
15ft.  The Galaxy is also ideal for rug and upholstery cleaning as it is gentler on delicate fibres than 
some of the larger more powerful machines.  Due to its low price and compact size this is one of our 
very best selling machines and includes a ticket to one of our highly respected training courses. 
 
Prochem are one of the leading manufacturers of carpet cleaning machines and equipment. Their 
range of carpet and floor care products include:  The Steempro range, the Fivestar, the Bravo, Polaris 
and the Galaxy. Not to mention the best truck mounts in town. Prochem also make a complete 
range of carpet cleaning chemicals and protectants. Look out for their Spot pro machine, ideal for 
upholstery and spotting jobs.  
 
Features include: Lightweight and compact design fits easily into small vehicles, Powerful pump and 
vacuum give professional results, Stylish design with new “granite” scuff-resistant finish, Folding 
handle, Automatic vacuum shut-off. 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Solution tank 18 litres 

 Recovery tank 12 litres 

 Solution pressure 4.8 bar (70psi) 

 Vacuum motor 1 x 3 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow 3556 mm (140") / 70.7 l / s (150cfm) 

 Hose assembly 4.6m (15ft) 

 Carpet wand 25 cm (10") single jet 

 Tank construction Polyethylene with aluminium base plate 

 Wheels Rear stair climbing 18 cm (7") non-marking 

 Front castors 6 cm (2.5") non-marking 

 Power cable 7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight 22 kilos 

 Dimensions 70 x 64 x 40 cm (h x l x w) 

 Warranty 6 years (pro rata) on tank, 1 year on parts 
 
Price Match! We will match any competitor’s price for all machines in this category. 
Training courses from as low as £95 (but free with this machine) now available through The Big Clean 
Paul Pearce will be taking a number of training courses at The Big Clean.  
 
All of these machines are covered by a 1 year warranty or guarantee so if it needs repairs ( which is 
unlikely) we will arrange for it to be either repaired locally or we will collect and repair it for you 
ourselves.  Call us free on 0800 0113 849 / 0208 393 4778 or email us if you have any question 
regarding delivery times.  Discounts for multiple machine orders just phone for prices. 
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The Power of a Full size Upright Extractor in a Mini Package!! 
 
The Prochem Fivestar is a highly compact, high performance walk behind carpet extractor.   The 
Fivestar is the most professional small walk behind machine on the market.  With the Fivestar you 
get the cleaning ability of a much larger machine but can transport and store it like a non 
professional domestic system.  The Prochem Fivestar upright extractor enables any operator to 
achieve professional results and quick drying times with the minimum of effort. The Fivestar can also 
clean fabric upholstery with the optional upholstery tool as well as hard floors, tiles and grout with 
the built in “All-Floor” feature.  
 
A completely self-contained design, combining a powerful pump and vacuum system with a 
power driven self-adjusting brush, means that there are no hoses or wands to attach.  When 
cleaning hard to reach areas, simply connect the optional hand tool and hose to the back of the 
machine.  When finished, the waste pail quickly removes for easy emptying with no hoses to detach.  
The Fivestar is a lightweight machine with a fold-down handle, compact solution and recovery tank 
and is perfectly suited for use in small hotels, guest houses, and nursing homes. 
 
Features include: Patented self-adjusting, self-levelling brush and vacuum shoe for easy cleaning of 
all types of carpet, All-Floor solution control valve as standard, Optional hand tool attaches to back 
of unit for cleaning stairs, edges and upholstery, Handle adjusts to operator height and folds 
down for easy storage, Patented lift-off bucket makes filling and emptying easy and convenient. 
See-through recovery dome, Side extension cleans right up to skirting boards; Upright mounted 
motor and intercooler system combine for long-lasting operation, Free Training Voucher with this 
machine. 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Solution pressure  3.5 bar (50psi) 

 Vacuum motor  2 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow  2794 mm (110") / 52.8 l/s (112 cfm) 

 Brush / motor  Cylindrical 2500 rpm / 0.12kw 

 Cleaning width  30 cm (12") 

 Tank construction  Polyethylene 

 Wheels  17.7 cm (7") non-marking 

 Power cable  7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight  18 kilos 

 Shipping weight  24 kilos 

 Dimensions  60 x 58 x 30 cm (h x l x w) 

 Shipping dimensions  71 x 66 x 30 cm (h x l x w) 

 Warranty  2 years on tank 
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Brand New Super Lightweight Upright Carpet Extractor!! 
 
The Comet is a new low cost, self-contained carpet extraction cleaner with powerful brush agitation 
to clean carpets. The Comet Weighs only 18 kilos making it light enough for anyone to use and 
manoeuvre up and down stairs.  Likewise the compact body and fold-down handle make it easy to 
transport and store and enable the operator to use the Comet in incredibly tight spaces. To service 
just remove two safety screws and the machine opens like a clamshell which enables both easy 
access and fast repairs.  
 
The Comet is small enough to clean in tight spaces and corners yet powerful enough to perform well 
in any situation. A revolutionary bladder design eliminates the need to pour solution into the 
machine. Simply fill the bucket, set it on the machine, close the lid and begin cleaning.  
No more spills or mess! The one on-off switch is designed for operation simplicity. 
 
Features include: Patented self-adjusting, self-levelling brush, optional hand / upholstery tool, 
handle adjusts to operator height and folds down for easy storage, patented lift-off bucket makes 
filling and emptying easy and   convenient, see-through recovery dome, side extension cleans right 
up to skirting boards, upright vacuum motor and diaphragm pump for longer life, free Training 
voucher with this machine. 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Solution tank 11.3 litres 

 Lift-off recovery tank 11.3 litres 

 Solution pressure 3.5 bar (50psi) 

 Vacuum motor 2 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow 2159 mm (85") / 43.4 l/s (92 cfm) 

 Brush / motor Cylindrical 3 row 2500 rpm / 0.12kw 

 Cleaning width 30 cm (12") 

 Tank construction Polyethylene 

 Wheels 17.7 cm (7") non-marking 

 Power cable 7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight 18 kilos 

 Shipping weight 24 kilos 

 Dimensions 60 x 58 x 30 cm (h x l x w) 

 Shipping dimensions 71 x 66 x 30 cm (h x l x w) 

 Warranty 2 years on tank 1 year on parts 
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The Super Powerful Steempro Powerflo is the Industry Standard for 
Wand extractors!! 

  
The Steempro Powerflo is one of the most recognisable wand extraction machines on the market 
today.  This powerhouse of a machine offers numerous benefits to the professional carpet cleaner 
due to its advanced design and technology.  Despite the considerable power developed by the two 
three stage vacuums and the 70psi pump the Steempro is whisper quiet, in fact it is one of the 
quietest machines on the market today.  The Steempro is also incredibly portable due to its compact 
size and relatively light weight.  When equipped with the optional heat ‘n’ run heating system the 
Steempro can run on a continuous supply of hot solution ensuring one of the most proficient cleans 
available on the market today.  Like all Prochem machines the Steempro comes complete with hoses 
and a single jet Glidemaster stainless steel wand making it an absolute bargain. 
 
Features include: Upright mounted motors and intercooler give long life and durability, "Run-dry" 
reliable diaphragm pump, Opens quickly for easy access to internal components, “Whisper quiet” in-
built silencer, Top handle-mounted switches, Automatic vacuum shut-off, New scuff resistant granite 
finish, Clip-on in-line heater (optional), Free Training Voucher with this machine, Steempro video 
(operation and maintenance) 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Solution tank 35 litres 

 Recovery tank 26 litres 

 Solution pressure 4.8 bar (70psi) 

 Vacuum motor 1 x 3 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow 3556 mm (140") / 70.7 l/s (150 cfm) 

 Hose assembly 4.6m (15ft) 

 Carpet wand 30 cm (12") single jet 

 Tank construction Polyethylene with aluminium base plate 

 Wheels Rear stair climbing 25 cm (10") non-marking 

 Front castors 10 cm (4") non-marking 

 Power cable 7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight 35 kilos 

 Shipping weight 42 kilos 

 Dimensions 89 x 78 x 45 cm (h x l x w) 

 Shipping dimensions 90 x 80 x 49 cm (h x l x w) 

 Warranty 2 years on tank 1 year on parts 
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0208 3934778       www.thebigclean.co.uk           admin@thebigclean.co.uk 
Description  

RRP (£) 
YOUR 

PRICE (£) 
Mid Sized CFR Eco- Perfect Heat-500psi  2695 2695 
Wonder Wand (93%recovery*) 475 475 
2 X Vacuum and solution hose   345 345 
CFR Upholstery Hand Tool with 6ft conversion hose 290 FREE 
Turbo Air Mover Fan (Value £180) 180 FREE 
Glidemaster hand tool (value £95) 95 FREE 
Heavy duty hose & accessory bag (value 37.50) 37.5 FREE 
8L Dura-Spray industrial pressure sprayer  (value 
£38) 38 FREE 
Pump-up hand sprayer 1.5L (Value £18) 18 FREE 
Tarpaulin, cotton drill 3m x 1.5m (Value £25.95) 25.95 FREE 
Carpet pile brush 18” black nylon (head only-£19.95)  19.95 FREE 
Handle, 5ft for brush (value 2.95) 2.95 FREE 
30ml dispenser for 5 litre container (Value £3.25) 3.25 FREE 
Red bucket 10L (Value £7.95) 7.95 FREE 
White bucket 10L (Value £7.95) 7.95 FREE 
PSK Professional Spotting Kit (Value £170) 170 FREE 
Extraction Pro (Value £19.9) 19.9 FREE 
Multi Pro (Value £19.9) 19.9 FREE 
Liquid Woolsafe (Value £13.75) 13.75 FREE 
Liquid Defoamer (Value £14.5) 14.5 FREE 
Fibre & Fabric Rinse (Value £10.5) 10.5 FREE 
Odour Fresh (Value £13.95) 13.95 FREE 
Extreme 4 synthetic carpet cleaner (Value £30.00) 30 FREE 
ECO-Premium carpet and upholstery cleaner (Value 
£30.00) 

30 

FREE 

TOTAL £4559+Vat £3515+Vat 

 

Take £300 off to swap  CFR Eco 500 machine for Powr Flite Perfect Heat 500 PSI 

Take £500 off to swap CFR machine for Prochem Steempro  Power Plus 120 PSI machine*Excludes 

wonder Wand 

New Spotting machine £350 

RugBadger Pro £2843 

Rug Drying Centrifuge. P.O.A 
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Steempro Powerflo 
 
The Steempro Powerflo is one of the most 
recognisable wand extraction machines on the 
market today.  This powerhouse of a machine offers 
numerous benefits to the professional carpet 
cleaner due to its advanced design and technology.  
Despite the considerable power developed by the 
two three stage vacuums and the 70psi pump the 
Steempro is whisper quiet, in fact it is one of the 
quietest machines on the market today.  The 
Steempro is also incredibly portable due to its 

compact size and relatively light weight.  When equipped with the optional heat ‘n’ run heating 
system the Steempro can run on a continuous supply of hot solution ensuring one of the most 
proficient cleans available on the market today.  Like all Prochem machines the Steempro comes 
complete with hoses and a single jet Glidemaster stainless steel wand making it an absolute bargain. 
 
Features include: Upright mounted motors and intercooler give long life and durability, "Run-dry" 
reliable diaphragm pump, Opens quickly for easy access to internal components, “Whisper quiet” in-
built silencer, Top handle-mounted switches, Automatic vacuum shut-off, New scuff resistant granite 
finish, Clip-on in-line heater (optional), Free Training Voucher with this machine, Steempro video 
(operation and maintenance) 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Solution tank 35 litres 

 Recovery tank 26 litres 

 Solution pressure 4.8 bar (70psi) 

 Vacuum motor 1 x 3 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow 3556 mm (140") / 70.7 l/s (150 cfm) 

 Hose assembly 4.6m (15ft) 

 Carpet wand 30 cm (12") single jet 

 Tank construction Polyethylene with aluminium base plate 

 Wheels Rear stair climbing 25 cm (10") non-marking 

 Front castors 10 cm (4") non-marking 

 Power cable 7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight 35 kilos 

 Shipping weight 42 kilos 

 Dimensions 89 x 78 x 45 cm (h x l x w) 

 Shipping dimensions 90 x 80 x 49 cm (h x l x 
w) 

 Warranty 2 years on tank 1 year on parts 
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Prochems Maximum Power Wand 
Extractor!! 
 
The Steempro Powermax is more powerful version 
of the legendary Powerflo.  The Powermax combines 
dual 3-stage vacuum power with a new long life 
100psi Triplex diaphragm pump. This machine is the 
ideal high-power carpet extractor for single operator 
use.  The Steempro Powermax incorporates a large 
35 litre solution tank in a compact body for 
maximum efficiency and portability; after all less 

refills mean a quicker turnaround time and more jobs.  Like the Powerflo, the Powermax has a 
"whisper quiet" internal silencer making it very unobtrusive and is also equipped with upright 
mounted motors with intercooler units to help extend the lifespan of the machine.  The Steempro 
Powermax represents the state-of-the-art in professional carpet soil extractors. The optional Heat ‘n’ 
Run in-line heat exchanger provides continuous hot cleaning solution. The machine comes complete 
with hoses and 2-jet Glidemaster stainless steel wand. 
 
Features include: Dual 3-stage vacuums, New 100psi Triplex diaphragm pump, “Whisper quiet” in-
built silencer, Top handle-mounted switches, Automatic vacuum shut-off, New scuff resistant granite 
finish, Clip-on in-line heater (optional), Free Training Voucher with this machine, Steempro video 
(operation and maintenance) 
 
Product Specifications: 
 

 Solution tank 35 litres 

 Recovery tank 26 litres 

 Solution pressure 6.8 bar (100psi) 

 Vacuum motors 2 x 3 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow 5588mm (220")/113 l/s (240 cfm) 

 Hose assembly 7.6m (25ft) 

 Carpet wand 30 cm (12") dual jet, S-bend 

 Tank construction Polyethylene with aluminium base plate 

 Wheels Rear stair climbing 25 cm (10") non-marking 

 Front castors 10 cm (4") non-marking 

 Power cable 7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight 38 kilos 

 Shipping weight 45 kilos 

 Dimensions 89 x 78 x 45 cm (h x l x w) 

 Shipping dimensions 90 x 80 x 49 cm (h x l x w) 

 Warranty 2 years on tank 1 year on parts 
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Prochem Steempro Powerplus 
 
The larger version of the Powermax extraction 
machine has a 55 Litre solution tank and 120 p.s.i. 
The extra solution capacity in this machine allows 
for even longer operation. This is a perfect machine 
for a new stat up carpet cleaning business and for 
experienced and busy operators alike. 
For just £160.00 more than the Powermax, you can 
have the Powerplus which has a much larger 
solution tank. Comes with hose and twin jet 
Glidemaster wand. 

 
New scuff-resistant granite finish Steempro 2000machines are the latest and most advanced in 
Prochem's range of portable soil extractors. These carpet cleaning machines are the best selling 
portables on the market today, they are the ideal high-power carpet cleaning machine / hot water 
extractor, for the single operator. The Steempro 2000 is 'whisper quiet' thanks to its' internal 
silencer which makes it one of the quietest carpet cleaning machines on the market. The Powerplus 
has a 55 Litre solution tank and a 41 Litre recovery tank allowing for more cleaning before the need 
to refill and empty the machine.  Each machine comes complete with hoses and Glidemaster 
stainless steel wand. 
 
This stunning design will impress your customers and make your company look more professional.It 
will also look good for longer than its competitors due to its resilient finish. The Steempro has an 
automatic cut off valve, that stops the vacuum when the recovery tank is full-saving the motors from 
water damage. 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Warranty 6 years (pro-rata) on tank, 1 year on parts 

 Solution Tank = 55 litres Recovery Tank = 41 litres 

 Solution Pressure = 8.0 bar (120 psi) 

 Vacuum Motor = 2 x 3 stage by-pass 

 Water Lift / Airflow = 5588mm (220”)/113 l/s(240 cfm) 

 Hose Assembly = 7.6m - 25ft 

 Carpet Wand = 30 cm - 12in twin jet 

 Tank Construction Polyethylene with aluminium baseplate 

 Wheels Rear stair climbing 25 cm - 

10cm 

 non-marking Front castors 10 cm - 

4in 

 Weight = 44 kilos 

 Shipping Weight = 53 kilos 
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The Polaris 500 it’s out of this 
World!! ( left of picture ) 

 
The Polaris range is Prochem's state-of-the-art 
self contained carpet walk behind soil 
extractors. When you have a really large area to 
clean these are the machines you want.  The 
Polaris range provides unequalled features for 
the professional carpet cleaner. The Polaris uses 
a self-contained extractor with Prochem’s 
powerbrush technology to really agitate the 
carpet and ensure you get as much dirt out as 

possible in each pass. The 500 has a 19.5 Litre tank and a two stage motor, there is less need for high 
powered vacuum’s and pumps in walk behind machines as there is no loss of pressure or suction as 
there is no hose or wand.  The Polaris 500 is the smallest of the Polaris range but this also makes it 
the most nimble and manoeuvrable. 
 
Features Include: Full floating and self-levelling cylindrical powerbrush eliminates the need for 
continual manual adjustment, Choice of four models with single or twin vacuum motors, Increased 
vacuum airflow reduces drying times and gives faster cleaning, up to 300 sq.metres per hour, Hinged 
body provides safe, quick and easy access to all internal components, Optional accessories and hand 
tools can be attached for immediate use, Patented four-wheel design, allows pivoting on front or 
rear wheels for increased manoeuvrability, Fully adjustable handle, suits any operator, 70 decibel 
silencer fitted as standard, ideal for 'quiet cleaning areas,' "See-thru" recovery dome and easy lift-
off buckets, no hoses to detach, Free Training Voucher with these machines. 
 
Product Specifications: 
 

 Solution tank 19 litres 

 Solution pressure 4.8 bar (70psi) 

 Vacuum motor(s) 1 x 2 stage by-pass 

 Water lift / airflow 2794 mm (110") / 54.3 l/s (115 cfm) 

 Brush / motor Cylindrical 2100 rpm / 0.12kw 

 Cleaning width 35 cm (14") 

 Tank construction Polyethylene 

 Wheels 17 cm (7") non-marking 

 Power cable 7.6 metres (25 ft) 

 Weight 30 kilos 

 Shipping weight 43 kilos 

 Dimensions (h x l x w) 99 x 76 x 35 / 43 cm 

 Shipping dimensions (h x l x w) 101 x 81 x 50 
cm  

 Warranty 2 years on tank 1 year on parts 
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Polaris 700 

Professional Walk Behind carpet cleaning 
machines from Prochem 

Upright self-contained power brush carpet & 
upholstery cleaning machines 

Prochem's state-of-the-art self-contained carpet 
soil extractors provide unequalled features for 
the institutional and commercial carpet cleaner. 
Whatever your priority, there's a Polaris self-

contained extractor with powerbrush that's right for you. The Polaris 800 & 1200 have the cleaning 
power to tackle large open areas, yet handle like lightweights. The Polaris 500 & 700 offer unrivalled 
portability, ease of operation and performance. 

Features: 

 Full floating and self-levelling cylindrical powerbrush, eliminates the need for continual 
manual adjustment. 

 Choice of four models, with single or twin vacuum motors. 

 Increased vacuum airflow reduces drying times and gives faster cleaning, up to 300 
sq.metres per hour. 

 Hinged body, provides safe, quick and easy access to all internal components. 

 Optional accessories and hand tools, can be attached for immediate use. 

 Patented four-wheel design, allows pivoting on front or rear wheels for increased 
manoeuvrability. 

 Fully adjustable handle, suits any operator. 

 70 decibel silencer fitted as standard, ideal for 'quiet cleaning areas.' 

 "See-thru" recovery dome and easy lift-off buckets, no hoses to detach. 

 Free Training Voucher with these machines 
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Powr Flite PFX1080 38 Litre Cold Water 
Extractor, 100 PSI 
 
The PFX1080 Mid-Sized Extractor has ample power to clean even the 
dirtiest carpets with ease and get the superior results you would 
expect from Powr Flite. 
 
The Compact design of the PFX1080 means it easily navigates tight 
spaces, staircases and elevators. This machine is ideal for domestic 
and commercial carpet cleaning, and makes an ideal startup 
machine for people looking to get into the industry. 

100 PSI pressure Two 3-stage powerful Ametek vac motors deliver 
220" of Waterlift Easy-load system enables operator to load and off-

load without lifting machine. The PFX1080 has a powerful pump. It has enough power to clean even 
the dirtiest carpets. The twin 3-stage vacuum motors deliver tremendous recovery power. These 
motors are 50% more powerful than 2-stage motors and provide the recovery strength to get the job 
done. 

Loaded with cleaning power, the new PFX1080's compact size, 10" transport wheels plus handle 
mounted loading wheels make it easy to transport, load and unload. Wand and power cord are 
included.  We also do excellent startup packages with this and all of our machines giving you an 
opportunity to get started in the industry 
 
Product Specification: 
 

 Solution Tank 38 Litres  

 Recovery Tank 38 Litres  

 Vacuum Motors Dual 3 Stage High Power 5.7"  

 Water Lift 220" CFM 101  

 Pump Motor Surflo PSI 100 PSI Pressure  

 Wheels 10" Rear, 2.5" Swivel, 360° Front Casters  

 Weight 38 Kg 
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Powr-Flite PFX1085 Mid Size 38 Litre 
Perfect Heat Black Max 

The Black Max portable extractor utilises Powr-Flite’s  
"Perfect Heat" system – This really is a super charged 
portable extractor with truckmount power!  

The Black Max features two powerful 3-stage vacuum 
motors, which generate an impressive 220" of water lift 
at 101 CFM. The PFX1085Max-2 is also equipped with an 
increadibly powerful pump that produces up to 500psi 
giving you the power to blast the dirt out of even the 
filthiest carpets.  This pump system is not only powerful 
but also very reliable allowing you to speed through 
large jobs hassle free.  

The PFX1085Max-2 also features the patent pending Perfect Heat system for the hottest water 
temperature available in the portable market today. Dirt doesn't stand a chance!  The Perfect Heat 
system works by passing the clean water through a series of coils around the Vacuum motors.  This 
draws heat away from the Motors cooling them down while preheating the water before it even 
reaches the inline heater.  This combination of double heating ensures you will have consistently 
super hot water. 

With the PFX1085Max-2 you get maximum power for super clean carpets that dry fast! The twin 3-
stage vacuum motors deliver tremendous recovery power which can be increased even further by 
using the Black Max in conjunction with the amazing Wonder Wand. 

Three stage motors are an incredible 50% more powerful than 2-stage motors making it easier 
quicker and less tiring to leave your customers carpets super clean and dry.and provide the recovery 
strength to get the job done.  

Product Specification: 
 

 Solution Tank 38 Litres  

 Recovery Tank 38 Litres  

 Vacuum Motors Dual 3 Stage High Power 5.7"  

 Heater  3 KW Inbuilt Heat Exchanger & Perfect Heat Coils  

 Water Lift 220" CFM 101  

 Pump Motor 1/2 HP Demand By-Pass Internally Limited PSI 0 - 500 Adjustable Pressure  

 Wheels 10" Rear, 2.5" Swivel, 360° Front 
Casters  

 Weight 48 Kg 
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Powr-Flite PFX1085PH-2 Mid Size 38 
Litre Perfect Heat 

The PFX1085PH-2 portable extractor utilises Powr-Flite’s  
"Perfect Heat" system – This really is a super charged 
portable extractor with truckmount power!  

The PFX1085PH-2 features two powerful 3-stage vacuum 
motors, which generate an impressive 220" of water lift 
at 101 CFM. The PFX1085PH-2 is also equipped with an 
increadibly powerful pump that produces up to 500psi 
giving you the power to blast the dirt out of even the 
filthiest carpets.  This pump system is not only powerful 
but also very reliable allowing you to speed through large 
jobs hassle free.  

The PFX1085PH-2 also features the patent pending 
Perfect Heat system for the hottest water temperature available in the portable market today. Dirt 
doesn't stand a chance!  The Perfect Heat system works by passing the clean water through a series 
of coils around the Vacuum motors.  This draws heat away from the Motors cooling them down 
while preheating the water before it even reaches the inline heater.  This combination of double 
heating ensures you will have consistently super hot water. 

With the PFX1085PH-2 you get maximum power for super clean carpets that dry fast! The twin 3-
stage vacuum motors deliver tremendous recovery power which can be increased even further by 
using the PFX1085PH-2 in conjunction with the amazing Wonder Wand. 

Three stage motors are an incredible 50% more powerful than 2-stage motors making it easier 
quicker and less tiring to leave your customers carpets super clean and dry.and provide the recovery 
strength to get the job done.  

Product Specification: 
 

 Solution Tank 38 Litres  

 Recovery Tank 38 Litres  

 Vacuum Motors Dual 3 Stage High Power 5.7"  

 Heater  3 KW Inbuilt Heat Exchanger & 
Perfect Heat Coils  

 Water Lift 220" CFM 101  

 Pump Motor 1/2 HP Demand By-Pass 
Internally Limited PSI 0 - 500 Adjustable 
Pressure  

 Wheels 10" Rear, 2.5" Swivel, 360° Front 
Casters  

 Weight 48 Kg 
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CFR ECO 500 PH-  
 
The CFR Eco 500 is just a little bit different than your 
average portable extractor.   
 
Sure it has all the usual features you would expect to 
find in a super high end machine such as two incredibly 
powerful three stage vacuum’s and a 500psi adjustable 
pump capable of delivering 5 litres of water per minute. 
 
The 500psi pump gives you the power to blast the dirt 
out of the carpet while the tornado like vacuum’s can 
recover almost all of the water due to their 220" of 
water lift at 101 CFM.  The Eco 500’s water recovery 
can be increased even further by utilising the amazing 
wonder wand to achieve a figure of 93% water 
recovery. 
 
However the Eco 500 has two key features that make it 

really stand out from the crowd.  Firstly the CFR has only one solution tank as it recycles the dirty 
water to clean the carpet.  The dirty water is passed through a series of filters which remove ever 
smaller particulate matter. By the time this filtered water leaves the wand it is almost pristine.  CFR 
are the only manufacturer to use this technology and have perfected it so well that you recycle the 
water in the tank 7 times essentially turning a 38 Litre machine into a 266 Litre machine. 
 
The economical nature of the Eco 500 make it ideal to use in large areas or anywhere that constantly 
emptying and filling a machine is problematic.  Furthermore as you are reusing the water over and 
over again you use far less in tank chemicals than in a traditional machine. 

The second revolutionary feature that makes the Eco 500 stand out from the crowd is the Perfect 
Heat system.  The Perfect Heat system works by passing the clean water through a series of coils 
around the Vacuum motors.  This draws heat away from the Motors cooling them down while 
preheating the water before it even reaches the inline heater.  This combination of double heating 
ensures you will have consistently super hot water. 

Product Specification: 
 

 Solution Tank 38 Litres / Recycling 
Tank Recovery Tank  

 Vacuum Motors Dual 3 Stage High 
Power 5.7"  

 Heater  3 KW Inbuilt Heat Exchanger & 
Perfect Heat Coils  

 Water Lift 220" CFM 101  

 Pump Motor 1/2 HP Demand By-Pass 
Internally Limited PSI 0 - 500 Adjustable 
Pressure  

 Wheels 10" Rear, 2.5" Swivel, 360° 
Front Casters  

 Weight 48 Kg 
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CFR35 Pro Spotter 

The CFR35 commercial pro spotting machine is ideal for using 
where it is either not appropriate or too awkward to use a full size 
machine.  The CFR35 is portable, lightweight, and extremely 
powerful. 

The size and weight of the CFR35 make it ideal for touch ups, stain 
removal or just general cleaning in between full scale cleans and its 
impressive power makes such jobs an absolute doddle.  The CFR35 
pro can also be used like a wet vacuum machine to pick up small 
spills as soon as they happen helping to avoid any possible stains or 
unsightly browning.   

The compact CFR35 spotting machine weighs only 16kg and can be 
effortlessly moved from one location to the next, or extend the telescoping handle and tilt the 
CFR35 back on it's 5" transport wheels for maximum go anywhere convenience.  Likewise the CFR35 
Pro’s hose is built to stretch so it can be as short as 2.5 feet for storage or as long as 10 so the 
operator does not have to constantly move the machine. 

Included with the CFR35 is a 4" hand tool. The hose can also be fitted with an optional spotting 
wand. Now there is no need to use a big extractor when you only have a small problem, instead just 
whip out your pro spotter and do the job in half the time. 

Product Specification:  

 Solution Tank 13 litres 

 Recovery Tank 9 litres 

 Vacuum Motor 2-stage 

 Solution Pressure 55 PSI 

 Water Lift 89 inches 

 CFM 104 

 Switches Off, pump and vac, and vac 

 Tank Construction Ultra heavy-duty housing 

 Vacuum Hose 2.5' to 10' stretch vac hose 

 Solution Hose 2.5' to 10' stretch vac hoseFloat Shut-Off Protects vacuum motor 

 Wheels Rear mounted 

 Weight 16 kg  
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CFR Carpet Machine Paramount 20 
 
If you’ve got a large area of carpet to clean and want the very 
best, most efficient, fastest machine available then the CFR 
Paramount is the machine for you.  The productivity of the 
Paramount is unrivalled it can literally clean 8000 square feet 
per hour and all that on a single tank of water. 
 
By utilising a 95 Litre tank and CFR’s Continuous Flow Recycling 
technology the Paramount can breeze through even the very 
largest job with ease. Continuous Flow Recycling works by 
passing the dirty water through a series of filters which remove 

ever smaller particulate matter. By the time this filtered water leaves the wand it is almost pristine.  
CFR are the only manufacturer to use this technology and have perfected it so well that you recycle 
the water in the tank 7 times essentially turning a 95 Litre machine into a goliath 665 Litre Machine. 
 
FASTER: The CFR Cascade 20 SP cleaning machine is designed to safely clean and maintain both large 
and small carpeted areas. It is a highly efficient, self-propelled cleaning system. The high volume 
Cascade 20 SP delivers cleaning solution at 400 PSI. It is a total cleaning system for carpet, 
upholstery, fabric wall panels and hard surfaces.  
CLEANER: At 400 PSI and 4 litres per minute, the Cascade 20 SP cleaning machine is the new 
standard for portable cleaning systems on the market. It is designed to provide unmatched carpet, 
upholstery, hard surface cleaning and restoration. It is especially designed to clean virtually every 
surface in a building including modular office panels, fabric covered walls, grouted tile, marble and 
vinyl wall coverings to name a few.  
DRIER: The unique patented CFR's technology provides total solution control. The cleaning fluid 
never rests on the carpet. The Cascade 20 SP's patented cleaning tools control the solution at all 
times. Solution is injected with air at a very high velocity. It passes through the carpet fibres and is 
pulled into the tank. This unique solution control system simply means drying times are cut to a 
fraction of conventional machines.  

Product Specification: 

 Solution Tank 95 Litres / Recycling 

 Tank Tool Attachments Yes: Floor Wand, Upholstery Tool  

 Vacuum Motors 3 Stage High Power 5.7"  

 Drive Motor Transaxle Motor 230V / 
Self Propelled  

 Water Lift 130" CFM 92 Pump 
Motor 1/2 HP  

 Demand By-Pass Internally Limited  

 PSI 0 - 400 Adjustable Pressure  

 Wheels 10" Rear, 4"x2" Swivel, 360° 
Front Casters  

 Dimensions  W: 61cm x H: 109cm x 
L:114cm Weight 95 Kg 
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CFR Pro 500 Perfect Heat  
 
As all professional cleaners know higher water 
temperatures generally mean a more effective 
clean, a fact that drives many manufacturers 
to claim their machines produce temperatures 
of up to 212°. However this claim is misleading 
as all heated extraction machines are capable 
of bursts of extreme heat, what is really 
important is maintaining a consistently high 
temperature throughout the clean.  
It is for this purpose that CFR envisaged the 
Perfect Heat system employed in the Pro 500. 

 
The Perfect Heat carpet cleaning system utilises the heat produced by the Pro 500’s two powerful 
motors to heat the water. As the electricity that is generating the Pro 500' s impressive 500psi 
of cleaning power is also heating the water there is no need for an additional power supply. The use 
of only one power supply results in less amperage, less blown fuses and an incredibly simple 
operation procedure. In addition to the new Perfect Heat system the Pro 500 also includes CFR’s 
legendary filter system that reuses the cleaning solution drastically reducing dumping and refilling 
downtime. Contact us to see if this is the right machine for you 
 
The CFR 500 heats 20 degrees hotter than most of its competitors when in in normal use. It does this 
without increasing its amperage meaning there's less chance of blowing out fuse on a carpet 
cleaning job. 500 p.s.i of cleaning pressure will reduce the number of passes the carpet cleaning 
machine operator will have to make over the carpet with their wand. This will reduce you average 
job time allowing you to fit more jobs in.  With the CFR Perfect Pro500, carpet cleaning machine, 
you'll pretty much eliminate dumping and refilling down-time, so you can get every job done faster. 
In fact, the CFR Perfect Pro500 can add as much as two hours work time to your average day. That's 
enough time to add one more job to your schedule. And getting more done in less time means more 
profit. It's not about working harder, just smarter.  
 
Product Specification: 
 

 Solution Tank 57 litres   

 Dimensions  56cm (width) x 104cm (height) x 74cm (depth) 

 Vac Motor Dual two-stages 

 CFM 101  

 Waterlift 150 inches  

 P.s.i. 500 

 Pump Demand By-Pass Internally Limited 

 Hoses 20 ft. vac hose/20 ft. Solution hose 

 Wheels 12 inch non marking 
 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thebigclean.co.uk/shopcustcontact.asp
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CFR PRO500 Ozone  

With the CFR Pro500 Ozone, you'll pretty much eliminate 
dumping and refilling down-time, so you can get every job 
done faster. In fact, the CFR Pro500 Ozone can add as 
much as two hours work time to your average day. That's 
enough time to add one more job to your schedule. And 
getting more done in less time means more profit.  

It's not about working harder, just smarter. CFR uses a 
sophisticated, patented system to filter and reuse the 
cleaning solution. This system has been proven effective 
with ten years of use by professional carpet cleaners just 
like you. 
 
CFR Ozone System destroys odour-causing bacteria, 

allergens and molecules. This economical environmental odour neutraliser actually destroys the 
source of the odour and leaves pure fresh oxygen in its place. It is excellent for smoke damage, 
mold, mildew, pet odour and other sources of odour commonly found in building maintenance and 
refurbishing. The Ozone unit will eliminate odour in any indoor location, including basements, 
kitchens, bathrooms and more. It also provides rapid deodorising for hotel/motel rooms, meeting 
rooms. 

 

 

The Flagship of the entire RugBadger Line, 

the RugBadger Pro is the first choice for all serious area rug cleaners.  

Harnessing over 40,000 harmonic vibrations a minute, the RugBadger Pro will vibrate out 

even the most stubborn soil and sediments caught deep in the fibers of any area rug. 

 

The innovative design incorporates 50 high tech vibro straps with a full 1 HP motor 

guaranteed to drive dirt out of a rug no matter how impacted. The highly focused vibrations 
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put out by the RugBadger Pro has been shown in many cases to be even more effective than 

full size dusting machines. 

 

The RugBadger Pro is completely portable and can be used in any any size facility, from a 

garage to a full size rug cleaning facility. It doesn't matter if you are a "one man" operation or 

own a fleet of trucks, The RugBadger Pro will make cleaning area rugs not only quick but 

profitable too. 

 

The RugBadger Pro removes the dry heavy damaging soil & sediments from area rugs better 

than any other machine or cleaning method available. This is why carpet cleaners everywhere 

are saying the final step with their preferred cleaning system is now faster, easier and much 

more efficient. 

 

The RugBadger EZ-Tower 

 

The RugBadger EZ-Tower is one the easiest pieces of  

area rug cleaning equipment to use.  

 

With "patent applied for" innovations, this area rug dry tower  

was designed so that just one person can: 

 

* Assemble it in minutes 

* Fit it into any type of workspace - like a 2-car garage 

* Easily lift 400+ lb soaking wet rugs 6 feet high 

* Use it without motors, pulleys, cables or ropes 
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The new centrifuges 

from the Big Clean were released to the UK market in July 2010. 

1. Stainless steel drum 

2. 9FT inner drum length 

3. 83cm wide from wheel to wheel 

4. Galavanised outer Drum 

5. Electrostatcicly painted 

6. Quiet running and less vibrations than older types 

7. Labour saving 

8. Time saving 

9. Rinse option as standard 

10. Reliability 

 

 

 

The wheels on the 1200 Low Level Rug Drying Centrifuge make it easy to maneuver into 

place at your work shop or into your single car garage. This also keeps the weight down to a 

minimum due to not needing as much steel to make the legs as would be necessary on our 

next level of centrifuge 

 

Using the clever hose connection on the front of the centrifuge it is possible for fresh water to 

be injected into the middle of an area area rug while it's still inside the centrifuge! You can 

save time, money and labor by not always having to repeatedly rinse the same rug outside the 

machine again. The Low Level Centrifuge from The Big Clean can leave a rug dryer than 

conventional extraction in just a few minutes 

The Big Clean is... 

Proudly introducing for the first time in the UK...A complete rug cleaning 

business with full training and support including some famous and hard to get 
hold of bits of equipment and accessories. 

This is complete business package with everything you need to start cleaning 

oriental and area rugs. With training from two of the worlds’ top instructors 
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included in even our most basic package you may want to take a peek at what is 
on offer. 

An area rug bath is a tool for completely submerging rugs in water that require it 

(i.e. heavily soiled or urine contaminated) so they can be thoroughly cleaned.   

In a single package you have everything needed for a totally optimized rug 
washing area in your facility.  

This kit requires only a limited amount of space to use and is completely 

adjustable to your particular space. It is also designed to complement the Master 
Rug Cleaner programme.  

 Large inflatable industrial super heavy wash pit  

 pre-soak liner for urine soaked rugs 

 2 Rolls of heavy duty open grid floor matting for wash pit floor 

 10’’ inlet water distribution pole with soft brush 

 1 high flow pump with brass Y connector for dirty water discharge 

 A blueprint for building a 12’x12’ rug float-drying and blocking table  

 A high recovery Wonder wand built to remove moisture from fabrics 

 Rug Badger and drying package included 

 Master Rug Cleaner training course included 

 Powerful extraction machine included 

Your RugBadger Area Rug Cleaning Equipment 

RugBadger Pro 
for  unloading 

over 90% of the 
dry dirt from area 

rugs before 
cleaning them   

 

 
RugBadger Pro 

 
RugRack Grids 

 RugRack 
Grids for 

tripling the rug 
dusting 

efficiency of a 
RugBadger  
 

 
EZ-Tower Dry 

Tower   
system to hang 

up to 276   

linear feet of rugs 
to dry   

in small tight 
area   

 

  

 
EZ-Tower Pro 

  

 
Rug Finisher  

    
Yorkster 500 

Rug Finisher  
to make rugs 
soft to the 

touch and 
their colours 

brighter- 
 

  
    

   

Your Essential Area Rug Studio Roller 
 

This specially designed area rug roller works like a squeegee 

for rugs and is one of the few tools available you can actually 
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physically use on extremely delicate rugs. The rug roller is compact, lightweight, 
made of a non-marking polyurethane, chemically resistant material. Just using 

hand pressure alone this rug studio wand is very effective at squeezing water 
out of a rug or into one if it's being submerged under water.  

 
This rug studio roller can also effectively massage WoolSafe cleaning solutions 
into the fibres which allows you to charge more for a guaranteed pet odour 

removal service.  

It truly is an essential tool for all in-plant Oriental rug cleaning operations! 

 

Light Weight Motor Scrubber           Battery operated for your safety when 
working in the wash pit-very soft brush included. Great at massaging the 

shampoo into the pile of the rug 

 

 

 

Your Portable Area Rug Water 

Extractor 

Now You Can Capture Nearly 
The Full Power Of A  
Truckmount With Total 

Portability 

Once you finished giving an area 
rug a full immersion type washing, you'll want to extract 

as much water out of it as possible. This is an ideal unit 
for any size rug cleaning plant.  The advantages are 

clear: 

 It's fully automatic. With the automatic pump-out and fill, you'll never 
need to manually fill or empty it You'll save money in time and labour 
costs.  

 With this portable extractor, you can eliminate all the noise, 
environmental pollution and high fuel costs of running your truckmount.  

 It's just plug-n-play. Hook up the hoses, connect it in to 2 ordinary 

electrical wall sockets and you're ready to go.  

 It's almost as powerful as a truckmount. At 500psi and 1.5 gallons 
per minute you'll be extracting water from rugs nearly as fast (but 

cheaper) as your truck mounted unit.  

The power, size, portability and versatility of this extractor make this unit the 
perfect choice for any size rug care facility. 

http://rugbadger.com/equipment/extractor.html
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The MasterForce Model 503 has two 3-stage vacuums. Automatic pump-out (can 
handle flood situations with 20 gallon per minute capabilities) and automatic 

water fill and chemical feed system. The 500 psi pump is a true 1.5 gallon per 
minute pump (like a truckmount). Or you can replace this extraction machine 

with any Powr Flite, CFR or Prochem machine. 

Oriental, Persian and Area Rug Cleaning training Programme 

Complete training is available for beginners or old pros alike with Paul Pearce 
taking the course you will learn so many secrets that you won’t remember them 

all. Which is why you get a full in-depth course manual to take home with you. 

 One of the industry's foremost instructors for 3 full days 

 Complete instruction on rug plant set-up 

 Colour fastness testing - 3 different ways 

 Multiple cleaning methods demonstrated 

 Fringe correction (browning and dye migration) 

 Urine decontamination 

 Blocking  

 Rug identification 

There are many ways to clean a rug and we are going to make you do 

them all. From pressure washing a rug to dry compound cleaning it and 
full odour decontamination methods. 

 Full water immersion 

 Minimum moisture cleaning  

 Surface cleaning using shampoo and hot water extraction  

And before you graduate you'll also understand these 4 important 
components... 

 rug cleaning theory 

 practical application 

 hands-on techniques 

 rug cleaning limitations 

 This course will also teach appropriate cleaning techniques and methods 
for professional cleaning, restoration and inspection service providers as 

well as others in related industries. 

Learn How To Up-sell! 

Each Big Rug Cleaning package comes with a set of DVDS from George Grijalva 
which is all about up-selling and making more off each item that is to be 

cleaned.  

Rug Cleaning 
Package 

 

Normal Great Better Best 
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Wash Pit Large     
Smaller wash & Soak 

pit 
    

Rug Badger Pro     
Dusting Grids     
Yorkster Finisher     
Eazy Tower     
Eazy Tower Wheels     
Rug Roller     
Motor Scrubber     
Water Fed soft brush     
Portable Extractor-
500psi 

    

Wonder Wand     
Rug Cleaning Course     
50’ vac/sol Hoses     
Pump     
Garden Hose     
Centrifuge     
Matting Roll     
Up-selling DVD     
Woolsafe Chemicals     
Electric Dry Tower     
 £4435 £10670 £12970 Depends On 

dry tower 
option 

 

Big Clean Low Level LL-1200 Centrifuge 9ft with wheels 5.5hp   

Big Clean Low Level LL-1300 Centrifuge 9ft with wheels 7.5 hp  

Big Clean Hip High HH-1400 Centrifuge 9 ft with stabilising legs and 

magnetic breaks 7.5 hp  

Big Clean Hip High HH-1500 Centrifuge 11 ft with stabilising legs and 
magnetic breaks  
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Big Clean Hip High HH-1600 Centrifuge 13 ft with stabilising legs and 

magnetic breaks  

 

Or you can try Dave’s’ Rug Cleaning Plant Package 
Available For Limited Time Only. This package 

combines the best of 4 leading manufacturers of rug 
and carpet care equipment. Video’s available on You 
Tube- user ‘thebigclean’. 

 

 

 

Rug Badger Pro      
Easy Tower Dry Tower       
Comprehensive oriental rug guide      
Large inflatable wash pit      
Small wash pit kit      
Rug Roller      
Matting Roll      
Up-selling DVD      
Battery Rotary Scrubber      
Woolsafe Chemicals      
Water Fed Shampoo Brush      
Wonder Wand      
Big Cleans CE Approved Centrifuge 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 

Dave’s Package PRICE £12999 £13999 £14999 £17199 £18999 
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PRO 35 Dry & Wet Carpet & Floor Cleaner  

The new PRO 35 has the versatility to dry and wet clean carpets and 

floors all in one machine. With IPX4 wet cleaning certification the PRO 

35 comes complete with renovator, brush covers, transport trolley 

and blue standard brushes. Soft carpet and hard floor brushes are 

optional. Use the PRO 35 on carpets in conjunction with Fiberdri® 

carpet dry cleaning compound or Procaps encapsulation spray cleaner. 

On Studded rubber, PVC, safety flooring and all types of tiles and 

stone floors the PRO 35 can be used in conjunction with Prochem hard 

surface cleaners and the brown stiff floor brush or the black extra stiff 

floor brush. 

 
FEATURES: 
Compact design 
Stainless steel body 
Low noise level 
 
CARPET 
Dry compound carpet cleaning 
Spray encapsulation carpet cleaning 
Pile lifting 
Dry soil removal 
 
HARD FLOOR 
Floor washing 
Scrubbing / drying 
Tile and grout cleaning 
 
Product Specifications: 

 Brush width 40.5 cm (16") 

 Brush Motor 600W 230V 4A 483 rpm 

 Weight 21.3 kilos 

 Dimensions (base unit) 23 x 40.5 x 28.5 cm (h x l x w) 

 Coverage Carpets up to 100 sq.m / hr Hard floors up to 200 sq.m / hr 

 Sound level  57.8 dB 

 Dirty water capacity  2.8 litres 

 Power cable 10 metres 
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Carpet Pro HD Carpet & Floor 
Rotary Cleaning Machine 
 
New low speed rotary machine with heavy 
duty motor, complete with fitted solution tank and 
SAF-T-LOK handle safety switch. Suitable for carpet 
and floor scrubbing, bonnet mopping and floor 
stripping. This versatile rotary willgive long lasting 
service and durability for all types of carpet and floor 
maintenance. All chrome and polished aluminium 
surfaces, adjustable handle, heavy-duty steel gear 
transmission, non-marking bumpers, and semi-
pneumatic tires. 5 year manufacturers warranty on 
motor and transmission. 
 
Features: 
 

 Fitted with 15 litre solution tank 

 Ultra quiet, ALL STEEL planetary transmission 

 Extra thick, chrome plated handle tubes 

 Handle safety switch 

 Fully adjustable handle 

 Non-marking, wrap around bumper 

 50 ft special low temperature, vinyl jacketed power cable 

 Motor – Capacitor start, induction run, fully rated, continuous duty, quiet and vibration free 
with double windings. 

  
Product Specifications: 
 

 Motor  1HP 220-240V CE 

 Gearbox Stainless steel planetary 

 Speed 175 rpm 

 Weight 39 kilos 

 Brush & Pad size 38 cm (15”) 
Floor Pro C143TS   

Dual Speed Carpet & Floor Rotary Machine 
New versatile two speed single disc rotary machine for bonnet buffing 
and shampooing of carpets and stripping, scrubbing, buffing and 
polishing of floors. The Floor Pro incorporates an ergonomic handle 
with lever operated positional control and a two speed switch for 154 
rpm low speed scrubbing and stripping and 308 rpm high speed buffing 
and polishing all types of floors. A 430 mm 17" floor pad and bonnet 
drive board is included with the machine and a 12 litre solution tank 
and scrubbing, polishing and shampoo brushes are optional extras. 
 
Features: 
 

 Two speeds in one machine 

 Heavy duty induction motor 
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 Safety start-up handle switch 

 Satellite and planetary gearbox 

 Low noise level 

 Ergonomic design for smooth operation 
  
Product Specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor  1000 - 1300W 50Hz 220-240V CE 

 Gearbox  Satellite and planetary 

 Speed 154 rpm low speed / 308 rpm high speed 

 Weight  44 kilos 

 Brush & Pad Size  430 mm (17") 

 Power Cable 15 m (50 ft) 

 Noise Level  55 dba 

 Dimensions  1200 x 542 x 430 mm (h x l x w) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bazooka Gum & Spot Removal System 

 
The innovative Bazooka gum removal machine letsyou stand up 
whilst instantly removing spot after spot of ground-in gum, 
sticky sweets and adhesive from carpet, hard floors 
and concrete. No more back-breaking, messy, time 
consuming removal of gum spots. Use in conjunction with 
Prochem’s specially formulated Bazooka Spot Remover aerosol. 
 
Product Specification: 
 
Motor: High torque 230V with spring loaded brush 
Construction: High impact structural plastic 
Weight: 4 kilos (with aerosol fitted) 
 
 
 

Heat 'N' Run 
 
Self-contained 2.8 kw in-line heater designed exclusively for the Steempro range 
of carpet soil extractors. High capacity stainless steel heat tube with 65°C 
thermostat and re-settable hi-limit safety thermostat. Provides constant hot 
cleaning solution and conforms to CE requirements for isolated electrical unit. 
25 ft power cable, illuminated rocker switch and heat indicator lamp. Fits 
Steempro heater mounting plates. For use only with Steempro machines fitted 
with high pressure relief valve. 
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Wonder Wand Triple Jet -  
 
Triple Jet Wonder Wand 1,000 PSI 
 
Built specifically for use with Full Size Extractors. 
 
The Triple Jet Wonder Wand out-performs any other 
wand. You simply wont find another wand that is this 
easy to use with cleaning performance that tops the list. 
The easy-to-use Wonder Wand glides effortlessly across 
all types of carpet, dramatically reducing operator 
fatigue and stress injuries. With a Wonder Wand you 
work faster and with significantly less effort. You easily 
get more work done in less time, and without the aching 
back and shoulders at the end of the day. 

The Wonder Wand's patented technology never lets the solution come to rest on the carpet. This 
"solution control" process allows more solution to be pushed through the carpet fibers without 
soaking the backing and the pad. Solution is recovered instantaneously. 
As a result, carpets dry much faster. Whilst also recovering over 30% more solution than 
conventional wands.  
  
The unique roller system allows you to roll the wand forward and back without the need to lift the 
wand! The final filter and quick release spray jets reduce clogging and provide for easy maintenance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Wonder Wand Twin Jet 1,000 PSI 
 
Built specifically for use with Mid Sized Extractors. 
 
The Twin Jet Wonder Wand out-performs any other wand. 
You simply wont find another wand that is this easy to use 
with cleaning performance that tops the list. 
The easy-to-use Wonder Wand glides effortlessly across all 
types of carpet, dramatically reducing operator fatigue and 
stress injuries. With a Wonder Wand you work faster and 
with significantly less effort. You easily get more work done 

in less time, and without the aching back 
and shoulders at the end of the day. 

The Wonder Wand's patented technology never lets the 
solution come to rest on the carpet. This "solution control" 
process allows more solution to be pushed through the carpet 
fibers without soaking the backing and the 
pad. Solution is recovered instantaneously. 
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As a result, carpets dry much faster. Whilst also recovering over 30% more solution than 
conventional wands.  

 

 

Prochem Glidemaster 25cm single jet 

The glidemaster 25cm single jet wand from prochem is a lightweight 'scrub-type' stainless steel 

wand with insulated handle and trigger, heavy duty valve, quick connect and single spray tip.  The 

scrub action in the glidemaster helps to agitate the carpet removing more dirt and also helps remove 

any water and soap that remains in the carpet. 

Prochem Glidemaster 30cm double jet s-bend 

The glidemaster 30cm from Prochem is a professional carpet cleaning wand with an insulated handle 

and trigger, "swan neck" head, metal solution tubing and dual spray tips.  The dual jets deliver a 

significantly wider cleaning path of 30cm meaning less passes are required whilst the s-bend is 

ergonomically designed to maximise user comfort. 

 
 

Prochem “Easy-grip” stainless 
steel upholstery tool 
Professional stainless steel upholstery tool 
with 1.8 m (6 ft) internal solution hose, vacuum 
hose andexternal 02 spray tip. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Prochem Upholstery Pro cleaning 
tool  
New swivel head upholstery tool with 
internal spray bar and vacuum flushing and 
drying action. Leaves fabric virtually dry with 
no overspray. Adjustable pressure control 
and vacuum bleed with 3 m (10ft) internal 
hose and coupling protector. Choice of 2" or 
1 ½" vacuum connections and male or 
female solution connector. 
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Heavy duty stair tool 
Stainless steel 15 cm (6”) wide stair tool 
with long handle, grip and 06 spray tip. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Curtain Tool 
Stainless 

steel curtain cleaning tool with 15 cm (6”) perforated vacuum 
nozzle and 01 fine spray tip. (Only for use in conjunction with wet 
extraction cleaning of washable curtains.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 Auto Detailer 

Durable stainless steel tool specially designed to clean 
effectively in tight spaces. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Plastic Detailer 

Lower cost version of auto detailer with 
durableplastic head to monitor 
recovery (suitable for low heat solution only). 
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Prochem Quad Jet S-bend 
Lightweight cast stainless steel, 30 cm (12”) 4-jet (all models) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Titanium wand Ultra lightweight 

titanium wand. Easy to handle and control for 
smooth even strokes, 34 cm (13.5") 6 jet 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Hard surface floor wand 

Stainless steel S-bend 25 cm (10") with brush and 4 internal jets 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Truck mount stair tool 
High quality tool for extraction cleaning stair treadsand 
carpet edges. 17 cm (7”) cast stainless steel head 
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Pressure washing gun 

With fan jet and needle jet 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Injection sprayer 

High pressure 250 - 1000 psi 1 to 9 dilution 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

High profile dual hose reel 

Stores 75 m (250 ft) of vacuum hose and 90 m (300 ft) solution hose 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                          
 
 

Vacuum hose 

15m (50 ft) x 50 mm (2“) diameter, non-crush 
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Solution hose 

15 m (50 ft) high pressure 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Solution hose with control valve 

15 m (50 ft) high pressure 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Corner guard 

Protects internal walls 
 
 
 
 

Hose Ramp 

High visibility safety ramp for truck-mount hoses 
 
 
 

 
Mercury Pro Trigger Sprayer, 0.50L Yellow 
 
Mercury Pro Heavy Duty Sprayer with Viton Seals 
 
These Trigger Sprayers are very tough and stable sprayers. 
The double action system work on both the "in" and "out" squeeze giving a fine, 
constant and adjustable spray. They are much more durable than most sprayers and 
have good chemical compatibility. 
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CFR 500 DX-2 Commercial Dryer 

This turbo dryer has the following features: 

  

 
Adjustable kickstand and 3 operating positions on model CFR500  

 
Plastic injection molded inlets for maximum airflow - no rusting  

 
Molded, easy-carry handles for easy portability  

 
Rotomolded high density polyethylene housing for rugged durability  

 

Extra large inlets to increase air flow 

Space saving stack able design 
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Apache air mover- Turbo driers 

This high powered air mover from Prochem is for use in professional cleaning and flood work. 

The Apache has a ''turbulence free'' housing design with dual venturi inlets, a 10'' blower wheel, top 
mounted switches, non marking, non skid rubber feet and a clamp to hold carpet in position. 1 HP 
Motor. 

 

 

 

 

 

F6 Axial Fan-Downdraft™  

 
The new F6 Axial fan can dry carpet in as little as 
15 minutes, using Downdraft™ technology. 
 
Free Zip it stain remover when you order this 
fan 

No more drying a room, one section at a time.  

One whole room dryer will dry an entire room in 
as little as 15 minutes. Dryers or air movers are 

typically spaced around a room in various positions 
to take advantage of walls and other surfaces to dry 
carpets as quickly as possible. But, a typical dryer 
has limited surface coverage and does not take 
advantage of the warm air at the top of a room. The 
new F6 "whole" room dryer by Powr-Flite changes 
drying as we know it. No more leaving damp 
carpets to dry after you leave a job! The F6's 6-
bladed precision pitched fan pulls warmer, drier air 
down, thorough the dryer, blowing it across the 
entire room for fast complete drying with only 1 
dryer for the "whole" room 

 
Dry a whole room in minutes! 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE/TEST RESULTS Date: December 1, 2005  
New F6 Whole Room Dryer With Downdraft Technology Dries the Entire Room in 15 Minutes!  

Mulitple positions for optimal drying times 
FORTWORTH, TX. - Powr-Flite, a leading manufacturer of commercial floor care equipment 
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introduces the new F6 “Whole Room Dryer.” 15 minutes is all it takes to dry an entire room with the 
F6 axial fan with downdraft technology. We proved it! The test was simple. We emptied out an 
average sized conference room of 163 square feet and cleaned the carpet with a 10 gallon 200 p.s.i. 
heated extractor. When the carpet cleaning was complete, we put a F6 airmover in the center of the 
room, checking the carpet at 5 minute intervals. In 15 minutes, the carpet was dry to the touch and 
ready to move in furniture. 

 

10 L Industrial Sprayer  
 
10 Litre industrial heavy dusty plastic sprayer for 
carpet cleaning pre sprays. 

 

 

 

 

                                                    Electric Pre Spray Applicator  

Electric Applicators are changing the way you work and your 
image to customers. They look very professional and can help to 
apply products accurately and economically. They are perfect 
for pre-spray and protector applcations. Here are some of the 
features of the 5.0 Litre Electric Applicator: 

 Lightweight (6.5kg) stainless steel portable spray unit; 

 Mains powered with 1.5m cable;  

 5.0 litre container with graduation marks;  

 4m of curly hose;  

 Quick release couplings with instant shut-off at each 
end of the curly hose,  making it quicker to plug into the spray 
unit;  

 Fitted with a demand pump delivering a constant flow 
at 40psi;  

  Instant shut-off gun. (Comes with 6501 tip) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stainless Steel Fabric protector applicator gun  
 
Stainless steel fabric protector applicator gun with coil 
hose and 5001 spray tip. Can be used with the 5 and 10 
litre stainless steel sprayers that we sell. 
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8 Litre stainless steel pressure sprayer  

BEST BUY! The Big Clean brings to you this well priced 8 Litre 
stainless steel pressure sprayer. It is a high quality stainless steel 
sprayer designed specifically for the professional user. It is 
probably the best priced sprayer on the market. 

 Solid brass trigger, lance and pump assembly 
 Chemically resistant hose and Viton seals/gaskets 
 A choice of fan nozzle to suit the application 
 Pressure gauge and relief valve 
 Solid brass trigger, lance and pump assembly  
 Chemically resistant hose and Viton seals/gaskets  
 A choice of fan nozzle to suit the application  
 Pressure gauge and relief valve  
 Pair of shoulder straps  
 Full repair kit issued as standard  

 Laminated repair manual for easy maintenance 

 

5 L Stainless Steel pressure sprayer  
 
 5 Litre stainless steel sprayer fitted with 8004 fan jet, 
Viton seals and pressure gauge. 

 

 

 

10L Stainless Steel pressure sprayer  
 
10 Litre stainless steel industrial pressure 
sprayer with gague, fan jet and viton seals. 
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5 L Stainless Steel Fabric Applicator  
 
Stainless steel fabric protector applicator with viton 
seals, pressure gauge, coil hose and fabric gun with 
5001 fan tip. 

Prochem hard floor squeegee / Scrub wand  
 

Hard floor 
wand from 
Prochem 

A new scrub wand from Prochem with swivel 
head, hard surface cleaning with 180 
degrees brush and squeegee action with a 
single jet. 

 

 
 
 
 
                                                                                                 Prochem Swivel Head stair tool  
 
Stair Tools from Prochem 

An innovative new stair tool from Prochem which allows you to clean stairs without twisting or 
turning your arms and wrists. Long handle with swivel head and single jet 

 

CFR Wonder Wand 
 
Recovers as much as 30% more solution than conventional wands.  The results 
are carpets that are cleaner and dry faster.  Overwetting is an industry problem. 
The Wonder Wand's continous flow solution contol is the answer. This wand will 
not allow overwetting because the solution is instantaneously recovered. 
 
CFR's patented high energy application and recovery system is based on three 
unique principles: 
 
   1. High-Energy solution application atomises high velocity solution to power-
wash each individual  
       fibre providing the fastest dry time in the industry; 

   2. Instantaneous solution recovery integrates solution application and retrieval into a single,   
       uninterrupted process. Since the solution is always in motion, it's almost impossible to over wet  
       fabrics; 
   3. Continuous flow recycling virtually eliminates dumping and refilling in the middle of a job,  
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       because the patented CFR filtration system cleans the recovered solution and recycles it up to  
       seven times without loss of cleaning effectiveness. 

 
The best wand ever made! 
Ergonomic - The Wonder Wand incorporates the latest in ergonomic design. The unique roller' 
system allows the user to maintain a more upright posture to reduce back fatigue. It also allows the 
wand to be rolled forward on the return stoke, eliminating the need to pick the entire wand up. You 
will be amazed how this will reduce fatigue after a long day of cleaning 
Recovers as much as 30% more solution than conventional wands. Unique technology prevents any 
solution from soaking into the cushion and backing below. The results are carpets that are cleaner 
and dry faster.  
 
The Wonder Wand wand combines patented industry technology with ergonomics. This high 
performance "Wonder Wand" is easy to operate on all carpet surfaces, it is especially recommended 
for medium to higher nap carpets. Ergonomically designed for comfort, this tool works in a industry 
standard motion for maximum results and 30% better recovery. Made of high quality stainless steel 
thi 
s tool will provide years of durable and heavy duty performance. 
The patented design provides water atomization and high 
performance recovery for complete solution control and minimum 
dry time. Total Fluid Control Prevents Over Wetting The patented 
high energy application and recovery system is based on two 
unique principles: High-Energy solution application atomizes high 
velocity solution to power-wash each individual fibre providing the 
fastest dry time in the industry. The Wonder Wand recoveres 30% 
more solution than conventional wands.  

 

 

 
Prochem upholstery tool  

An easy grip upholstry cleaning hand tool from 
Prochem. Easy to use stainless steel upholstery 
tool with internal sloution hose, vacuum hose 
and external spray. 

 

 

 

 

Combination Hand Tool ( 3 Inch Hand Tool ) 

This is our best hand tool and it comes from the 
makers or the powr Flite Perfect pro500 Extraction 
machine with built in heat exchanger. 
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The 5" Combination Tool from  is specifically designed for cleaning upholstery, small fabric pieces 
and high performance general spotting.  The fully adjustable air inlet feature makes it easy to clean 
even fine fabrics. 

Made of high quality stainless steel, these tools will provide years of durable/heavy duty 
performance. The patented design provides water atomisation and high performance recovery for 
complete solution control and minimum dry time. Requires short truck mount hose pictured below. 

Includes 1 nozzle 

 

 

CFR Truck Mount Conversion Hose 

 
Commonly called a conversion or trcuk 
mount conversion hose. This hose contains 
the trigger mechanism that allows the hand 
tool to dispense the cleaning solution. CFR 
have made it so that you can use different 
high quality, internal jet general and 
upholstery hand tools with only one 
conversion hose saving you money and van 
space. 
 
 

 
 
Foil Squares 

These high tensile foil squares are designed to go under the legs of furniture to protect your carpet 

from damage caused by rust or sliding furniture.  They also make moving furniture much easier. 

 

 

Velvet Boffin Brush 

This velvet boffin brush is designed to be used for grooming the 

pile of velvet carpets.  It is constructed from incredibly soft metal 

bristles which are ideal for using on velvet pile carpets. 
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Handi Groomer 

Th Handi Groomer is a purpose built carpet rake designed 

specifically for use on the pile of a wide variety of carpets.  The 

Handi Groomer is ideal for use on stairs, rugs and edges. 

 

 

 

 

Prochem Buckets 

 

Two large capacity buckets from Prochem ideal for transporting either 

clean or dirty water when you can’t get you machine to a tap or extraction 

point.  Features an innovative deep set lip to ensure you won’t spill water 

all over your client’s floors and to make refilling your machine a breeze.  

 

 

 

Prochem furniture blocks 

Ideal for placing under furniture on wet carpets to prevent colour seepage from woods or to stop 

metal furniture from rusting on wet carpet. 
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Grandi Groomer 12” 

This professional 12 inch carpet groomer prepares rugs and carpets 

for vacuuming or cleaning. It raises deeply embedded dirt for 

vacuum pickup. The Grandi Groom works on all types of carpeting 

and is good for finishing and restoring the pile and pattern after 

vacuuming or cleaning. Rake and handle included. 

 

 

 

 

Tarpaulin 

Placing a tarpaulin under your carpet cleaning machine whilst in a 

clients house always make a good impression and lets them know 

that you care about their property and their carpets. 

 

 

Terry Towels 

These white terry towels are ideal for spot cleaning and stain 

removal on carpets.  There is no transfer from the all white towels 

which means you can use as much elbow grease as is needed to 

remove a stain without worrying about damaging the   carpet, they 

are also super absorbent. 

Grandi Groomer 18” 

This professional 18 inch carpet groomer prepares rugs 

and carpets for vacuuming or cleaning. It raises deeply 

embedded dirt for vacuum pickup. The Grandi Groom works on 

all types of carpeting and is good for finishing and restoring the 

pile and pattern after vacuuming or cleaning. Rake and 

handle included. 
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CFR Perfect Heat 7.6m high pressure  extension 

hose 

This high pressure hose gives you an additional 7.6m (25ft) reach on your 

CFR machine meaning less lugging the machine about and less traversing 

tricky stairs and other obstacles. High quality flexible hose with built in 

pressure hose which eliminates the need to tie the two hoses together 

with cable ties. The hide a hose system not only makes cleaning carpets 

easier, but is also easy to store. Suitable for up to 1000 psi. 

 

Prochem 7.6m extension hose 

This Vacuum & solution hose assembly for the prochem range of 

machines gives the user an additional 7.6 m (25 ft) of range on 

top of the standard 7.6m.  It is fitted with a high pressure rated 

hose for use with the Steempro Heat’n’Run system, male and 

female quick connects for easy assembly and a metal vacuum 

hose connector. 

 

 

Extension hose for Powr-flite and CFR 

machine 

This extension hose gives you an additional 7.6m (25ft) reach on 

your CFR machine meaning less lugging the machine about and less 

traversing tricky stairs and other obstacles. High quality flexible hose 

with built in pressure hose eliminates the need to tie the two hoses together with cable ties. The 

hide a hose system not only makes cleaning carpets easier, but is also easy to store. Suitable for up 

to 1000 psi. 
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Prochem Prespray Gold 

Prochem's Prespray Gold is a high concentrated professional strength carpet prespray cleaner for 
cotton, wool, wool mix and sensitive, wet cleanable fabrics. Approved by Woolsafe for use on wool 
and wool rich fibers. Prochem Prespray Gold is a golden colour. 

Please dilute prespary gold to 1:32 Ph 8 Irritant 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Prochem Fabric Restorer  
 
Prochem's Fabric Restorer is a premium quality upholster prespray with high concentrate blend of 
detergents, low odour solvents and anti resoil agents, for use on grease, hair and oily boody contact 
areas of wet cleanable fabrics. Clear liquid with hint of citrus. 
 
Dilute Fabric Restorer to 1:16 PH 9 Irritant 
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Prochem Bonnet Buff  
 
Prochems Bonnet Buff is a low VOC formula concentrate with anti-soil properties for effective spray 
cleaning of carpets in conjunction with rotary carpet bonnet pads. Clear liquid with lemon and 
lavender fragrance. 

Dilution 1 to 16 pH 8.5, 5L  

 

 

Prochem Fibre and Fabric Rinse 5 litre 

Fibre and Fabric rinse is a specilist acidic rinse agent for neutralising alkaline presprays stabalising 
the colours in suspect carpets. i.e carpets that may be susceptible to colour bleed. Fiber & Fabric 
rinse has been Woolsafe approved for use on wool rich carpets. Prevents colour bleeds and most 
yellowing and browning and conditions all man made and natural carpet fibers.  

Dilution 1:100 ph4 
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Prochem Extraction Pro 5 litre 

Prochem Extraction Pro is a professional low foam emulsifier for carpet soil extraction machines. 
Prochem Extraction Pro rapidly penetrates and suspends soils for complete extraction and 
prevention of re-soiling. Fluorescent green liquid with citrus fragrance. 

Dilution 1 to 100 pH 8.5 5L 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Prochem Liquid Woolsafe 5 litre 
 
Prochems' Liquid Woolsafe is an effective and safe extraction cleaner for wool and stain resistant 
nylon carpets. It has been approved by the Woolsafe Organisation. Liquid woolsafe is a amber liquid 
with floral flagrance. 
 
Dilution 1: 100 Ph 8 
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Prochem Trafficlean 
 
Trafficlean is an industrial strength carpet prespray. It is highly concentrated with extra water solube 
solvents to remove grease. Pre test carpetrs for colour fatsness and then apply by sprayer. Should be 
used on all heavily soiled area and walkways. Turquoise green liquid with mint flagrance. For wool 
carpets and those with unstable dyes, they should be rinse extracted with portable or truck mount 
carpet cleaning extraction machines. 
 
Dilute Trafficlean to 1:10 ph 11 
 
 
 

 
 
Fine Line Carpet Cleaner ( Micro-Splitter) 
 
Fine Line has been specially formulated for wool and delicate fibres and has been approved for use 
on wool and wool-rich carpets in accordance with The WOOLSAFE Organisation's stringent tests. 
Does not contain bleaching agents or optical colour brighteners. 
 
Does not contain any enzymes, bacteria or microorganisms which may be considered 
environmentally hazardous. Does not contain any detergents or shampoos which can cause rapid 
resoiling due to sticky residue. Will not adversely affect any factory applied protectants or anti-static 
treatments. Ideal for all cleaning systems such as hot water extraction, bonnet, powder, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Premium Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner 
 
The unique cleaning process of carpet & upholstery cleaner is achieved by 'Microsplitting' the soil 
particles without the use of enzymes, detergents or solvents. Removes heavy soil residues as well as 
many spots & stains caused by grease, oil, latex paints, mustard, ketchup, shoe polish, diverse food 
& beverage stains, various types of inks, sugar etc. Can be applied to all water and colour fast carpet 
or upholstery materials made of synthetic or natural fibres. Does not contain bleaching agent or 
optical colour brighteners. 
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Does not contain any enzymes, bacteria or micro-organisms which may be considered 
environmentally hazardous. Does not contain any detergents or shampoos which can cause rapid 
resoling due to sticky residue. Will not adversely affect any factory protected (Scotchgard, Teflon, 
etc.) or anti-static treated carpets. Ideal for all cleaning systems such as hot water extraction, 
bonnet, powder, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Prochem Double Clean 4k tub 
 
Cost effective Powdered Detergents 
 
Double Clean is a concentrated heavy duty detergent formulated for optimum cleaning performance 
when cleaning heavily soiled carpets. Double Clean contains high quality anionic and non ionic 
surfactants, alkaline builders, optical brighteners and corrosion inhibitor. 
 
Double clean is a Blue powder with citrus mint fragrance.# 
 
Tub 4kg 
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Prochem Crystal Green 4k tub 
 
Powdered Detergents  
 
Crystal Green-This is Prochem's premium non-ionic carpet extraction detergent for spectacular 
results on tough, oily and greasy soils. Crystal Green's unique non-ionic formula is compatible with 
B125 Clensan for cleaning and sanitising in one operation. Green powder with herbal lemon 
fragrance.  
 
Dilution 1 to 333 pH 9.5 IRRITANT Irritating to eyes and skin.  
 
4K Tub 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Prochem Double Clean - 10k Drum 
 
Double Clean is a concentrated heavy duty detergent formulated for optimum cleaning performance 
when cleaning heavily soiled carpets. Double Clean contains high quality anionic and non ionic 
surfactants, alkaline builders, optical brighteners and corrosion inhibitor. 
 
Double clean is a Blue powder with citrus mint fragrance. 
 
Drum quantity 10k 
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Prochem Crystal Green 10k Drum 
 
Crystal Green-This is Prochem's premium non-ionic carpet extraction detergent for spectacular 
results on tough, oily and greasy soils. Crystal Green's unique non-ionic formula is compatible with 
B125 Clensan for cleaning and sanitising in one operation. Green powder with herbal lemon 
fragrance.  

Dilution 1 to 333 pH 9.5 IRRITANT Irritating to eyes and skin.  

Drum: 10 k 

 
 
 
 
 
Prochem Fluoroseal Plus  
 
Prochem Fluoroseal Plus Top quality, odourless fluorocarbon carpet protector which coats and 
protects fibres against water and oil based spillages. Exclusive formula contains stain blocker 
additive for re-treatment of stain resistant nylon carpets and also helps protect against static 
electricity. Apply by Prochem carpet protector applicator to new carpet or after extraction cleaning. 
White liquid.Coverage approx. 30m sq. to 50m sq. per 5 litres. 

Ready-to-use pH 7 

Fibres are coated with a protective barrier that reduces adhesion of dry soil allowing easier romoval 
when vacuuming and cleaning. 
Flouroseal Plus contains stain blocker technology which help release and prevent staining from 
common food and drink colour additives. 
Penetration of liquids is reduced, which makes spills easier to remove before they pentrate deep 
into the carpets' pile. 
The invisible flouro polymers repel oily soils such as cooking fat, hair and boody cells. 
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3" CFR Combo Tool C/W 6501 Nozzle - 10224A 
 
The 3" combo tool is specifically designed for cleaning upholstery, small fabric pieces and high 
performance general spotting. The fully adjustable air inlet feature makes it easy to clean even fine 
fabrics. For maximum results and the very fastest drying time consider the combination tool with 
additional nozzles. 
 
For use on any fabric, from carpet & upholstery to delicate drapery 
Adjustable vacuum relief protects delicate fabrics 
All stainless steel construction 
Heavy-duty 1,000 p.s.i valve 
Quick release spray jet for easy replacement and changing 
5' Adapter conversion hose fits most extractors (optional) 
02, 03, 04 Nozzles are also available 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Special Purpose Hand Tool 7.5" - 10225A 
Special Purpose Hand Tool 7.5"  
The "Special Purpose Hand Tool" provides 
amazing results for stairs, office panels, fabric 
wall coverings and other large flat fabric 
covered surfaces. Add the lightweight 
"Extension Wand" (#10059A) and reach an 
additional 4 ft. to clean those hard to reach 
areas. 
 
Perfect for office partitions, large stains and 

stairs 
All Stainless Steel construction 
Heavy duty 1,000 p.s.i valve 
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Quick release spray jet for easy replacement and changing 
5' Adapter Hose fits most extractors (optional) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
4" Plastic Detailer Tool - AA163 
 
The ideal tool for low pressure carpet extractors for use on upholstery, stairs etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Hard Surface Hand Tool 7.5" - 10226A 
 
The "Hard Surface Hand Tool" is especially designed for those tight hard surface areas including 
stairs and walls. Add the lightweight "Extension Wand" (#10059A) and reach an additional 4ft. to 
clean those hard to reach areas. 
 
Perfect for office partitions, large stains and stairs 
All stainless steel construction 
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Heavy-duty 1,000 p.s.i valve 
Quick release spray jet for easy replacement and changing 
5' Adapter Hose fits most extractors (optional) 
Part Number: 10226A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Black Max Axial Fan - PD10K 
Black Max Axial Fan Downdraft Wholeroom Dryer / Airmover 
 
The Black Max Downdraft Wholeroom Dryer incorporates the Swept Fan blade design that creates 
an astounding 9800 CFM at over 44mph that maximises surface coverage and minimises drying 
times. 
 
Noise levels are also significantly reduced with the new Swept Fan blade, which efficiently draws 
warmer, drier air from above and blows it down and across the entire surface of the carpet. 
Designed for carpet cleaning and restoration professionals, the BlackMax Downdraft Dryer's unique 
four-position design allows for the efficient drying of furniture, walls and ceilings as well as carpets. 
 
High velocity airflow at over 9,800 CFM dries an average size room in just minutes 
4-blade Swept Fan increases CFM which decreases drying time 
2 speed motor for maximum versatility in multiple applications 
4 heavy-duty casters to ensure safe use on uneven surfaces; 2 locking, 2 unlocking. 
Heavy-duty design and components provide years of service 
Stack up to 4 BlackMax Downdraft dryers for easy transport and storage 
Cast aluminium legs feature a built-in cord wrap and carrying handles for added convenience and 
mobility 
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40" Hammer Head Propane Burnisher - HH40K 
Hammerhead Dual-Head UHS Propane Buffing Machine / Burnisher 
 
40" Burnishing Width 
585cc Ohv v-valve Kawasaki engine 
Catalytic muffler to minimise emissions 
12V battery start 
CentriVac (TM) Dust Collection System with innovative skirt design 
RokBak (TM) deck for easy access pad installation from a standing position 
Low profile design for improved manoeuvrability 
Electric clutch stops pad rotation when lever is released 
Quick release strap for easy cylinder installation and removal 
EcoSense Emission Monitoring optional 
Urethane-tread wheels with precision bearings for ease of operation 
Welded adjustable handle 
 
Product Specification: 
 

 Performance: 50,000 square feet per hour (4,600 sqare metres per hour) 

 Engine: 585cc air-cooled 

 Engine Speed: 3,600 RPM 

 Burnishing Width: 40" 

 Pad Speed: 1850 RPM 

 Pad Size: 2 x 21" (53.3cm) 

 Start: 12V battery 

 Sound Level: 87 dB(A) 

 Vibration: Less than 2.5 m/s2 

 Length x Width x Height: 61.75" (157cm) x 46.5" (118cm) x 41" (104cm) 

 Weight: 154kg 

 Deck: Welded Steel 

 Dust Control Skirt: Yes 
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Dynax Tile, Grout & Safety Floor Cleaner DYX10 
 
Dynax Tile, Grout and Stone Cleaner will provide you with excellent cleaning results on tile floors, 
showers, bathrooms, kitchens, clay tile, pool tile, fine stone tile, grout, stone, marble, slate, granite, 
flagstone, Terrazzo, brick and ultra safety &  
non-skid floors. It will even clean the bottom of ponds, fountains or pools - anywhere there is a slime 
build-up. 
Cuts through the toughest soil build-up! An excellent restorative cleaning product that will remove 
years of soil residue from tile, grout or stone surfaces. Not only restores hard floors, but can be used 
to maintain them on a daily basis as well. Effectively breaks down and removes old grease, oil, soap, 
dirt, scum, hard water deposits, mould and mildew residues, etc. from a wide variety of tile, grout 
and stone surfaces. 
 
Features: 

 Superior Cleaning Results  

 No Toxic or Hazardous Acids or Butyls 

  Removes Years of Soil Build-up  

  No Sticky Soap or Detergent Residues 

  Will Not Damage or Etch Tile, Grout or Stone 

  Absolutely odorless  

  Environmentally Conscious 

  User Safe 
 

Advanced Formultaion: 

 Soap & Detergent Free 

  Odour Free  

  Non-Toxic  

  Hypoallergenic 

  NO VOC's  

  NO Enzymes 

  NO Bacteria  

  NO Bleach  

  NO Toxic Oxidizing or Reducing Agents 
 
Dynax Tile, Grout and Stone Cleaner is the most advanced and effective cleaner of its type available 
on the market. Not only does it guarantee you extraordinary cleaning results, it is also totally safe.  
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Mix with hot or cold water and enjoy the enormous cost savings with an exceptional dilution ratio of 
1:16 - 1:64. Can be used for manual small area cleaning applications such as with a rotary scrubber 
as well as in machines such as auto-scrubbers / scrubber-dryers for large surface cleaning. 

 
 
Ceiling & Wall Cleaner CAW10 
 
Ceiling & Wall Cleaner is a unique and highly effective cleaner. 
It removes soil residues such as smoke, soot, oil, nicotine and cooking vapours from porous and non-
porous ceiling and wall surfaces. It breaks down the soil binders without the use of enzymes, 
detergents, bleaching agents or solvents. It can be applied to all water and colour fast surfaces. 
It cleans and restores surfaces that were previously unable to be properly cleaned and removes the 
toughest of soil residues. 
 
Features: 

 Superior Cleaning Results 

 No Sticky Soap or Detergent Residues 

 Removes Years of Soil Build-Up 

 Environmentally Preferable 

 No Toxic or Hazardous Butyls 

 Will Not Bleach or Damage Surfaces 

 Absolutely Odorless 

 User Safe 
 
ADVANCED FORMULATION CONTAINING 

 Soap & Detergent Free 

 Odour Free 

 Non-Toxic 

 Hypoallergenic 

 NO VOC's 

 NO Enzymes 

 NO Bacteria 

 NO Bleach 

 NO Toxic Oxidizing or Reducing Agents 
 
Ceiling and Wall Cleaner is the most advanced and effective cleaner of its type available on the 
market. Not only does it guarantee you extraordinary results, it is also totally safe!  
If you think that Ceiling & Wall Cleaners are created equally, your perception of "clean" will be 
changed after the first time you use our Ceiling & Wall Cleaner. 
 
It can be used in areas with poor ventilation without the worry of harmful off-gasses. 
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Ceiling & Wall Cleaner is completely soap free and will not leave a soapy sticky residue behind that 
can lead to fast re-soiling. Enjoyhuge cost savings with this exceptional product. 

 
 
CFR A Excell - 3BM003 
 
Solvent-free, acidic cleaner for natural or very delicate fibers. Formulated to be sensitive to dyes and 
natural fibers as well as brighten carpet and upholstery fibers by removing alkaline chemical residues 
from previous cleaning. 
A EXCELL is a mildly acidic solvent free pre-spray and in tank recycling cleaner designed for cleaning 
natural fibres, delicate fabrics and areas where excessive bonneting has been involved. 
A EXCELL is a concentrated, low foaming, water based cleaner especially designed for use with CFR 
Cleaning Systems. A EXCELLshould not be used in conjunction with any alkaline based cleaner. 
Recommended especially for use on natural fibre surfaces. 
 
Suitable On: 

 Carpets: wool, cotton and synthetic fibres  

 Upholstery: wool, cotton, delicate and synthetic fibres 

 Restoration and browning removal  

 To correct minor water damage 
 
Features: 

 Solvent Free 

 Contains odour control agents 

 Effective against many soils 

 Effective in soft or hard water 

 Has very good rinse ability, does not build up with repeated use 

 Suitable for both in tank and pre-spray applications 

 pH is lower than most cleaners 

 Prevents build up of dulling hard water film 

 Recycling property makes it cost effective 

 Natural fibre cleaner 
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CFR Excell - 3BL003 
 
Solvent-free and phosphorous-free, concentrated heavy duty cleaner to remove moderate to heavy 
duty soils on synthetic carpets, upholstery, and hard surfaces.   
Excell is a heavy duty general purpose, water based cleaner. 
It is solvent free and contains an odour neutralizing system.  
This product may be used as an in tank and/or prespray product. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: Synthetics, commercial, residential and automotive  

 Upholstery: Synthetics, commercial, residential and automotive  

 Walls that are water sensitive  

 Hard or plastic floors not sensitive to mildly alkaline    cleaners  
 
Features and Benefits: 

 Solvent Free 

 Contains odour control agents 

 Effective against many soils 

 Effective in soft or hard water 

 Has very good rinse ability, does not build up with repeated use 

 Suitable for both in tank and pre-spray applications 

 MEETS SPECIFICATIONS FOR FIFTH GENERATION CARPETS  

 pH is lower than most cleaners 

 Prevents build up of dulling hard water film 

 Recycling property makes it cost effective 

 Natural fibre cleaner  
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CFR Reclaim - 3AN003 
 
Powerful water based cleaner designed for the reclamation of synthetic carpets, upholstery, and 
hard surfaces. Formulated to remove the types of heavy soils associated with disaster restoration 
and neglect.  
 
Reclaim has the highest active content of any CFR water based recycling cleaner. It is designed for 
cleaning where heavy to very heavy soils are encountered. This product contains complex 
surfactants, sequestering and chelating agents, active polar solvents and chemical deodorants. It 
may also be used on hard surfaces that are not solvent sensitive such as marble, terrazzo or vinyl. 
Use as a prespray or in tank cleaner. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Upholstery: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Walls, floors and hard surfaces that are not solvent-sensitive 

 For reclamation and fire restoration 
 
Features and Benefits: 

 Effective in both hot and cold water 

 Effective on most soils, including greasy soil 

 Excellent for fire and smoke restoration. pH is lower than most heavy duty cleaners 

 Has very good rinse ability, does not build up with repeated use  

 Recycling is very cost effective 

 Contains excellent odour control agents 

 Equally effective in both hard and soft water 

 Prevents build up of dulling hard water film 
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CFR OZ Clean - 3CB003 
  
CFR OZ-CLEAN™ 
Specifically designed to promote and accelerate the advantages of using Ozone in the CFR OZ-CARE 
System for total building and environmental hygiene. Oxidizes and breaks down organic soils and 
materials and reduces the volatilities and non-volatile organics discharged into the air. 
 
OZ-CLEAN is an Ozone compatible liquid alkaline cleaner for carpets, upholstery and hard surfaces. It 
is designed specifically for use in systems where Ozone is introduced into the cleaning solution. OZ-
CLEAN is designed to promote and accelerate the advantages of using Ozone in the CFR OZ-
CARE™ System for total building and environmental hygiene. 
OZ-CLEAN is primarily inorganic in nature and is environmentally friendly. It leaves virtually no 
organic residues and has extended tank like even in the presence of Ozone. 
OZ CLEAN exhibits the following benefits and advantages when used in the CFR OZ-CARE System: 
 
Features: 

 Controls the availability of Ozone for cleaning, oxidizing and deodorizing 

 Makes Ozone safe to use in a closed recycling cleaning system  

 Acts as a booster, increasing the effectiveness of Ozone in oxidizing and breaking down  

 organic soils and materials  

 Leaves less residue than conventional carpet cleaners 

 Eliminates the propensity to resoil from organic residuals left in carpet or on fabrics 

 Promotes clean air by reducing the volatiles and non-volatile organics discharged into the air  

 from vacuum systems 
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CFR ENZ Soil One - 3BK005 
 
Powdered, heavy-duty enzyme cleaner designed for the removal of heavy and greasy soils from 
fabric and hard surfaces, especially effective in restaurant applications. 
ENZ-SOIL ONE is a heavy duty enzyme based product for pre-treatment and in-tank cleaning of 
synthetic carpets, fabrics and hard surfaces. 
ENZ-SOIL ONE is a highly active powdered product containing protease and amylase enzymes with a 
special blend of wetting agents and plenty of reserve alkalinity for even the toughest of cleaning 
jobs. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets, fabrics and hard surfaces 

 Dining, kitchen and garbage areas of restaurants and food service operations 
 
Features: 

 Enzymes are stable (powder) 

 Two types of enzymes for digesting both protein and greasy soils 

 Long shelf life  

 Buffered pH – safe for all synthetic fabrics 

 Used as a powdered absorbent for oily and greasy spills 

 Easily dissolved for use as a pre-spray  

 High reserve alkalinity for neutralizing acidic soils 

 No live micro-organisms  

 Odour control  

 Cost effective  

 Recyclable 
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Zap It Special Spot & Stain Remover 
  
Features:  
Removes chewing gum, tape residue, grease, oil, tar, asphalt, wax, crayon, latex paint, lipstick, 
mascara and various hard to remove stains. 
It is easy to use and can be applied to water and colour fast carpets or upholstery materials made 
with synthetic or natural fibres, glass, fibre glass, tiles, plexiglass, acrylic, bathroom tiles, wallpaper 
and more... 
 
 
 
 

 
 
CFR Pro Spotting Kit - 60374A 
 
5 Step Spotting Kit - Comes complete with Caddy and Brush for removing 99% of all stains and spills. 
Kit includes 

 

 Pop-Out 
Designed to aggressively remove water-soluble soils such as soft drinks, coffee, ketchup, red 
wine and similar stains. 

 Enz-Out 
An Enzyme spotter, formulated for the removal of protein stains such as vomit, blood and 
urine. Ideal for removing ground in food. 

 BW Stain Away 
Capable of removing water-soluble stains that require the introduction of an acidic agent. 
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 Super Solve 
A citrus gel, formulated to remove gum, tar, grease and adhesives from carpeting. The gel 
keeps the spotter on the surface where the stains are. 

 All Purpose Spotter 
A water/solvent micro-emulsion designed to remove a variety of stains. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
CFR All Purpose Spotter - 3BZ003 
 
General Purpose Carpet / Fabric Spotter. 
A water / solvent micro-emulsion for removal of a variety of spills, which are typically removed only 
with strong solvents. 
 
Use alone, or as spotter and prespray for the CFR Professional Spotting System 
ALL PURPOSE SPOTTER is a water/solvent microemulsion which is highly effective in removing a 
broad spectrum of both oil and water based stains.It is an extremely effective cleaner for a variety of 
spills, which are typically removed only with strong solvents. 
ALL PURPOSE SPOTTER provides the benefits of solvent based products without the problems 
typically associated with solvents. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: wool, cotton and synthetic fibres 

 Upholstery  

 Vinyl and tile surfaces 
 
Features: 

 Superior grease cutting power 

 Leaves less residue than solvent based spotters 

 Evaporates quicker than solvent based spotters 

 Lower VOCs than solvent spotters  

 High solvency for asphalt, inks, oils and greases 

 More cost effective than straight solvent  

 Ready to use, no dilution needed 
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CFR Enz Out - 3AD003 
 
An Enzyme spotter formulated for the Removal of protein stains such as vomit, blood and urine. 
Ideal for removing ground in food.  
 
ENZ-OUT is for use as a spotting agent for a broad spectrum of stains including vomit, blood and 
other organic stains. 
ENZ-OUT is a highly active, water based product using a blend of protease and amylase enzymes 
with an organic and inorganic stabilizing system, blended with compatible cleaning agents. Most 
organic stains are best cleaned using cold water. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Upholstery: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Requires a minimum working time of at least 15-30 minutes 
 
Features: 

 Equally effective is soft or hard water  

 Has good rinse ability  

 Leaves fabric with soft, natural feel 

 Ready to use as received  

 Very effective on a wide variety of organic stains 

 Very stable 
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CFR BW Stain Away - 3AI003 
 
Removes water soluble soils that require the introduction of an acidic agent. Ideal for removal of 
water stains and alkaline detergent residues. 
 
BW STAIN AWAY is a highly concentrated, water based blend of destaining, debrowning and odour 
neutralizing compounds. 
BW STAIN AWAY is an excellent spotting agent designed to remove water stains and to debrown 
fabrics 
This product is designed especially for use with CFR Cleaning Systems. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Upholstery: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Walls and surfaces that are not water and/or acid sensitive 
 
Features: 

 Contains no harsh bleaching agents 

 Effective on hard to remove tea stains 

 Effective on hard water stains 

 Effective remover of browning caused by some other cleaning systems 

 Equally effective in hard or soft water 

 Leaves fabric with soft, natural feel 

 Ready to use as received 
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CFR Pop Out - 3AH003 
 
Designed to aggressively removes water-soluble soils such as soft drinks, coffee, red wine, ketchup, 
and similar stains.  

  
POP-OUT is a spotting agent designed for removing stains caused by soft drinks, coffee, catsup, and 
other similar stains. 
POP-OUT is a highly concentrated, water based blend of polar solvents, destaining agents, chelating 
agents and odour neutralizing materials. This product is designed especially for use 
with CFR Cleaning Systems.  
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Upholstery: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Walls and floors that are not water sensitive 
 
Features: 

 Effective on many stains 

 Equally effective in soft or hard water 

 Excellent odour control 

 Has good rinse ability 

 Leaves fabric with soft, natural feel 

 One product handles a large number of stains 

 Ready to use as received 
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CFR Super Solve - 3AC003 
 
A Citrus gel, formulated to aggressively removes water-soluble soils such as heavy grease, tar, inks, 
toners, shoe polish and chewing gum from solvent-resistant surfaces. The gel keeps the spotter on 
the surface where the stains are. 
 
SUPER-SOLV is a spotting agent and pre-treatment for the removal of heavy grease, tar, oil type 
stains, most inks, toners, shoe polish and chewing gum. SUPER-SOLV is an active blend of polar and 
non-polar solvents with a sophisticated emulsion system that provides for fast soil removal by 
water. SUPER-SOLV is a non chlorinated, low odour, low toxicity cleaner. 
 
Suitable for use on: 
• Carpets: Commercial, residential and automotive  
• Upholstery: Commercial, residential and automotive  
• Walls and floors that are not solvent-sensitive 
 
Features:  
• Good rinse ability  
• Penetrates soils very quickly for speedy removal  
• Ready to use, no dilution required  
• Takes the place of several spotters  
• Very effective on a wide variety of solvent soluble stains 
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CFR Deo Reo 40 - 3AS003 
 
Deodorises and Reodorises surfaces through a concentrated blend of chemical deodorants, odor 
neutralisers, and pleasantly fragranced re-odorants. Tropical mango scent.  
DEO REO 40 is concentrated blends of chemical deodorant, odour neutralizing and masking 
agents. DEO REO 40 can be used for immediate and long term control of odour by masking and 
destroying odour sources. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Fabrics 

 Hard surfaces 

 Spatial areas (tanks, closets etc.) 
 
Features: 

 A small amount of spray after cleaning gives machine tank a pleasant fragrance 

 A very small amount goes a long way  

 Easy to use, just add to the tank or spray on area to be deodorized 

 No phosphates  

 Offer a choice of fragrances  

 Pleasant fragrance with odour masking agent for immediate effect 

 True deodorant, not just masking agent alone, reacts chemically with the odour causing  
substances to neutralize and/or destroy them 
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CFR Deo Reo 30 - 3AR003 
 
Deodorises and reodorises surfaces through a concentrated blend of chemical deodorants, odor 
neutralisers, and floral re-odorants. Fresh air scent.  
DEO REO 30 is concentrated blends of chemical deodorant, odour neutralizing and masking 
agents. DEO REO 30 can be used for immediate and long term control of odour by masking and 
destroying odour sources. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Fabrics 

 Hard surfaces 

 Spatial areas (tanks, closets etc.) 
 
DEO REO 30 Features and Benefits: 

 A small amount of spray after cleaning gives machine tank a pleasant fragrance 

 A very small amount goes a long way 

 Easy to use, just add to the tank or spray on area to be deodorized 

 No phosphates  

 Offer a choice of fragrances 

 Pleasant fragrance with odour masking agent for immediate effect 

 True deodorant, not just masking agent alone, react chemically with the odour causing 
substances to neutralize and/or destroy them  
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CFR Defoam - 3AE003 
 
Controls foam created during the removal of chemical residues from previous cleanings. Designed to 
float in workstation tank to prevent it from being recycled into the cleaning solution and deposited 
on fibre.  
 
Defoam is used to provide defoaming action when using the CFR System to remove foam – causing 
residues from carpets, upholstery and hard surfaces deposited there by prior cleaning with another 
manufacturer’s cleaning system. Small amounts are very effective when used as directed. 
 
Defoam is a sophisticated, water based, complex defoamer stabilized with a blend of organic 
couplers, designed for recycling. 
 
Suitable for use on: 

 Carpets: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 Upholstery: Commercial, residential and automotive 

 With any vacuum type cleaning machine having foam problems 
 
Features: 

 Does not contribute to early resoiling 

 Floats on the surface in the tank for continuous defoaming action 

 Long shelf life  

 Very cost effective 
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CFR Shut Out Assist - 3BS003 
CFR Shut Out Assist Stain Blocker 
 
In-tank and topically applied anti-stain concentrate. When used in-tank during the cleaning process, 
it imparts anti-stain properties to each individual fibre.  
Shut Out Assist is an in-tank additive and topical spray which is especially designed to replace or 
enhance the built in soil release properties of today’s carpet and upholstery that may have been 
removed during normal use. 
 
Shut Out Assist will also impart anti-stain and soil release properties to untreated fabrics when used 
as directed. It is especially effective when used in the CFR Recycling System. When properly applied, 
fibres will stay cleaner longer, will reduce carpet fibre abrasion and prolong the life and beauty of 
both carpet and upholstery. 
 
Suitable for us on: 

 Wool, cotton and synthetic fibre carpets and upholstery 
 
Features: 

 Easy to use, cost effective 

 In tank additive, no additional labour required to apply, no excess liquids applied 

 As a topical spray only half as much water applied compared to conventional topicals 

 Maintenance costs are lowered through reduced time and frequency of cleaning  

 Built in soil resistance allows more dry soil to be removed during routine maintenance 

 Aesthetic appeal and useful life of the fabric are retained for a substantially longer time 

 Allows treated carpets to release more soil during the wet cleaning process  

 May also be used on untreated carpets 
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CFR All Protect - 3BX003 
CFR All Protect Anti-Stain Protector 
 
Water based oil and water repellent for all surface protection. 
Use on carpets, upholstery, vinyl, leather, wood and painted surfaces.  
 
Features 

 All-Protect™ is a water-based product containing a fluorinated acrylic copolymer! 

 All-Protect™ is based upon entirely different chemistry than that used in the manufacture of 
Scotch Guard products! 

 Contains no aromatic solvents – safe to use in all environments! 

 Cure times are equivalent to solvent-based products! 

 Provides excellent water and oil repellency to carpets, upholstery anda variety of surfaces! 

 Reinforces/Maintains the protection provided by mill treatments with flourochemicals! 

 Effectiveness is readily demonstrated! 

 Facilitates wet and dry soil removal! 

 Works on virtually all natural and synthetic fibres! 

 Costs as little as pennies per square foot for typical applications! 

 Maximum benefit is achieved when ALL-PROTECT™ is applied to clean carpets or fabrics! 
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Rid a Gum - RAG6 
Rid a Gum Chewing Gum Removal System 
Rid a Gum Really Works... 
 
A ready to use, liquid chewing gum remover which actually lifts and prepares a gum wad for 
mechanical removal from carpets, upholstery and fabrics using a Rid a Gum Brush or a scrubbing 
pad. 
Rid a Gum removes gum without sticky residue and does not harm carpet backing. It prevents 
deeper penetration of chewing gum into most surfaces through its lifting action. Rid a Gum is 
themost effective gum removal system in our industry today. 
Rid a Gum also removes many other stains from Food, Grease and Oily Materials. 
 
Use in: 
Schools, Theatres, Airlines, Hospitals, Hotels, Restaurants, Universities, Fleet-Maintenance, Office 
Buildings and Department Stores. 
 
Use Rid a Gum to safely remove chewing gum from: 

 Carpeting 

 Fabrics 

 Upholstery 

 Curtains 

 Clothing 

 Car Mats 

 Entrance Mats 

 Also great for removing candle wax 

 Available in 6 x 237ml cases complete with 1 Rid a Gum Brush. 
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Rid a Gum Brush - RAGB 
 
Rid a Gum Hand Brush 
Rid-A-Gum brush only to be used in conjunction with Rid-A-Gum Chewing Gum Remover. Sold in 
single units. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
5' Flexible Conversion Hide A Hose C/W Receiver - 72312A 
 
1.5" Conversion Hose with Trigger Assembly 5 Feet 
Adapter Hose for use with CFR Hand Tools and Floor Wands. 
Suitable for use with all makes of Extractors. 
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33' Flexible Hide A Hose C/W Receiver - 72286B 
 
High quality flexible hose with built-in pressure hose complete with trigger assembly which 
eliminates the need to tie the two hoses together with cable ties. The hide a hose system not only 
makes cleaning carpets easier, but are aso easy to store. Suitable for up to 1,000 psi. 
 
Suitable for use with: 

 CFR Perfect Heat Extractor 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
33' Flexible Hide A Hose - WWH33 
 
High quality flexible hide a hose with built in pressure hose which eliminates the need to tie the two 
hoses together with cable ties. The hide a hose system not only makes cleaning carpets easier, but 
are also easy to store. Suitable for up to 1,000 psi. 
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Suitable for use with: 

 CFR Perfect Heat Extractor 

 Powr-Flite Perfect Heat PFX-1350 Perfect Heat 

 And other extractors 
 
 
 
 
 

 
25' Crushproof Hide A Hose - 1504WDSI 
 
High quality crush-proof hose with built-in pressure hose which eliminates the need to tie the two 
hoses together with cable ties. The hide a hose system not only makes cleaning carpets easier, but 
are also easy to store. Suitable for up to 300 psi. 
 
Suitable for use with: 

 All Extraction Machines up to 300 psi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Equinox Floor Polish - 103MP 
Equinox Floor Polish 
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High solids formula for ultra high speed applications. Produces a finish so tough that it significantly 
reduces the frequency of recoating and burnishing. Provides excellent gloss, scuff resistance and 
long lasting durability. 
 
Features: 

 Hard, durable coating 

 Deep wet-look shine 

 Reduces labour costs 

 Clear, non-yellowing 

 Self-sealing 

 Classified by UL as to slip resistance only 

Recommended Surfaces: 

 All resilient tile floors and most types of terrazzo, marble, concrete and quarry tile. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Wood Prime Wood Sealer - 701MP 
 
A wood floor sanding sealer specially formulated to optimise adhesion and protect against tannin 
bleed. 
 
Features: 

 Provides a durable, hard seal 

 Protects against tannin bleed 

 High clarity, non-yellowing 

 Outstanding results when used in conjunction with Woodstar Wood Floor Coating 

Recommended Surfaces: 

 All commercial wood floors. 
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Rebound Cleaner/Enhancer - 211MP 
 
Concentrated one step cleaner / enhancer. May be applied by automatic scrubber or damp-mop. 
Cleans and enhances coating for a brilliant wet-look shine when burnished with UHS burnishers. 
 
Features: 

 Exceptionally slip resistant 

 Cleaner and gloss enhancer in one 

 Concentrated for economical use 

 Pleasant lemon-lime fragrance 

 Classified by UL as to slip resistance only 
 
Recommended Surfaces: 

 All resilient tile floors and most types of terrazzo, marble, concrete and quarry tile and 
treated wood floors. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Extend Auto Burnish - 201MP 
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Formulated for mop-on application to revitalize shine. Extends interval between floor coating 
applications. 
 
Features: 

 Reduces overall maintenance costs by reducing the frequency of recoating cycles 

 Produces deep wet-look gloss 

 Eliminates spray buffing 

 Concentrated for economical use 

 Maintains slip resistance 

 Classified by UL as to slip resistance only 
 
Recommended Floor Surfaces: 

 All resilient tile floors and most types of terrazo, marble, concrete and quarry tiles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Eclispe Heavy Duty Degreaser - 396 MP 
 
A heavy duty degreaser cleaner that rapidly removes the most stubborn greasy soils. 
 
Features: 

 Industrial Strength 

 Quickly removes grease build-up 

 Allows for minimum waiting time 

 Effective on most washable surfaces 

 Water-based, non-flammable 

 Concentrated for economical use 

 RECOMMENDED FLOOR SURFACES 

 Most washable surfaces 
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Formula X Gel Stripper - 503A12 
 
A heavy duty, fast acting aerosol baseboard stripper removes floor finish buildup with maximum 
efficiency. 
 
Features: 

 Gel formulation clings to vertical surfaces 

 Inverted spray valve makes for easy dispensing 

 Contains no chlorinated solvents or ozone depleters 

Recommended Floor Surfaces: 

 All resilient tile flooring and baseboards, linoleum and most types of terrazzo, marble, and 
quarry tile. 

 Not recommended for asphalt, rubber of asbestos tile flooring. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
WoodStar Wood Polish Gloss - 702MP 
 
An internally cross-linked, one component, water borne, commercial wood floor finish. 
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Features: 

 Water borne 

 Single pack finish 

 Low odour 

 Stable, clear film 

 Self-crosslinking with thermoset performance 

 Classified by UL as to slip resistance only 
 
Recommended Floor Surfaces: 

 All commercial wood floors. 
 
 
 

 
 
WoodStar Wood Polish Satin 
 
An internally cross-linked, one component, water borne, commercial wood floor finish. 
 
Features: 

 Rich satin low-gloss finish 

 Water borne 

 Single pack finish 

 Low odour 

 Stable, clear film 

 Self-crosslinking with thermoset performance 

Recommended Floor Surfaces: 

 All commercial wood floors. 
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Wood Prime Wood Sealer - 701MP 
 
A wood floor sanding sealer specially formulated to optimise adhesion and protect against tannin 
bleed. 
 
Features: 

 Provides a durable, hard seal 

 Protects against tannin bleed 

 High clarity, non-yellowing 

 Outstanding results when used in conjunction with Woodstar Wood Floor Coating 

Recommended Floor Surfaces:  

 All commercial wood floors. 
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Multideck BMD 450 
 

If you want to scrub, polish, strip or shampoo this machine is 
the ideal choice. You can choose between 150 RPM 230 RPM or 
300 RPM. Maybe you want to use the Multideck for all the 
above tasks. 
 

This 1000 w Numatic rotary machine comes with a 450mm brush deck as standard, a 450mm nylon 
Shampoo brush and a BMD Solution Tank.This is the 150 RPM machine and is ideal for carpets. Just 
call us if you are unsure what the best machine is for your needs. 

Whether you are bonnet mopping or floor stripping this Multideck BMD is the answer. 

Motorscrubber 

The NEW Motorscrubber is a powerful, lightweight, telescopic, ultimate cleaning machine. Designed 
for safe and reliable use, it is the Ultimate Scrubber which is also capable of 
washing, polishing, cleaning and even grinding. It quickly and effortlessly 
cleans your washrooms, showers, stairs, skirting boards, windows, 
swimming pools, buses, motor vehicles and other hard to clean areas. 
 
The Motorscrubber is a real workhorse running for 4 hours off just 1 charge 
and only taking 8 hours to be fully re-charged, the high torque motor will 
refuse to be stalled. Weighing only 1.5 Kg (4 Kg with harness) it is extremely 
lightweight to use yet extremely heavy-duty in its construction thanks to its 
American manufacture.  
 
Motorscrubber has been designed to clean all those hard to reach areas 
where your large cleaning machines simply cannot reach. You have no 
trailing cable to worry about thanks to its battery operation and this allows 
it to be 100% submersible in water and cause no shock risk due to its extra 
low safe voltage 
Motorscrubber has currently been sold into hundreds of hospitals for stair-
case cleaning where power supply is a problem also for dirty edges down 
the long corridors and the hard to reach areas in toilets etc.  

 
Hundreds of Schools have purchased motorscrubber for again toilet cleaning and corridor edges but 
also find it extremely usefull for buffing/stripping all hard floors with a coloured floor pad where the 
large buffers cannot reach. When graffiti on table tops is a problem why use elbow grease when a 
single pass with motorscrubber will remove it all. 
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Powr Flite P131  

 
13 Inch Heavy duty floor machine  

No other floor machines run like the patented Powr-Flite swing machines. 
Low-torque transfer design allows the smoothest operation because the 
workload stays on the floor, not in the operator's hands. These super high 
performance floor machines do it all! They scrub, strip, spray clean and 
buff, bonnet clean, shampoo, scrape, grind or sand. 

New one piece all metal handle housing, tube and trigger assembly.  New 
safety lock out on handle can be easily accessed.  Ultra high output motor 
with lower amp draw for ultimate power.  1/3 hp high performance motor 
with 5 year warranty.  All steel planetary gear drive with 3 year warranty.  
13" pad coverage.  Patented rotational molded housing absorbs vibration 
and controls torque for easy operator control.  Fits into those small spaces 
and allows good maneuverability to get the job done; still has heavy duty 

features associated with larger machines.  175 RPM. 

 

Powr Flite 17 Inch Heavy duty floor machine -
175 RPM 

No other floor machines run like the patented Powr-Flite swing 
machines. Low-torque transfer design allows the smoothest 
operation because the workload stays on the floor, not in the 
operator's hands. These super high performance floor machines do it 
all! They scrub, strip, spray clean and buff, bonnet clean, shampoo, 
scrape, grind or sand 
 
Features: 

 New one piece all metal handle housing, tube and trigger 
assembly 

 New safety lock out on handle can be easily accessed 

 High polish chrome finish keeps the Classic looking new longer 

 Ultra high output motor with lower amp draw for ultimate power 

 1.5 hp high performance motor with 5 year warranty 

 All steel planetary gear drive with 3 year warranty 

 17" pad coverage 

 Patented rotational moulded housing absorbs vibration and controls torque for easy operator 
control 

 This machine combines the popularity of an all metal floor machine with the most 
technologically advanced motors, transmissions and electrical components 

 You get the craftsmanship of the classic metal floor machine with the dependability of all metal 
construction and the features for the most challenging floor jobs 

 Non-marking bumper protects walls and furniture 

 175 RPM 
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Black Max 17inch Dual Speed 
The best floor machine in the industry just got better!The all 
new Black Max floor machine is the easiest to use and the most 
durable floor machine ever produced. Operators will love its low 
profile design that easily reaches under baseboards and furniture. 
They will also notice the low vibration, low torque and easy 
manoeuvrability of its revolutionary design. 
 
The housing design accepts full size 17" pad driver and brush for 
increased productivity and cleaning ability. The Powr-Flite Black 
Max floor machine takes cleaning comfort, productivity and 
durability to the max. 
 
Incorporating all the features of the standard speed BlackMax 
machines, the Black Max Dual Speed Floor Machine add the 
advantage of a standard 175 RPM or high 320 RPM speeds for a 
variety of floor care needs. Dual speed 175 / 320 RPM machines 

have the power and speed to spray buff and dry polish tile floors providing excellent results. 
 
The 17" Black Max Floor Machine does it all; Scrub, Strip, Spray Clean, Buff, Bonnet Clean, Shampoo, 
Grinds, Sands and much more! 
 
Features: 
 

 One piece roto-moulded polyethylene housing is virtually indestructable 

 Full size 17" pad driver or brush increases productivity 

 "No-Riser" design features low centre of gravity for improved control and manoeuvrability 

 Torque and Vibration absorbing housing improves operator comfort and reduces fatigue 

 Low Profile Design reaches under furniture easily 

 17" Pad Coverage 

 175 RPM / 320 RPM gives you two machines in one 
 
 
 
 
 
PADS ON PAGES 60-70 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Powr Flite High Speed Electric Burnisher 
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Take a look at the used pad currently on your burnisher. Is the pad worn 
completely or just partly? The wear on the pad indicates the amount of pad 
pressure on the floor (if the pad shows only an inch of wear, then you are 
burnishing only an inch at a time).  
 
With that kind of performance, you have to make more passes on the floor, 
wasting your time, energy and money. Think of the savings if your pad covered 
more area.  With the M1600, you get Total Pad-to-Floor contact. With each 
pass you make, the pad covers evenly and completely. No wasted time. No 
wasted energy. No wasted money. 
  
The desing and engineering of our M1600 burnishers provide superior 
performance and precision balance without the need for a compensating 

caster. Not only is this machine more manoeuverable, but there is no wheel to prevent the pad from 
covering the floor. 
  
With the M1600 from The Big Clean Ltd, you can pass the Pad Pressure Test... and shine Flat or 
Uneven Floors! The M1600,Floor care machine, gives you total Pad-to-Floor contact. With every pass 
that you make, the pad covers the floor evenly and completely. Saving you time and money... 
Specs 
 
Product Specifications: 
 

 Pad Diameter 20 Inches Full Pad-to-Floor Contact 

 Motor 1-1/2 hp D.C. Rectified, UL listed 

 Transmission Direct Drive, No Slip Deep 'V' Belt Drive 

 Base Housing One piece, high density polythylene 

 Pad Driver Factory installed rigid block drive 

 Pad Pressure 7 Kg 

 Operating Wheels 5 inch non-marking self-lubricating 

 Transport Wheels 4 inch non-marking self-lubricating 

 Operation Controls Dual lever on-off safety switch, stress absorbing. Left or right hand. 

 Warranty 10 yrs housing, 2 yrs motor, 1 yr on parts & workmanship 

 Work Rating (ft2 / hr) 23,500 

 Shipping Weight 40 Kg 

 Pad Speed 1600 RPM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PADS ON PAGES 60-70 
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Victor Lynx 17 inch Rotary Machine 
 
The Lynx range of burnishers offer sleek styling and powerful 
performance to clean and produce a high shine on any polished floor.  
 
Available in two sizes 450 or 500 mm cleaning widths and operating in a 
straight line the Lynx is easy to use even for a novice.  
 
The dust control skirt can be raised for effective spray cleaning or 
lowered catch dust from burnishing. The silent passive dust collection 
system picks up all dust created from the burnishing process and 
channels it into a bag located at the front of the machine for removal. 
Where active vacuumation is prefered the Lynx can now be fitted with an 
exhauster unit.  
 
For areas where spray cleaning is not an option there is a solution 

dispenser located on the machine that feeds cleaning solution directly onto the pad and floor 
without dispersing it into the air. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PADS ON PAGES 60-70 
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Victor Lynx 15 inch Rotary Machine 
 
The Lynx range of burnishers offer sleek styling and powerful 
performance to clean and produce a high shine on any polished floor.  
 
Available in two sizes 450 or 500 mm cleaning widths and operating in a 
straight line the Lynx is easy to use even for a novice.  
 
The dust control skirt can be raised for effective spray cleaning or 
lowered catch dust from burnishing. The silent passive dust collection 
system picks up all dust created from the burnishing process and 
channels it into a bag located at the front of the machine for removal. 
Where active vacuumation is prefered the Lynx can now be fitted with an 
exhauster unit.  
 
For areas where spray cleaning is not an option there is a solution 
dispenser located on the machine that feeds cleaning solution directly 

onto the pad and floor without dispersing it into the air. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Victor Pro 17 Rotary Machine 

The Pro Series of rotary machines offers unrivalled value and performance 
accross a range of hardfloor cleaning tasks including scrubbing, buffing, spray 
cleaning and bonnet mopping.  

At 300 rpm the Pro Series provide the flexibility to effectively carry out most 
hard floor cleaning tasks. Fit the optional tank for scrubbing or bonnet 
mopping or change to pads to carry out stripping, scrubbing, mark removal, 
buffing and spray cleaning. 

As with all Victor machines the Pro Series are delivered fully assembled and 
ready for use. A drive board is included so you can just attach the appropriate 
pad and start cleaning. 

 
 
 
 
PADS ON PAGES 60-70 
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Victor Pro 15 Rotary Machine 

The Pro Series of rotary machines offers unrivalled value and performance 
accross a range of hardfloor cleaning tasks including scrubbing, buffing, spray 
cleaning and bonnet mopping.  

At 300 rpm the Pro Series provide the flexibility to effectively carry out most 
hard floor cleaning tasks. Fit the optional tank for scrubbing or bonnet 
mopping or change to pads to carry out stripping, scrubbing, mark removal, 
buffing and spray cleaning. 

As with all Victor machines the Pro Series are delivered fully assembled and 
ready for use. A drive board is included so you can just attach the appropriate 
pad and start cleaning. 

 
 
 
 
 
PADS ON PAGES 60-70 
 
 
 

Victor Sprite 300 Rotary machine 

The Sprite 300 offers ultimate cleaning performance and versatility in a 
convenient size for use where conventional machines are too large. 

The Sprite 300 is one of the most versatile machines on the market today, the 
compact size and low profile allows it to be used in the tightest of areas. 

The Sprite 300 operates at our standard speed (240 rpm) to give the operator 
the opportunity to carry out a number of cleaning tasks on both hard floors 
and carpets. 

As you would expect from such a versatile machine, a full range of 
accessories is available for the Sprite 300. These include tanks and a variety 
of brushes, polypropylene for scrubbing, gumati brushes for polishing and 
shampoo brushes for carpets. 

The fold over handle allows the machine to be stored in the smallest of cleaning cupboards, and the 
brush hook on the rear of the handle provides convenient storage for either a brush or drive board. 
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NLL-332  
 
The Loline range of low profile floorcare machines delivers all the 
performance of larger rotary machines whilst being lighter, quicker 
and easier to use, and compact and convenient to store. 
 
The new Loline rotaries have been designed specifically to raise the 
handling and performance levels of otary to an exceptional user 
friendly standard whether used by men or women this new range will 
make rotary cleaning a breeze. 
 
The smallest model in the Loline range can claim performance 

characteristics equal to that of bigger, more industrial machines, yet with an ease and speed of 
operation that will immediately endear it to any operator. 
 
A full range of 330mm (13”) brushes and pad drives allows the machine to be used for all of the 
primary floorcare functions. 
 
With a total weight of only 18Kg and an operating speed of 200rpm the machine literally exudes 
convenience and versatility. Fast and user friendly like never 
before. 
Product specifications: 
 

 Motor 400W 

 Deck Size 330 mm 

 Brush 330 mm 

 Pad Size 330 mm 

 Power 230V AC 50Hz 

 Speed 200rpm 

 Range 32 m 

 Weight 18 kg 
 Size 1145 x 330 x 540mm 

  

Floormachines - LoLine - NLL415   
The Loline rotary cleaning machines from Numatic put truly useable power in the hands of the 
operator, and make it possible to deliver excellent standards of cleanliness.  Numatic rotary 
machines such as the Loline NLL-415 also deliver this industrial standard of cleaning in a far smaller 
more convenient package than normally associated with rotary machines. 
 
The Loline 415 model embodies all of the many unique features of the 332 but is suitable for a range 
of larger 400mm (16”) brushes and 360mm (14”) floor pads. 
 
The NLL-415 runs at an impressive operating speed of 150rpm meaning it can be used like a true 
work horse to meet a whole swathe of maintenance needs such as polishing, scrubbing or cleaning. 
 
Numatic has made the entire range of the Loline rotaries exceptionally easy to use and the NLL-415 
is no exception, and even more so where extended operating hours are part of the daily routine. The 
solution tank system allows for easy use and compact storage, whilst its unique universal filling 
system adds further to operator convenience. 
 
Product specifications: 
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 Motor 400W 

 Deck Size 400 mm 

 Brush 400 mm 

 Pad Size 360 mm 

 Power 230V AC 50Hz 

 Speed 150 rpm 

 Range 32 m 

 Weight 18.5 kg 

 Size 1145 x 360 x 540mm 
 
 
 
PADS ON PAGES 60-70 

 
Woodworker NAW1000S  
 
The Woodworker Airo System offers a complete package for revitalising and maintaining wooden 
floor surfaces the package includes the BMD1000S/450 floor machine, Dustrol 130 vacuum system, 
AiroDisc 400 drive board, plus additional add-on 10kg weight.  
 
Use in conjunction with the Airo Starter Pack – additional packs of Airo pads & discs are available as 
required. 
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Power 230V AC 50/60Hz 

 Motor Power 1000 W 

 Deck Size 400 mm 

 Brush 400 mm 

 Speed 150 rpm 

 Vacuum NDT130 

 Cleaning Range 32 m 

 Weight 32 kg 

 Size 1185x580x450mm 
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Powr-Zone Ozone Generator - PFPZ-2+ 
Powr-Zone Ozone Generator 
 
Don't just cover up odours destroy the molecules that cause them with the Powr-Zone Ozone 
Generator. Powr-Zone actually eliminates odors and leaves pure, fresh oxygen in its place. This 
economical unit is ideal for commercial use. It is excellent for smoke damage, mold, mildew, pet 
odor and other odors commonly found in building maintenance and refurbishing. The Powr-Zone 
Ozone Generator may be used in any indoor location including basements, kitchens, bathrooms and 
more. It also provides rapid deodorizing for hotel rooms, meeting rooms, automobiles and boats. 
Most people have heard of ozone in the context of the ozone layer - the layer of our atmosphere 
that protects us from the sun's harmful UV rays. Ozone (O³, a gas composed of three oxygen atoms) 
is naturally generated when atmospheric oxygen rises to the stratosphere, and is exposed to the 
sun's ultraviolet rays. Ozone has been shown by extensive laboratory trials to be effective at 
reducing bacteria and odour when used at levels no higher than 0.05ppm. These levels are 
considered safe to breathe 24 hours per day. Tests have also shown that at these levels there is no 
harmful effect on plants. By accurately controlling the amount of ozone generated it can be used 
safely and effectively to destroy unpleasant odours and control bacteria. 
Ozone is a chemically reactive gas. This simply means that it ‘attacks’ other chemicals. Ozone kills 
any bacteria, viruses and other organic matter it comes into contact with by rupturing its cell walls. 
This occurs when the extra oxygen atom breaks free, destroying the offending organism through 
oxidation. The very nature of Ozone’s killing action means that contaminants are incapable of 
developing a resistance to it over time. 
Although Ozone is very powerful, it has a very short life cycle, so when the extra atom breaks free 
and Oxidisation occurs – Ozone (O3) automatically reverts back to Oxygen (O2). 
 
Ozone Sanitisation 
Ozone’s sterilising properties have been utilised for many years in the water industry, and more 
recently in the laundry sector for the decontamination of Ozone Sanitation — The future of 
cleaning? fabrics. New pioneering technology has now enabled the safe utilisation of Ozone in 
gaseous form as a sanitising agent, opening up a world of possibilities for an innovative new 
approach to sanitisation. 
By raising indoor atmospheric Ozone concentration, it is possible to completely sanitise any given 
area, as the additional Oxygen atom in the generated Ozone oxidises and will eventually kill all of the 
following:  
Odours, Bacteria, Viruses, Allergens, Mould – Fungus, Insect infestations 
 
Sanitisation Process 
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Once the equipment is set up the operator leaves the area and starts the sanitisation process 
remotely. The Ozone diffuses into the area and engulfs all exposed surfaces and penetrates hidden 
areas and fabric items. 
The Ozone rich atmosphere is sustained for a short period of time, typically one hour, during which 
time all bacteria and other unwanted elements are destroyed. When the sanitisation process is 
complete, Ozone reverts back into Oxygen. 
 
Is Ozone sanitisation safe? 
The simple answer is yes – when performed by a trained operator, Ozone sanitisation is completely 
safe. 
The sanitisation process requires that the area for treatment is unoccupied and any potential 
leakage points are identified and adequately sealed. It is completely safe to use Ozone in an 
unoccupied sealed area, as long as you wait until the ozone changes back to Oxygen prior to 
reoccupation. 
Ozone will naturally revert back to Oxygen once the sanitisation process is completed. Therefore 
while high levels of Ozone are toxic, within a short time all of the Ozone will have literally 
disappeared. The sanitisation process leaves behind no chemical residue, just fresh clean air! When 
compared to chemical germicides, pesticides, bactericides, fungicides or even simple air fresheners – 
Ozone is a much cleaner, safer option. 
 
How long does Ozone remain in an area after it as stopped being generated? 
As soon as Ozone is generated and dispersed in a room it begins to change back into Oxygen. This 
occurs automatically due to Ozone’s natural chemical instability. Ozone has a very short half life, 
which means that it will revert to Oxygen within a short timescale, in amounts equal to half its level. 
The exact timing is highly dependant upon a number of factors, but is especially affected by 
temperature (the higher the temperature the faster Ozone decomposes to Oxygen). 
The natural reversion process is accelerated further by the presence of any contaminants, pests, 
allergens and even by general items within a room (furniture, fabrics etc), as the Oxidation reaction 
consumes the extra atom within Ozone. 
The level of ozone is dependant upon the size of the room, the output of the generator, the number 
of reaction surfaces, the number of air changes and the contaminant load. At high concentrations 
ozone has a sharp smell similar to bleach that tingles the nose. This tells you immediately that the 
level is too high and likely to be above the occupational exposure limit. At lower levels it has a 
slightly metallic odour. At this level you are above the natural occurring levels but likely to be below 
the occupational exposure limit. Ozone at 0.05 and below has a fresh open air smell. 
In many cases, Ozones ability to naturally degrade means that it can be utilised safely and efficiently 
as a sanitising or odour remediating agent without any further measures being employed. This is 
possible wherever time is not a constraint, and the area being treated can be safely left unoccupied 
with no risk of people inadvertently entering the area. 
 
Can Ozone reduce allergens? 
An allergen is a substance that causes an allergic reaction. The majority of indoor allergens contain a 
protein - that is, the part of a living organism that includes hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. From our 
perspective this is very important, as this protein (and hence the allergen) can be destroyed by 
Ozone oxidisation. 
Indoor air quality is often as much as 20 times more polluted than the air outside. Common indoor 
allergens are dust mites, mould spores, pet dander, pollen, and tobacco smoke. The prevalence of 
these allergens in indoor environments has increased dramatically in western society due to 
advances in the way we build and insulate our properties. With our advanced equipment, it is 
possible to eliminate any protein based allergen that comes into contact with Ozone. When used at 
scheduled regular intervals, Ozone sanitisation can allay the accumulation of allergens in any indoor 
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environment - providing a significant improvement to the quality of life of those affected by indoor 
allergies. 
 

 
 
Valet Aqua 55 - VA55HD 
 
Valet Aqua 55 Litre Heavy Duty Wet / Dry Vacuum Cleaner 
Our new wet / dry pick-ups / vacuum models have the capacity and power for large water recovery 
jobs or dry debris pick-up in the shop or on the job site. 
They are perfect for hard floor maintenance jobs, recovering floor strippers and hard floor cleans 
easily. The swivel hose connector allows 360 degree hose rotation, letting you move the vacuum 
without fear of disconnection. 
These wet / dry vacuum cleaners feature a two stage filtration process with a washable permanent 
cloth filter bag that keeps dust from circulating back into the air and a super performance pleated 
paper cartridge filter for more efficient general application filtration. 
 
Features: 
55 litre wet / dry pick-up designed for heavy-duty commercial use 
Simple and easy to use 
Helps maintain safer working environments 
Avoid slip hazards by removing spillages 
Polyethylene tank for durability 
Push handle and front castors for easy manoeuvrability 
Rear drain hose for easy emptying 
Supplied with a full set of tools 
Sound insulated vacuum head unit 
Optional fixed front squeegee for high productive cleaning in large open areas 
 
Production Specification: 
Model Number: VA55HD 
Tank: Polyethylene 
Motor: 1200 Watts 
CFM: 114 
Waterlift: 100 inches 
Capacity: 56.8 Litres 
Filter: Paper-pleated, cloth washable 
Airflow: 54L / sec 
Vacuum: 24.9 kPa 
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Hose Length: 1.5 inches x 3m 
Cable Length: 8m 
Wheels: 2-8" non-scruff rear, 2-3" swivel castors 
Noise Level: 85 db(A) 
Weight: 15kg 
Width x Depth x Height: 39cm x 50cm x 92cm 
 
 
 
 

 
Valet Aqua 55 Industrial - VA55IND 
Valet Aqua 55 Litre Industrial Wet / Dry Vacuum Cleaner 
Industrial wet and dry vacuum cleaner with robust construction. 
 
Features: 
 

 18 gauge stainless steel tank for long lasting durability 

 Double trolley with push handle for easy manoeuvrability 

 Perfect for hard floor maintenance jobs; recovering floor strippers and hard floor cleaner 

 Has the capacity and power for large water recovery jobs or dry debris pickup 

 Swivel hose connector allows 360 degree hose rotation, letting you move the vacuum 
without fear of disconnection 

 Tank hinges on frame for easy "tip and pour" emptying 

 Supplied with a full set of tools 

 1.6 hp,1200 watt heavy-duty commercial vacuum motor with 114 CFM and 100" waterlift for 
the toughest jobs 

 Sound insulated vacuum head unit for quiet operation 

 Comes complete with tools: 14" carpet and squeegee tools, plus, crevice and dusting tools 
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StripVac - SV3034E 
StripVac Stripper Recovery Vacuum 
The Pioneer Eclipse StripVac makes pick-up of stripper solution a breeze. Easy to operate and not 
restricted by the use of electric cords. 
 
Features: 
 
Battery powered (24V), up to 6 hours of uninterrupted use 
Tank Capacity: 30 gallon / 110 litres 
Performance: 10,700 ft 2/hr - includes emptying of StripVac 
Available with 34" (86cm) break-away squeegee. Adjusts for perfect pick-up and utilises all blade 
surfaces for extended life 
Vac Motor Water Lift: 67.2" / 170.7cm 
Durable construction with virtually indestructable rotationally molded polyethylene tank 
Optional vacuum wand attachment offers easy access into corners, under fixtures and other hard to 
reach areas 
 
PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
Coverage: Approximately 1,000 square metres per hour 
Runtime: 6 hours between charges 
Height x Width x Length: 44" (112cm) x 26" (66cm) x 39" (99cm) 
Squeegee Length: 26" (66cm) or 34" (86cm) 
Weight: 102kg with batteries, 59kg without 
Tank Capacity: 114 litres 
Batteries: 2 x 12V 
Battery Compartment: 16.3" (41.4cm) x 12.8" (32.5cm) x 10.0" (25.4cm) 
Battery Dimensions: 8.1" (20.7cm) x 6.6" (16.8cm) x 12.0" (30.5cm) 
Overall Sound Level:  Approx. 74db(A) 
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17" Light Cleaning Floor Pad 
 
Designed specifically for daily light wet cleaning. 
Used with solution of Neutral Cleaner or Rebound Cleaner/ Maintainer, this pad removes top soiling 
and embedded dirt without removing the finish. 
Use also with our automatic scrubber/dryer maintainers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
17" Deep Scrub Floor Pad, Blue 
 
Dense, durable, deep scrub pad removes scuffs, black marks  
and embedded soil prior to recoating. 
Its special design removes just the right amount of dirt and soil without removing the entire base. 
Excellent durability. 
Product number: PD004017  
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17" Black Strip Floor Pad, Black 
 
Designed for complete coating and sealer removal. 
This aggressive strip pad is uniformly coated with a long lasting  
abrasive which is chemical resistant to stripper solutions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
17" Blue Blend Burnishing Pad 
 
Daily buff pad removes scuffs, scratches and burnishes to a 
wet-look appearance especially on harder coatings. 
Very long lasting, even under extreme propane burnishing conditions. 
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17" White Lightining Floor Pad 
 
Special polishing agents allow this pad to burnish brilliantly. 
Its fine denier construction is gentle on softer coatings and  
will not leave hazing or streaking in the coating. 
Works excellent as a curing pad on fresh coating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
20" White Lightining Burnishing Pad 
 
Special polishing agents allow this pad to burnish brilliantly. 
Its fine denier construction is gentle on softer coatings and  
will not leave hazing or streaking in the coating. 
Works excellent as a curing pad on fresh coating. 
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20" Blue Blend Burnishing Pad 
 
Daily buff pad removes scuffs, scratches and burnishes to a 
wet-look appearance especially on harder coatings. 
Very long lasting, even under extreme propane burnishing conditions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
21" Blue Blend Burnishing Pad 
 
Daily buff pad removes scuffs, scratches and burnishes to a 
wet-look appearance especially on harder coatings. 
Very long lasting, even under extreme propane burnishing conditions. 
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21" White Lightining Burnishing Pad 
 
Special polishing agents allow this pad to burnish brilliantly. 
Its fine denier construction is gentle on softer coatings and 
will not leave hazing or streaking in the coating. 
Works excellent as a curing pad on fresh coating. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
21" Natural Blend Burnishing Pad 
 
Our Natural Blend formula combines the right amount of heat 
and friction with fiber content to smooth away scuffs and  
deep scratches for a brilliant wet-look shine. 
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17" Nylon Shower Feed Brush - SF615 
TUFF-BLOCK® Showerfeed 
FEATURES:  
For cleaning hard surfaces.  
Nylon scrubbing brush feature .028" diameter fill material throughout the block. Nylon is more 
flexible and will last the longer than polypropylene. 
Replaces red and blue pads.   
Fits 17" floor machines 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17" Nylon Shower Feed Carpet Brush - SF115 
TUFF-BLOCK® Showerfeed Brush 
 
17" Nylon Showerfeed Brush, 0.22 fill  
Best quality carpet brush, nylon is flexible enough to gently scrub yet retains its "memory" for long 
term  
Grooved and channelled for even solution distribution  
5" center hole 1" plastic block with 1-3/4" bristles with 0.22 fill  
Fits 17" floor machines. 
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17" Shower Feed Carpet Brush - SF215+ 
Shower Feed Carpet Brush  
An economical alternative to nylon. The bristles are slightly stiffer than nylon. 5" centrehole, plastic 
block. 1" plastic block with 1-34" bristles with 0.20 fill. 
 
Economical alternative to nylon 
Bristles are slightly stiffer than nylon 
5" centre hole, plastic block 
1" plastic block with 1-34" bristles with 0.20 fill 
Clutch plate is included 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17" Tufted Pad Driver Z1 
PAD-LOK™ 
  
Heavy polypropylene strands trimmed irregular at 3/4" are staple set in our TUFF-BLOCK®, making 
this the superior tufted pad driver choice. 
Tufts penetrate into the pad for secure holding power.  
Includes our 1-1/4" thick plastic riser.  
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19" Tuffed Pad Driver - 919DP 
PAD-LOK™ 
FEATURES:   
Heavy polypropylene strands trimmed irregular at 3/4" are staple set in our TUFF-BLOCK®, making 
this the superior tufted pad driver choice. 
Tufts penetrate into the pad for secure holding power.  
Includes our 1-1/4" thick plastic riser.  
 
 
 

 
17" Tufted Pad Driver - 717DP 
PAD-LOK™ 
 
Heavy polypropylene strands trimmed irregular at 3/4" are staple set in our TUFF-BLOCK®, making 
this the superior tufted pad driver choice. 
Tufts penetrate into the pad for secure holding power.  
Includes our 1-1/4" thick plastic riser.  
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17" MAL-GRIT LITE™ Brush For Z1 
 
MAL-GRIT™ brushes offer solutions to a wide range of cleaning situations. 
Silicone carbide impregnated nylon bristles are self-replenishing as brush wears, offering unmatched 
value that outlasts floor pads over 100 to 1! That translates directly into time and cost savings. 
Featuring our water and chemical resistant TUFF-BLOCK® for maximum life expectancy. All Grit 
Brushes must be run in a wet environment. 

MAL-GRIT LITE™ 
Offers the durability of grit brushes with minimum aggression. For daily scrubbing of a variety of 
tiles, marble, terrazzo and non-slip epoxy finishes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
17" MAL-GRIT™ Medium Brush For Z1 

 MAL-GRIT™ 
MAL-GRIT™ brushes offer solutions to a wide range of cleaning situations. 
Silicone carbide impregnated nylon bristles are self-replenishing as brush wears, offering unmatched 
value that outlasts floor pads over 100 to 1! That translates directly into time and cost savings. 
Featuring our water and chemical resistant TUFF-BLOCK® for maximum life expectancy. All Grit 
Brushes must be run in a wet environment. 

MAL-GRIT™ 
Our most popular grit brush. An aggressive brush for general scrubbing or stripping finishes from 
hard surfaces. Effectively cleans wide grout lines. 
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17" MAL-GRIT XTRA™ Brush for Z1 

 MAL-GRIT™ 
MAL-GRIT™ brushes offer solutions to a wide range of cleaning situations. 
Silicone carbide impregnated nylon bristles are self-replenishing as brush wears, offering unmatched 
value that outlasts floor pads over 100 to 1! That translates directly into time and cost savings. 
Featuring our water and chemical resistant TUFF-BLOCK® for maximum life expectancy. All Grit 
Brushes must be run in a wet environment. 
MAL-GRIT XTRA™ 
The most aggressive grit available. This heavy gauge nylon with larger grit is used for stripping 
heavily soiled floors, such as concrete floors, in an industrial setting. 
 
 
 

 
T - Bar Applicator 18" 
18" Heavy-weight T-bar applicator 
 

   The industry standard for wood floor finish and stain applications. Evenly weighted applicators  n    
   provide consistent finish . 

Unique cushioned squeegee action leaves a smooth streak and bubble-free finish. 
Supplied complete with handle (Handle not shown).  
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T - Bar Refill Cover 18" 
18" nylon foam refill, Fits T-bar applicator 
 
The industry standard for wood floor finish and stain applications. Evenly weighted applicators 
provide consistent finish . 
Unique cushioned squeegee action leaves a smooth streak and bubble-free finish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
17" Silicon Carbide Wood Sanding Screen 60 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Wood Floor Screen 
 
Silicon Carbide Sanding Screen is extremely cost effective 
Offers outstanding combination of performance and value 
Used for sanding and removal of old and warn floor sealers and polishes 
Used for blending sanding marks and scratches 
Used to abrade between WoodPrime Sealer coats 
Always use a 17” white floor pad to prevent screen slippage and to maximize performance  
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17" Silicon Carbide Wood Sanding Screen 80 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Wood Floor Screen 
 
Silicon Carbide Sanding Screen is extremely cost effective 
Offers outstanding combination of performance and value 
Used for sanding and removal of old and warn floor sealers and polishes 
Used for blending sanding marks and scratches 
Used to abrade between WoodPrime Sealer coats 
Always use a 17” white floor pad to prevent screen slippage and to maximize performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

17" Silicon Carbide Wood Sanding Screen 100 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Wood Floor Screen 

 
Silicon Carbide Sanding Screen is extremely cost effective 

Offers outstanding combination of performance and value 

Used for sanding and removal of old and warn floor sealers and polishes 

Used for blending sanding marks and scratches 

Used to abrade between WoodPrime Sealer coats 

Always use a 17” white floor pad to prevent screen slippage and to maximize performance 
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17" Silicon Carbide Wood Sanding Screen 120 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Wood Floor Screen 
 
Silicon Carbide Sanding Screen is extremely cost effective 
Offers outstanding combination of performance and value 
Used for sanding and removal of old and warn floor sealers and polishes 
Used for blending sanding marks and scratches 
Used to abrade between WoodPrime Sealer coats 
Always use a 17” white floor pad to prevent screen slippage and to maximize performance 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
17" Silicon Carbide Wood Sanding Screen 180 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Wood Floor Screen 
 
Silicon Carbide Sanding Screen is extremely cost effective 
Offers outstanding combination of performance and value 
Used for sanding and removal of old and warn floor sealers and polishes 
Used for blending sanding marks and scratches 
Used to abrade between WoodPrime Sealer coats 
Always use a 17” white floor pad to prevent screen slippage and to maximize performance 
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17" Silicon Carbide Wood Sanding Screen 220 Grit 
Silicon Carbide Wood Floor Screen 
 

   Silicon Carbide Sanding Screen is extremely cost effective 

Offers outstanding combination of performance and value 

Used for sanding and removal of old and warn floor sealers and polishes 

Used for blending sanding marks and scratches 

Used to abrade between WoodPrime Sealer coats 

Always use a 17” white floor pad to prevent screen slippage and to maximize performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

17" Soil-Sorb Bonnet - F106P 
 
Soil-Sorb bonnets provide a limited moisture method of removing soil on all types of carpet. They 
are excellent for renewing traffic lanes or for large area spotting. Soil-Sorb carpet bonnets are quck, 
economical and effective. 
This reversible bonnet contains high-profile loops of cotton / synthetic yarn, excellent for reducing 
carpet drying time. 
Non-aggressive looped yarn ends work with any carpet style. 
 
Designed for medium to heavy soil conditions 
Aggressively loosens and traps soil 
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Made from specifically blended, first grade yarn 
Strong, highly absorbent - actually picks up and holds dirt 
Washable - can be used over and over again 
Use with any nylon bristle pad driver 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17" Powr-Sorb Bonnet - F93P 
 
Powr-Sorb bonnets provide a limited moisture method of removing soil on all types of carpet. They 
are excellent for renewing traffic lanes or for large area spotting. Powr-Sorb bonnets are quick, 
economical and effective. 
This reversible bonnet contains high-profile loops of cotton / synthetic yarn, excellent for reducing 
carpet drying time. 
Non-aggressive looped yarn ends work with any carpet style. 
 
50% polyester / 50% rayon. Pre-laundered and dried to set the yarn, prevents shrinking or linting 
Made from specially blended, first grade yarn  
Strong, highly absorbent - actually picks up and holds dirt  
Washable - can be used over and over again  
Use with any nylon bristle pad driver 
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Dirt Napper Bonnet - DNR15 
 
Bonnet designed for use with the Dirt Napper Drive Board. Carpet cleaning system consisting of a 
polyester brush and a bonnet for fast, effective cleaning. Recommended for large volume carpet 
cleaning with machine mounted solution spray bottlers or solution tanks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Dirt Napper Bonnet / Brush Holder - DN17 
 
Carpet cleaning system consisting of a polyester brush and a bonnet for fast, effective cleaning. 
Recommended for fast volume carpet cleaning with machine mounted solution spray bottlers or 
solution tanks. 
 
Outside rows of 1-1/4" trim bristles scrub carpet 
Inside rows of 5/16" trim bristles hold absorbent looped bonnet in place 
Polyester synthetic bristles will not absorb water 
Plastic block will not soften, warp or crack 
All dirt napper brushes come with one bonnet 
Clutch plate is included 
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Shower Feed Carpet Brush - SF215+ Medium 
An economical alternative to nylon. The bristles are slightly stiffer than nylon. 5" centrehole, plastic 
block. 1" plastic block with 1-34" bristles with 0.20 fill. 
 
 
Economical alternative to nylon 
Bristles are slightly stiffer than nylon 
5" centre hole, plastic block 
1" plastic block with 1-34" bristles with 0.20 fill 
Clutch plate is included 
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Powr-Riser Showerfeed Brush, .025 fill - SF515 
 
Carpet shampooing is now faster and more efficient than ever before! The Powr-Riser adjustable 
showerfeed brush has a glider in the centre that carries the weight of the floor machine, allowing 
the full bristle to clean. No more flattened brushes. 

 
Polyester synthetic fibers won't get soft because they don't absorb water 
Unique glide adjust in 1/8" height increments for any carpet nap height 
Full weight of the floor machine is on the glider, greatly extending the brush life 
5" centre hole 
Clutch plate is included 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 
 
Numatic Twintec TTB6652T Scrubber Drier 
 
The Twintec TTB6652T - Traction exudes a wealth of new 
and improved technology; offering exceptional handling 
and operational standards. Having a low level stainless-
steel chassis, 200Ahr 24V power supply with its own fully 
integrated charging system and a series of powerful drive 
and suction motors, an operating time of up to 3.5 hours is 
possible from a single 8 hour charge.  
 
With the user in full control of the operating speeds in both 
forward and reverse, the machine can be individually 
programmed to suit a whole range of environments. 
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The new 6652 traction machine is truly a careful balance of existing design criteria and a wealth of 
new and improved technology, all designed to produce handling and operational standards second 
to none. 
 
The low level, stainless steel chassis provides a sound foundation for a choice of 100Ahr or 200Ahr 
24V power supply with their own fully integrated charging system. This is complimented throughout 
by a powerful series of drive and suction motors providing up to 3.5 hrs of robust operation from a 
single 8 hour charge. 
 
With the user in full control of the operating speeds in both forward and reverse directions, the 
machine can be individually programmed to suit a whole range of environments to ensure optimum 
results. 
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Twintec Vario 

 
The Twintec Vario pictured above is just about the most 
user friendly and versatile scrubber drier on the market 
today.  The standout feature that makes the Twintec 
Vario so user friendly and versatile is its ability to work at 
different widths it can change from 650mm wide to 
750mm or even 850mm in under 30seconds.  As Numatic 
say 3 really does go into 1! 
 
Sit on scrubber driers are usually used on large floor 
spaces, however such areas may contain nooks and 
crannies or lead into corridors that require a smaller, 

perhaps non sit on scrubber, well not anymore! Just adjust the brush size and carry on regardless, 
furthermore the cleaning speed, brush speed, water flow and chemical mix are all completely 
adjustable so you have total control of the finish you achieve.  Trying to preselect the specification of 
a particular floor can be tricky however with the Twintec Vario you can now adjust every setting on 
the move. 
 
To enhance the adjustability of the Twintec Vario a series of user programmable presets have been 
included , meaning that once you have decided on the optimal settings for a particular floor surface 
you can save them for later use.  In addition to the extreme versatility of performance, there is a 
selection of brush and pad specifications to suit different needs and additional battery packs to 
extend the cleaning range as required. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

 

Product specifications: 

 Brush Motor Power 3 x 24V 400W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 24V 400W 

 Power 6 x 12V (24V) = 300A/H 

 Run Time 3.5 Hrs 

 Traction Drive 600W 

 Transit Speed 7.0km/h 

 Cleaning Speed 3.5 km/h 

 Climbing Gradient 11° 

 Scrub Width 650 mm, 750 mm, 850 
mm 

 Brush Speed 50/100/150/200 rpm 
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 Water Capacity 120 L 

 Nuchem Capacity Optional 4 L 

 Water Flow Rate 4L/min, 3L/min, 2L/min, 1L/min 

 Nuchem Mix 25:1, 50:1, 75:1, 100:1 

 Weight 500 kg 

 Size 1676 x 1425 x 1054 mm 
 

TTQ-1535S Cable 
 

As many professional floor cleaners will tell you big isn’t 
necessarily better and sometimes small is beautiful, well that was 
Numatic’s moto when they designed the TTQ-1535S.  Due to its 
relatively small size the TTQ-1535S is hugely navigable making it 
easy to manage when in use, while over sized transit wheels make 
it easy to transport between jobs. 

 
The cylinder power brush ensures deep cleaning performance whilst the twin water pickup nozzles 
either side of the brush roll permit multidirectional operation which is vitally important when 
cleaning the narrow walkways often found in shops and food stores. With the TTQ-1535S you can 
walk in forwards and reverse out backwards without turning and without loss of scrubbing and 
drying performance. 
 
The swing steering system provides another simple innovation that really does improve the 
versatility of the machine allowing full operator directional control. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 400W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 1000W 

 Brush 350mm 

 Speed 50Hz=1000prm 60Hz=1200 rpm 

 Capacity 15 L 

 Cleaning Range 42 m 

 Weight 38 kg 

 Size 750x740x480mm 
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TT3450T Cable 
 
The TT-3450T is perhaps the first really practical, easy to use 
combination machine built on a full stainless steel chassis, a 
format that is set to revolutionize the way you think about cost 
effective hard floor cleaning. 
 
This machine is so easy to use, fill, empty, move, transport and 
service that you won’t know how you managed in the past. The 

motor and power transmission are both oversized and are complimented by Numatics incredibly 
high performance Twinflo' vacuum collection system and full floating polyurethane semi-parabolic 
floor nozzle. 
 
Add to these superb specs a 30-litre capacity and a choice of single or twin 15-litre dirty water tanks, 
with a heavy duty 450mm scrubbing head (400mm with pads) and you will be left with clean and dry 
floors even in the most arduous of applications. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 1000W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 1200W 

 Diameter 450mm 

 Speed 50Hz=150rpm 60Hz=180rpm 

 Capacity 30L 

 Cleaning Range 42m 

 Weight 57kg 

 Size 1150x1030x740m 
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TT-3035S  

 

Many cleaning situations require the ability to navigate tight 
spaces such as working in corridors or around the display units 
in a shop.  There is only really one way to achieve this; to go in 

forwards and to back out of the space the way you entered. 
 
Our new compact cylindrical cleaner is ideal for these situations and due to its integrated front end 
dual suction nozzles, it achieves effective cleaning and water pickup wall to wall. Many smaller 
machines, just do not have adequate capacity to clean a large area on a single tank. 
 
To deal with larger areas such as the ever expanding floor spaces found in the retail sector we have 
added this model to our range with a 30 litre capacity tank but based the chassis on our compact 
350mm cylinder. 
 
The TT-3035 has been developed on our tried and tested mains-operation design; providing easy 
operation, high performance and 100% reliability. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 400 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 1000 W 

 Power 230V/AC 50Hz 230V/AC 60Hz 

 Speed 50Hz = 1000 rpm 60Hz = 1200 rpm 

 Capacity 30 L 

 Range 42 m 

 Weight 40 kg 

 Size 750 x 740 x 480 mm 
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TT-3450S  
 
Built on a full stainless steel chassis the TT-3450s is the first really practical easy to use combination 
machine and is set to revolutionise the whole way you think about hard floor cleaning. 
 
The TT-3450S is easy to easy to use, easy to fill, easy to empty, easy to move, easy to transport and 
easy to service.  So as you can imagine it’s pretty easy!! 
 
Numatic have oversized the motor and power transmission and complimented them with their high 
performance Twinflo' vacuum collection system and full floating polyurethane semi-parabolic floor 
nozzle. 
 
Full 30-litre capacity with a choice of single or twin 15-litre dirty water tanks, with a heavy duty 
450mm scrubbing head (400mm with pads) which will leave you with clean and dry floors even in 
the most arduous of applications. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 1000 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 1200 W 

 Diameter 450 mm 

 Speed 50Hz=150rpm 
60Hz=180rpm 

 Capacity 30 L 

 Cleaning Range 42 m 

 Weight 57 kg 

 Size 1150x1030x740mm 
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TT-4550S  
 
Often as the area to clean becomes larger the time constraints 
become tighter and it is at this point that you need two things; 
firstly a touch of innovation and secondly an exceptional 
machine. 
 
Well luckily Numatic have just the machine for you with plenty 
of surplus power available within the standard motor and 
transmission design numatic have been able to enlarge the 
brush size and increase the operating efficiency whilst still 
maintaining a machine that is exceptionally easy to use. 

 
Increases include Water capacity up by 33% and the cleaning path by 20% over the 3450 size 
machines and yet to use the TT-4550 you would never know you were using a larger machine. 
 
The TT-4550 has all the practical features of the smaller machines with its full stainless steel chassis, 
heavy duty motor and gearbox, powerful Twinflo' suction system, polyform water tanks, efficient 
semi-parabolic, polyurethane collection system and fully adjustable operating handle and control 
centre.  But the increased capacity and larger cleaning surface are all new giving you the benefit of 
both the large and small machines all in one package. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 1000 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 1200 W 

 Diameter 550 mm 

 Speed 50Hz=150rpm 60Hz=180rpm 

 Capacity 40L 

 Cleaning Range 26.8 m 

 Weight 68 kg 

 Size 1150x1110x850mm 
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TT-6650S  
 
The TT-6650S is a day in day out workhouse for large hardfloor 
cleaning and provides a truly cost effective answer to big area 
maintenance. 
 
Numatic pride themselves on the fact that this larger machine is 
as easy to use as its smaller cousins and with good reason.  The 
user will find that the TT-6650S has exactly the same control and 
operation system as the smaller machines and therefore it 
handles like a dream. 
 

Large capacity polyform tanks provide an enormous 60-litre capacity that complements the 
extremely reliable and stable 650mm single brush scrubbing head which is fully utilised by an 
oversized floating 970mm polyurethane, semi-parabolic collection nozzle. 
 
The motor and transmission found in the TT-6650S is one of Numatic’s very best and is coupled to 
the legendary Twinflo bypass vacuum motor system.  With the TT-6650S there is no doubt that you 
really will end up with clean, dry floors. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 1200 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 1200 W 

 Diameter 650 mm 

 Speed 50Hz=150rpm 60Hz=180 rpm 

 Capacity 60 L 

 Cleaning Range 42 m 

 Weight 86 kg 

 Size 1230x1260x970mm 
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TTB-3450CRS (Battery) 
 
Numatic’s popular 3450 model with its 30L capacity and 450mm 
(18") scrubbing width is now available as a cylinder version 
called the TTB-3450CRS and comes in both cable and battery 
models. The cylinder version allows you to walk in forwards and 
back out without the need for turning and without the loss of 
operating performance.  
 
With good capacity and a 2.25 hour running time for the battery 
model, the 3450 cylinder is ideal for retail and other 
environments suffering from restricted movement space. 
 

The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power TT: 1000W TTB: 24V 400 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power TT: 1200W TTB: 24V 400 W 

 Power TT: 230V AC 50/60Hz 

 TTB: 2x12V(24V) 100Ahr 

 Run Time TTB: 2.25 Hrs 

 Scrub Width 450 mm 

 Speed TT: 50Hz=150rpm TT: 60Hz=180rpm TTB: 120 rpm 

 Capacity 30 L 

 Cleaning Range TT: 42 m 

 Weight TT: 57kg TTB: 122 kg 

 Size 1280x1150x580mm 
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TTB-3450S  
 

The Twintec battery system from Numatic introduces 24V 
freedom to hard floor care by fitting the excellent 3450S with a 
battery system to give you hours of wire free cleaning. 
 
The TTB-3450S is easy to easy to use, easy to fill, easy to 
empty, easy to move, easy to transport and easy to service.  So 
as you can imagine it’s pretty easy!! 
 
Numatic have oversized the motor and power transmission 
and complimented them with their high performance Twinflo' 
vacuum collection system and full floating polyurethane semi-
parabolic floor nozzle. 
 
The TTB-3450S is bristling with unique features to which 

Numatic have added their all new ABP system, this unique patented Adjustable Brush Pressure 
system allows power head performance to be varied to suit different floor conditions and 
requirements. 
 
Full 30-litre capacity with a choice of single or twin 15-litre dirty water tanks, with a heavy duty 
450mm scrubbing head (400mm with pads) which will leave you with clean and dry floors even in 
the most arduous of applications. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 24V 400 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 24V 400 W 

 Power 2x12V (24V) 100Ahr 

 Run Time 2.25 Hrs 

 Deck Size 450 mm 

 Speed 120rpm 

 Capacity 30L 

 Weight 122 kg 

 Size 1150x1030x740m 
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TTB-3450T  
 
The Twintec battery system from Numatic introduces 24V 
freedom to hard floor care by fitting the excellent 3450T 
with a battery system to give you hours of wire free 
cleaning. 
 
The TTB-3450T is easy to easy to use, easy to fill, easy to 
empty, easy to move, easy to transport and easy to service.  
So as you can imagine it’s pretty easy!! 
 
The TTB-3450T model has twin 15-litre dirty water tanks 
that can easily be lifted on or off allowing ease of emptying 
in difficult situations.  
 

Numatic have oversized the motor and power transmission and complimented them with their high 
performance Twinflo' vacuum collection system and full floating polyurethane semi-parabolic floor 
nozzle. 
 
The TTB-3450T is bristling with unique features to which Numatic have added their all new ABP 
system, this unique patented Adjustable Brush Pressure system allows power head performance to 
be varied to suit different floor conditions and requirements. 
 
Full 30-litre capacity with a choice of single or twin 15-litre dirty water tanks, with a heavy duty 
450mm scrubbing head (400mm with pads) which will leave you with clean and dry floors even in 
the most arduous of applications. 
 

The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 

 Brush Motor Power 24V 400 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 24V 400 W 

 Power 2x12V (24V) 100Ahr 

 Run Time 2.25 Hrs 

 Deck Size 450 mm 

 Speed 120 rpm 

 Capacity 30 L 

 Weight 122 kg 

 Size 1150x1030x740mm 
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 TTB-4500S  
 
Numatic aim to provide a range of machines where the increase in 
capacity is both practical and cost effective and this is the case with 
both their cable and battery machines. 
 
Optimising operating characteristics is paramount in battery 
operated machines in order to conserve battery power and with this 
in mind Numatic increased the water holding capacity by 33% whilst 
only enlarging the cleaning path by 10% resulting in a dramatic 40% 
increase in the total floor area covered from a single fill and totally 
without loss of power and performance. 
 
Built on a full stainless steel chassis and including non-marking 

polyurethane wheels, a 100A/hr battery, 24V brush transmission and vacuum performance, ABP 
system – (the unique patented Adjustable Brush Pressure), built-in charger facility and simple user 
friendly operator controls. 
 
The total design concept lacks nothing and is simple to use, totally practical design which, when you 
really need just that little bit more, gives you exactly what you want. 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Brush Motor Power 24V 400 W 

 Vacuum Motor Power 24V 400 W 

 Power 2x12V (24V) 100Ahr 

 Run Time 2.25 Hrs 

 Deck Size 500 mm 

 Speed 120 rpm 

 Capacity 40 L 

 Weight 126 kg 

 Size 1150x1030x850mm 
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IPC Gansow CT12 
 
The CT12 is perfect for 
cleaning medium sized areas 
of any type of hard floor 
especially where there are lots 
of hard to reach areas.  
 
The CT12 is perfect for places 
such as restaurants, bars and 
schools for cleaning the open 
hard floor surface areas and 
for getting under tables and 

chairs.  Hospitals and Nursing Homes also buy CT12 for cleaning altro safety flooring around beds in 
the wards and bedrooms.  This machine works by spraying the floor with a cleaning solution then 
scrubbing it with a large rotating cylindrical brush and then 2 suction squeegees remove all dirt 
water and residue leaving a perfectly clean and dry surface. 
 
Features: 
 

 CT12 will clean floors effectively moving forwards or backwards due to its double suction 
squeegees.  

 CT12 has a folding handle for easy storage 

 Removable recovery tank for easy emptying 

 Adjustable brush pressure for different floor surfaces 

 Easily changeable brush and squeegees, no tools required 

 Made in Italy 

 Heavy Duty construction 

 Extremely manoeuvrable 

 Cleans moving forwards and backwards 

 Scrubbing width 350mm 

 Suction width 420mm 

 Productivity max 1250 m2/hour 

 Brush x1 cylinderical 

 Solution tank capacity 12 Litres 

 Recovery tank capacity 13 Litres 

 Power supply 230V mains 

 Weight 36 Kg 

 Dimensions 800x420x420mm 

 12 month parts and labour 
warranty 
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Comac Visper 
 
Introducing the new Comac Visper 35B 
The smallest battery-powered scrubbing machine with 35 cm 
working width on the market.  
 
Ideal for maintenance cleaning of small-size and congested 
areas that are hard to clean with the small traditional mains-
powered scrubbing machines or with manual systems  
Vispa 35 B is battery-powered and therefore cable-free so that 
it can operate freely in tight and congested areas.  
 

Vispa 35 B can move easily under tables, clean accurately room corners and have access in areas 
with many obstacles thanks to its handle bar which ensures 180° flexibility.  
   
Product Specifications: 
 

 Working width mm 350 

 Squeegee width mm 440 

 Working width up to m²/h 1050 

 Solution tank l 10 

 Recovery tank l 10 

 Traction semi aut. 

 Power supply V 12 

 Machine dimensions LxHxW mm 682x1018x440 

 Weight (empty machine)Kg 67 
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Powerstar Z1- Propane Scrubber Dryer 
 
The world's most powerful autoscrubber: the 
PowerStar Z1 Walk-Behind propane Autoscrubber 
with 16HP Kawasaki engine, 33" cleaning path, 
offering a full complement of features designed to 
enhance ease of use, performance and operator 
safety. 
 
Propane power offers unlimited run-time with no 
down time for recharging batteries.  
Quiet running water-cooled 437 cc Kawasaki engine.  
Large capacity tanks (132 Litres) require less frequent 

filling and dumping.  33" wide cleaning path saves time and labour.  Regenerative blower technology 
provides 4 times the water pick-up of conventional battery-powered scrubbers.  Adjustable 
brush/pad pressure offers optimal flexibility in different applications.  Brushes/pads and solution 
flow stop automatically when accelerator is released.  Squeegee raises automatically when machine 
goes into reverse.  Easy operation includes user-friendly controls, automatic braking, and emergency 
stop.  Durable construction with industrial components yields long life  
 
Product Specification: 
  

 Scrubbing rate  33,000 square feet/hr - 3066 square metres/hr 

 Cleaning width  33" / 84 cm 

 Pads/brushes  2 x 17" / 43 cm 

 Squeegee width  42" / 107 cm 

 Scrub pressure  120-250 lb / 55-113.5 kg 

 Solution & Recovery tank capacities  132.5 Lt / 35 US gal 

 Engine  Kawasaki 16 HP lilquid-cooled 

 Engine speed  3100 RPM 

 Brush motor  2 hydraulic motors, 200 rmp 

 Pump  Dual hydreaulic pump 

 Vacuum fan  Re-generative blower, hydraulic 

 Noise level  <80 dBA 

 Vibration level  Less than 2.5 m/s 

 Weight w/cylinder  860 lb / 390 kg 

 Length x width x height  66" x 26" x 46.5" (168 cm x 66 cm x 118 cm) 
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Karcher BR 400 (110v) Scrubber Drier 

This walk behind scrubber dryer is ideal for all surfaces. 
Whether you are using it for tiled floors or on a non slip safety 
floor. It is just the right size for smaller locations such as 
restaurants and shops. Free place on our next available hard 
floor cleaning training course.  

Features: 

 Twin roller brushes  
 Forward and reverse operation  
 Lightweight, simple to use  
 Excellent results on profiled flooring  
 Tough and durable  
 Easy brush replacement  
 Scrubs/vacuums/polishes 

Product Specifications: 

 Working width, brush : 400 mm  
 Working width, vacuum : 420 mm  
 Tank capacity fresh/dirty water : 8.5/10 ltr  
 Performance : 400 m2/h  
 Brush speed : 1500 rpm  
 Brush contact pressure : 250 g/cm2  
 Motor rating : 2500 W  
 Power supply : 230/50 V/Hz  
 Weight : 31 kg  
 110 volt model  
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Karcher BR 400 Scrubber Drier for small areas 

This walk behind scrubber dryer is ideal for all surfaces. Whether you are using it for tiled floors or 
on a non slip safety floor. It is just the right size for smaller locations such as restaurants and shops. 
Free place on our next available hard floor cleaning training course.  

Features: 

 Twin roller brushes  
 Forward and reverse operation  
 Lightweight, simple to use  
 Excellent results on profiled flooring  
 Tough and durable  
 Easy brush replacement  
 Scrubs/vacuums/polishes 

Product Specifications: 

 Working width, brush : 400 mm  
 Working width, vacuum : 420 mm  
 Tank capacity fresh/dirty water : 8.5/10 ltr  
 Performance : 400 m2/h  
 Brush speed : 1500 rpm  
 Brush contact pressure : 250 g/cm2  
 Motor rating : 2500 W  
 Power supply : 230/50 V/Hz  
 Weight : 31 kg  
 240 volt model  
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Karcher BD 40/25 C Ep/Bp 
 
From the well respected and world renowned 
company Karcher comes this manual steering scrubber 
dryer system for all your hard floor cleaning needs.  
The BD 40/25 operates with disc brushes and performs 
so well it can manage up to 1600 m²/h.  
 
The BD 40/25 utilises a 25 Litre tank in tank system for 
fresh and waste water that enhances the machines 
stability, reduces its dimensions and also speeds up set 

up times.  Making it ideal for the economic cleaning of all hard surfaces, maintenance cleaning and 
polishing. 
 
With the BD 40/25 you have the choice of purchasing either a mains or battery operated system 
depending on your needs.  *Available in 240v mains version or battery wet & gel versions 
 
The Big Cleans range of scrubber driers is ideal for cleaning hard floor surfaces.  Whether you need a 

scrubber drier for cleaning large hard floors or small, whether you want a walk behind scrubber drier 

or ride on we have a product for you. 

Product specifications: 
 

 Working width Brush 400mm 

 Working width vacuum 770mm 

 Tank capacity fresh/dirty water 25/25l 

 Area performance 1600m2/h 

 Brush rotation speed 200 Revs/min 

 Brush contact pressure 35/38g/cm2 

 Power supply 240/50V/Hz or 24/80ah 

 Motor rating 1580W 

 Weight 61/123kg 

 Dimensions 800 x 575 x 830mm (LxWxH) 
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Karcher BD 55/60 W Bp 
 
The Karcher BD 55/60 W Bp is a large robust, 
lightweight walk-behind scrubber drier with roller 
brushes with the ability to clean and maintain hard 
and resilient floors quickly and efficiently. The BD 
55/60 is ideal for supermarkets, factories, warehouses 
and sports halls thanks to its compact dimensions and 
easy handling.  
 
The BD 55/60’s main features include an extra wide 

squeegee making the machine exceptionally manoeuvrable around corners and obstacles, 
integrated bin in the scrubbing head, contra rotating brushes that distributes water evenly on the 
surface, user friendly control panel and fresh water gauge. 
 
Product specifications: 
 
Working width brush 550mm 
Working width vacuum 850/940mm 
Area performance 1500m2/h 
Brush rotation speed 240 revs/min 
Brush contact pressure 35-40g/cm2 
Battery 24/180V/Ah 
Motor rating 1400W 
Weight 115kg 
Tank capacity fresh / dirty water 60/60l 
Dimensions 1465 x 674 x 1162mm (LxWxH) 
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BD 75/140 R Bp 
 
The BD 75/140 is from Karchers product range of 
super tough sit on scrubber dryers and is extremely  
with a large 140 litre fresh water tank and compact 
construction.  
 
This system is ideal for cleaning large areas such as 
supermarkets, production shops and warehouses. 
 
Designed with an innovative way of cleaning FACT 

(Flexible Application Control Technology) so that the brush speeds can be easily varied dependent 
on the surface type.  
 
Features of this unit also includes the intelligent metering technology from Kärcher, disc brushes 
with a working width of 750 mm, high battery capacity and large water tank. 
 
Working width brush 750mm 
 Working width vacuum 940mm 
 Area performance 4500m2/h 
 Brush rotation speed 180 revs/min 
 Brush contact pressure 47g/cm2 
 Battery 24/240V/Ah 
 Motor rating 2500W 
 Traction motor 600W 
 Weight 230kg 
 Tank capacity fresh / dirty water 140/140l 
 Dimensions 1550 x 870 x 1340mm (LxWxH) 
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BD 90/140 R Bp 
 
A hard working yet extremely versatile Ride-on 
scrubber drier with disc brushes, a working width of 
900 mm and large 140L water tank. The chassis has 
been designed so that they only need 1.6 metres 
between walls to turn. The longlife battery and 
compact construction of these heavy duty units make 
them ideal for use in areas that are normally 
reserved for big walk behind models, i.e. 
supermarkets, warehouses and factory floors. Other 

features include the automatic electronic control of brush contact pressures and EASY operation 
(Ergonomic Application SYstem - simple to use, self explanatory symbol system with a single button 
operation panel). 
 
* Other versions available, for more information please contact our customer service team. 
 
Product Code: Various versions available 
Working width, brush 900mm, Working width, vacuum 1060mm, Area performance 5400m2/h, 
Brush rotation speed 180 revs /min, Brush contact pressure 48g/cm2, Battery 24/400V/Ah, Motor 
rating 2800W, Traction motor 600W, Weight 550kg, Tank capacity fresh / dirty water 140/140l, 
Dimensions 1550 x 940 x 1340mm (LxWxH) 
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The SD40 from Victor utilises a simple to use pictorial control panel 
that makes operating the SD40, and training a new operator, quick 
and easy. All the functions can be controlled independently 
allowing greater flexibility in your cleaning routine to maximise 
results.  

A pre-scrub can be carried out by activating only the solution and 
the brush, giving the chemical increased reaction time before 
picking up the solution and dirt during regular passes with the 
vacuum running. 

In Summary, the SD40 is highly maneuverable and its high down 
force improves cleaning performance. The quick change squeegee means no need for a service visit 
to change rubbers, and its key operation helps to prevent tampering when the machine is not in use. 

 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-SD40 
Productivity (m2/hr) 750 
Voltage (V) 240 
Motor Power (Watts) Vac: 1150 
Brush: 1000 
Brush Motor Speed (rpm) 180 
Brush Diameter (mm) 500 
Operating Downforce (kg) 35 
Waterlift (mm) 2500 
Noise Level (dBA) 76 
Weight when empty (kg) 73 
Solution Tank Capacity (litres) 40 
Recovery Tank Capacity (litres) 50 
Cable Length (m) 24 
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 1000x570x1100 
Drying Width (mm) 750 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The SD15 from Victor is a 15 litre capacity scrubber drier that can 
be operated either working forwards or backwards due to the 
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squeegee’s located either side of the brush. The brush itself is fully floating so it can adapt to uneven 
floors giving them an even clean. 

Furthermore, the SD-15 cleans right up to the edge of any floor due to its extended brush. The brush 
can also be easily removed for cleaning, or changing to one of the others available for use on a 
different floor type. 

The brush, vacuum, and solution spray functions can all be individually controlled allowing the 
operator to tailor the clean to the floor requirement.  

For example on a particularly dirty floor you may utilise the brush and spray functions to carry out a 
pre-scrub, agitating the cleaning solution on the floor, giving the chemical maximum contact time for 
a more heavy duty clean. 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-SD15 
Voltage (V) 240 
Motor Power (Watts) Vac:1150 
Brush: 300 
Brush Motor Speed (rpm) 1000 
Operating Downforce (kg) 2.2 
Waterlift (mm) 2400 
Noise Level (dBA) 76 
Pump (bar / psi) 3.4 / 50 
Weight (kg) 32 
Solution Tank Capacity (litres) 15 
Recovery Tank Capacity (litres) 15 
Cable Length (m) 12 
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 570x465x710 
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Victor’s Pro Series of rotary machines offer unrivalled value and 
performance across a range of hard floor cleaning tasks including 
scrubbing, buffing, spray cleaning and bonnet mopping. 

At 300 rpm the Pro Series provide the flexibility to effectively carry 
out most hard floor cleaning tasks. Fit the optional tank for 
scrubbing or bonnet mopping or change to pads to carry out 
stripping, scrubbing, mark removal, buffing and spray cleaning. 

As with all Victor machines, the Pro Series are delivered fully 
assembled and ready for use. A drive board is included so you can 
just attach the appropriate pad and start cleaning. 

 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-PRO17 
Voltage (V) 240 
Cleaning width (mm) 450 
Motor Speed (rpm) 300 
Motor Power (Watts) 1500 
Noise Level (dBA) <60 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 30. 
Weight (kg) 34 

 

 

The Pro Series of rotary machines offers unrivalled value and performance accross a range of 
hardfloor cleaning tasks including scrubbing, buffing, spray cleaning and bonnet mopping.  

At 300 rpm the Pro Series provide the flexibility to effectively carry out most hard floor cleaning 
tasks. Fit the optional tank for scrubbing or bonnet mopping or change to pads to carry out stripping, 
scrubbing, mark removal, buffing and spray cleaning. 

As with all Victor machines the Pro Series are delivered fully assembled and ready for use. A drive 
board is included so you can just attach the appropriate pad and start cleaning. 

  

Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-PRO15 
Voltage (V) 240 

Cleaning width (mm) 400 
Motor Speed (rpm) 300 
Motor Power (Watts) 1100 
Noise Level (dBA) <60 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 28.8 
Weight (kg) 30.4 
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The Sprite 300 offers ultimate cleaning performance and versatility 
in a convenient size for use where conventional machines are too 
large. 

The Sprite 300 is one of the most versatile machines on the market 
today, the compact size and low profile allows it to be used in the 
tightest of areas. 

The Sprite 300 operates at our standard speed (240 rpm) to give the 
operator the opportunity to carry out a number of cleaning tasks on 

both hard floors and carpets. 

As you would expect from such a versatile machine, a full range of accessories is available for the 
Sprite 300. These include tanks and a variety of brushes, polypropylene for scrubbing, gumati 
brushes for polishing and shampoo brushes for carpets. 

The fold over handle allows the machine to be stored in the smallest of cleaning cupboards, and the 
brush hook on the rear of the handle provides convenient storage for either a brush or drive board. 

Technical Data 
Product Code VR-S300 
Productivity (m2 / hr) 150 
Voltage (V) 240 
Cleaning Width (mm) 300 (12”) 
Motor Speed (rpm) 240 
Motor Power (Watts) 1500 
Noise Level (dBA) 57 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 20 
Weight (kg) 22 

 

The 20” Victor Lynx operates at a full 1080 rpm to give excellent 
productivity in both spray cleaning or burnishing and a superior 
floor finish whatever the surface.   

The simple to use Lynx keeps operator training to a minimum 
through its straight line operation, and the silent passive dust 
collection provides optimum dust pick up where the noise of a 
vacuum is an issue. 

In areas where a spray bottle cannot be used to put cleaning 
solution onto the floor an optional Solution Dispenser can be fitted, 
controlled from the handle the attachment dispenses solution 

directly onto the floor safely.  

The Lynx features a foldover handle and can be tipped onto the rear castors to be stored in the 
smallest of areas.The Lynx 20 uses 20" (500 mm) pads. 

Technical Data 

Product Code VR-L20  Productivity (m2 / hr) 900  Voltage (V) 240  Cleaning Width (mm) 500 (20”)  
Motor Speed (rpm) 1080  Motor Power (Watts) 1500  Noise Level (dBA) 57 (Vac:72)  Cable Length 
(m) 15  Operating Downforce (kg) 10  Weight (kg) 38.4 
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The 17” Victor Lynx operates at 1080 rpm to 
give excellent productivity in spray cleaning or burnishing, 

and a superior finish on the floor. 

The L17V comes complete with a vacuum attached to remove all 
dust and fine debris created through the spray cleaning or 
burnishing process. The vacuum can be fitted with HEPA filtration 
to make a positive contribution to indoor air quality. 

When the vacuum is removed the handle can be folded over and 
the Lynx tipped back onto the castors on the rear of the machine to 

be stored in the smallest of areas. 

The easy to use straight line operation of the Lynx cuts training time. The L17V uses 17" (450 mm) 
pads. 

 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-L17 
Productivity (m2 / hr) 750 
Voltage (V) 240 
Cleaning Width (mm) 450 (17”) 
Motor Speed (rpm) 1080 
Motor Power (Watts) 1500 
Noise Level (dBA) 57 (Vac:72) 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 9 
Weight (kg) 37.5 
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The Victor Europa V-Series is available only in super high speed and 
comes complete with an exhauster and quick release skirt.  

The vacuum attachment, standard with the Europa V-Series can be 
fitted with HEPA filtration for improved cleaning and protection for 
operators and building users. 

The Europa V-Series combine this mark removal capability with 
active vacuumation for dust removal when spray cleaning or 
burnishing at super high speed. 

The Victor Europa 450 uses 17" (450 mm) pads. The price includes a 
Drive Board. 

 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-E450SH 
Productivity (m2 / hr) 390 
Voltage (V) 240 
Cleaning Width (mm) 450 
Motor Speed (rpm) 400 
Motor Power (Watts) 1500 
Noise Level (dBA) 60 (Vac: 72) 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 38.4 
Weight (kg) 43 
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The Victor Europa provides excellent mark removal capability when 
scrubbing using the standard speed. 

Standard speed is used for scrubbing, stripping and carpet cleaning. 
A wide variety of attachments can be added to assist with each 
task, for example tanks and a splash skirt for scrubbing and 
stripping, and a variety of 17" (450 mm) pads are available to suit 
the application. 

The Europa also features a power take off to allow the fitting of a 
vacuum and skirt when sand screening floors. 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-E450S 
Productivity (m2 / hr) 225 
Voltage (V) 240 
Cleaning Width (mm) 450 
Motor Speed (rpm) 230 
Motor Power (Watts) 750 
Noise Level (dBA) 60 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 34 

Weight (kg) 39 

 

 

 

 

Victor’s 450 Multispeed Rotary offers 3 operating speeds, 200 rpm, 400 
rpm and 600 rpm. This makes this machine incredibly versatile and 
gives the user unlimited cleaning power with the capability to carry out 
any hard floor cleaning task and effectively bonnet clean carpets. 

The Multispeed features a controlled soft start. This is particularly 
useful for inexperienced operators and makes the machine easy to 

control on start up during carpet bonnet mopping or shampooing. 

To assist the operator, and help produce that perfect finish, the full range of accessories including 
boards, pads, brushes, tanks and the vacuum and skirt attachment are available to be fitted on this 
machine. 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-MSI450/S 
Productivity (m2 / hr) Dependent on Task 
Voltage (V) 240 
Cleaning Width (mm) 450 (17”) 
Motor Speed (rpm) 200 / 400 / 600 
Motor Power (Watts) 1500 
Noise Level (dBA) 57 (Vac: 72) 
Cable Length (m) 15 
Operating Downforce (kg) 37.2 

Weight (kg) 40 
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Victor’s 400 Multispeed Rotary offers 3 operating 

speeds, 200 rpm, 400 rpm and 600 rpm. This makes this machine 
incredibly versatile and gives the user unlimited cleaning power 
with the capability to carry out any hard floor cleaning task and 
effectively bonnet clean carpets. 

The Multispeed features a controlled soft start. This is particularly 
useful for inexperienced operators and makes the machine easy to 
control on start up during carpet bonnet mopping or shampooing. 

To assist the operator, and help produce that perfect finish, the full 
range of accessories including boards, pads, brushes, tanks and the 

vacuum and skirt attachment are available to be fitted on this machine. 

 

 

 

 

The Victor SX15 carpet cleaner utilises the power of a 

solution spray that is then agitated deep into the carpet pile by the 
chevron bristled brush, the powerful vacuum then removes the 
solution and dirt from the carpet, depositing it in the separate 
recovery tank for simple emptying. 

The brush is removable to allow quick cleaning of the brush and the 
housing, ensuring great results and long machine life.  

The solution dump hose allows easy emptying of the solution tank, 
but also doubles as a useful solution level indicator. 

All the machines functions are individually controlled to give operators total freedom to clean 
effectively given any situation. 

 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-SX15 
Voltage (V) 240 
Motor Power (Watts) 1000 
Brush Speed (rpm) 1000 
Brush Length (mm) 295 
Operating Down Force (kg) 2.2 
Waterlift (mm) 2400 
Airflow (l/s) 52.8 
Noise Level (dBA) 76 
Pump (bar / psi) 3.4 / 50 
Weight (kg) 24 
Solution Tank Capacity (litres) 15 
Recovery Tank Capacity (litres) 15 
Cable Length (m) 12 
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 570x380x710 
Drying Width (mm) 380 
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The CX-7 sprays a fine mist of cleaning solution onto the carpet, then actively removes the solution 
and dirt in one easy action. Weighing only 9.5 kg the CX-7 is easily portable with its centralised 
carrying handle.  

Separate solution and recovery tanks make the CX-7 quick to fill, easy to empty and simple to keep 
clean. The clear dome allows the operator to see the dirt being collected and whether foam is 
collecting in the tank. 

Upholstery can also be effectively cleaned using the optional upholstery attachment. 

 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-H2102 
Voltage (V) 240 
Motor Power (Watts) 1100 
Airflow (l/s) 46.2 
Waterlift (mm) 2100 
Noise Level (dBA) 78 
Pump (bar / psi) 2 bar max 
Weight (Kg) 9.5 
Solution Tank Capacity (litres) 7 
Recovery Tank Capacity (litres) 7 
Cable Length (m) 7 
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 400x400x530 
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The M20 from Victor is the battery scrubber that delivers 

outstanding cleaning performance and unrivalled productivity.  
The M20 comes complete with 110A/H batteries that will deliver 
3 hours runtime or can be specified with the Victor Fast Charge 
System that will deliver a shorter initial runtime but over the 
course of an 8 hours shift will provide a 200% improvement in 
productivity (as shown by the diagram below). 

  

Key features such as the easy to clean recovery tank and simple 
to use controls (lifting the squeegee stops the vacuum motor) 

makes the machine perfect for inexperienced operators and makes training quick and easy. 

  

The machine can be fitted with either a brush or a pad drive to be specified at the time of order. 

  

Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-M20 
Electromagnetic compatibility EN 55014-1, 2 
Squeegee Width (mm) 742 
Brush (mm) 510 
Brush Motor (V/W) 24/400 
Brush Speed (rpm) 140 
Brush Pressure (kg) 30 
Vacuum Motor (V/W) 24/550 
Type of Drive semi aut. 
Max Gradient at full load (%) 2 
Battery (V/A) 12/55 
Battery Weight (kg) 36 
Machine Weight (w/o battery) (kg) 75 
Working Width (mm) 510 
Solution Tank (l) 40 
Recovery Tank (l) 50 
Productivity (m2/hr) 1250 
Dimensions (LxHxW) (mm) 1178x1000x530 
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The Victor FSX Battery Burnisher offers ultra speed 

(1000rpm) burnishing , excellent battery performance and a 
flexible driveboard to work with the contours of the floor. 

The FSX features an isolation key that operates as an extra layer of 
safety to prevent tampering, or use by unauthorised personnel.    

  

The Victor FSX has no trailing power leads allowing safe cleaning at 
any time of day.  

The batteries can be fully recharged from empty to be ready for 
their next use in six hours, using the on board battery charger that can simply be plugged into the 
nearest socket to start charging.  

High technology gel batteries ensure no danger of battery leakage, and safety in charging and 
transportation. The battery level indicator uses a simple colour system to indicate how much charge 
the batteries contain and when they need charging. 

 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-BB450 
Voltage 24 v 
Run Time 2 hrs 
Battery Charge Time 8 hrs 
Battery Capacity 60 Ah 
Battery Type 12 v 
Rated Power 300 W 
Noise Level 60 dBA 
Pad Size 450 mm 
Pad Pressure / rpm 3 kg / 1000rpm 
Weight with Batteries 65.4 kg 
Length 770 mm 
Width 490 mm 
Height 390 mm 
Charger 10 amp on boa 
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The Victor M16 is the small scrubber drier that delivers 
unbeatable cleaning performance with unrivalled productivity. 

  

The M16 has large separate tanks each with a 20 litre capacity 
to keep you cleaning longer. Its unique design delivers this large 
cleaning range from an extremely small footprint making the 
M16 easier to store and more portable than most other 
scrubber driers. 

  

The Victor Fast Charge System, which is optional on the M16, 
helps you to get maximum productivity during your cleaning day. It delivers a re-charge time of only 
30 minutes after a runtime of over 1 hour. Letting you get far more cleaning done during your 
working day when compared to other machines of its size. 

  

Ideal for locations where cleaning needs to take place more than once a day or a machine needs to 
be available for picking up spillages or emergency cover all day.  

 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-M16 
Electromagnetic compatibility EN 61000-6-3 (2002) 
Squeegee Width (mm) 450 
Brush (mm) 410 
Brush Motor (V/W) 12/250 
Brush Speed (rpm) 140 
Brush Pressure (kg) 20 
Vacuum Motor (V/W) 12/250 
Type of Drive semi aut. 
Max Gradient at full load (%) 2 
Battery (V/A) 12/55 
Battery Weight (kg) 18 
Machine Weight (w/o battery) (kg) 44 
Working Width (mm) 410 
Solution Tank (l) 22 
Recovery Tank (l) 20 
Productivity (m2/hr) 1215 
Dimensions (LxHxW) (mm) 
685x945x440 
Weight with Battery 62 
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01Victor’s WV35N is a powerful wet vacuum with an impressive 35 
litre capacity.  
 
The internal float assembly has been specially constructed so that it 
has the unique ability to float on foam protecting the motor from 
sucking water into the vacuum’s internals thereby preventing any 
damage from occurring. 
 
Like its sister machine the WV35N has a dump hose fitted at the rear 
for easy emptying. The dry use filter option is HEPA, for safer dust 
removal. 

 
The WV35N has a wide cleaning width of 600 mm created by its self-levelling squeegee, and is easy 
and comfortable to use.  Available in both 1110v and 240v configurations with either fixed head 
squeegees or hose and wand configurations. 

 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-WV35 V-WV35N 
Voltage (V) 240 240 
Motor Power (Watts) 1000 1000 
Airflow (l/s) 56 56 
Waterlift (mm) 2300 2300 
Noise Level (dBA) 65 65 
Weight (kg) 19.8 19.8 
Capacity (litres) 35 35 
Cable Length (m) 12 12 
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 470x500x845 470x500x845 
Cleaning Width (mm) 430 600 
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The Woody from Victor is the ideal machine for use in areas where versatility is important, and safe 
removal of dust is paramount. 

The Woody features high specification HEPA filtration, the machine itself exceeding IEC60312. HEPA 
filtration ensures particles collected down to 0.3 microns in size (smaller than bacteria) are not 
dispersed back into the atmosphere. 

The Woody is capable of cleaning 800 m2 / hr and has a large capacity of 35 litres. All the dust is 
collected safely into a large paper dust bag making disposal safe. The mesh bag inside the machine 
helps to prevent paper bag bursts, and its carrying handles make removing the paper dust bag and 
disposing of it clean, quick, and easy. 

The use of the wand and tool kit (including floor brush, carpet tool and crevice tool) allows dust 
removal from even the smallest of areas, and from a variety of surfaces. 

 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-WOODY 
Voltage (V) 220 / 240 
Motor Power (Watts) 1000 
Airflow (l/s) 53 
Waterlift (mm) 2300 
Weight (kg) 19.8 
Capacity (litres) 35 
Cable Length (m) 12 
Dimensions LxWxH (mm) 470x500x545 
Cleaning Width (mm) 600 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Flouroseal offers an advanced level of protection against general soils and common household spills. 
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ECLIPSE D-LIMONENE DEGREASER  
 
Eclipse D-Limonene Degreaser is an extra-strength, all-purpose degreaser designed to remove the 
toughest grease build-up. 4x4 Litres. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
ECLIPSE NEUTRAL CLEANER  
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Eclipse Neatral Cleaner is a Low pH, all-purpose daily floor cleaner removes dirt and soil without 
harming the shine. May be used on all washable surfaces. 4 x 4litres 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
EnviroStar Green All purpouse Floor Cleaner  
 
An environmentally friendly cleaner formulated for daily use with low, fast breaking foam and 
neutral pH. Case: 4x4 ltrs. 
Product Code: EnviroStar Green All purpouse Floor Cleaner 
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ECLIPSE ORANGE DEGREASER  
 
Pioneer Eclipse Orange Degreaser is a multi-purpose industrial strength degreaser. 4 x 4 Litres 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rebound Maintainer and cleaner  

Concentrated one step cleaner/enhancer. Cleans and enhances coating for brilliant wet-look 

shine when burnished with UHS burnishers. 11% solids Case: 4x4 ltrs.  
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EnviroStar Green Maintainer  
 
EnviroStar Green Maintainer-pack of 4. 
 
 
 

 
Floormatte Non Glare Floor Polish  
 
Floormatte is an advanced floor coating specifically designed to provide a highly durable finish, 
without glare, for use in hospitals and long-term care facilities. 16% solids  4X4Litres. 
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Star Brite Floor Polish  
 
StarBrite is an excellent, low maintenance coating with outstanding resistance to scuffs, scratches, 
black heel marks and detergent scrubbings. 20% solids-Case of 4 x 4 litre. 
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REVOLUTION 2000 PREMIUM FLOOR COATING  

Revolution 200 Premium Floor COATING A technologically advanced acrylic co-polymer coating 
designed to achieve a durable, brilliant wet-look shine.  28% solids  4 x 4 litre pack. 

 

 

Wonderglo Low Maintainance Floor Polish  

WonderGlo is a low maintainance floor polish which gives a durable finish, with a high gloss straight 
off the mop. Stands up to the challenges the cleaning contractors are facing with low or moderate 
maintenance programs where lower solids finishes simply do not hold up and the appearance of the 
floor goes down too fast. The finish has good leveling characteristics, which you can buff, but don't 
have to; it is excellent to clean and scrub back and has good resistance to black heel marking.  22% 
solids 4x4Litre. 
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EnviroStar Green Floor Polish 

A high solids premium green floor coating designed specifically for ease of application and 
maintenance while consistently providing a beautiful, durable and safe wet-look shine. 25% solids. 

 

 

 

 

 

First Step Sealer  

First Step Sealer is a water-based sealer that protects high traffic areas and old or porous floors from 
dirt, grime, water and stains. Provides a very durable foundation for high speed burnishing. 18% 
solids Case: 4x4 ltrs. 
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ECLIPSE HARD FLOOR COATING  

Eclipse Hard Floor Coating is a polyurethane-fortified acrylic co-polymer floor coating specifically 
designed for concrete, stone and similar hard floor surfaces. 19% solids 4X4Litre. 

 

 

First Step Sealer 

First Step Sealer is a water-based sealer that protects high traffic areas and old or porous floors from 
dirt, grime, water and stains. Provides a very durable foundation for high speed burnishing. 18% 
solids Case: 4x4 ltrs. 
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ECLIPSE HARD FLOOR COATING  

Eclipse Hard Floor Coating is a polyurethane-fortified acrylic co-polymer floor coating specifically 
designed for concrete, stone and similar hard floor surfaces. 19% solids 4X4Litre 

 

EnvioStar Green Floor Sealer  
 
EnvioStar Green Floor Sealer 
Product Code: EnvioStar Green Floor Sealer 

 

 

Eclipse Porous Floor Treatment  

A ready-to-use, water-based indoor/outdoor solution designed to 
provide stain resistance to materials such as concrete, natural stone, 
brick, unglazed ceramic tile and grout.Case: 4x4 ltrs. 
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Envirostar Green Polish Stripper  
 
An environmentally friendly low-foaming , non-
corrosive formula requiring less contact time to 
penetrate. Case: 4x4 ltrs. 

Formula X Gel Stripper-Aerosol  
Formula X Gel Stripper-Aerosol is a heavy duty, fast acting, clinging stripper that removes floor finish 

build-up from baseboards with maximum efficiency. Case: 12x510g 

Prochem Urine Neutraliser 

Sanitisers & Odour neutralisers 

This is an exclusive Prochem acidic deodorant for neutralising and deodorising urine by direct 
application. Neutralises odour from urine deposits on contact and prevents staining. Yellow tinted 
liquid with fresh fragrance.  

Dilution 1 to 1 or ready-to-use pH 4. 
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Prochem Clensan  

Sanitising carpet cleaning chemicals 

Prochems' Clensan is a speacialy formulated sanitiser for 
carpets and fabrics. Cleansan provides protection from 
bacteria and odours caused by floods, mould, mildew and 
food spoilage. Apply by sprayer and rinse extract or mix with 
Crystal Green for combined cleaning and sanitising. 
Cleansan is a clear liquid with herbal lemon flagrance. 

Dilute from 1:10 up to 1:50 

 

Prochem Odour Neutraliser  
 
Sanitisers & odour sprays 

Prochems Odour Neutraliser is a highly 
concentrated odour neutraliser for smoke and 
odour contaminated carpets, fabrics and hard 
surfaces.Apply by sprayer or fogger or add to 
cleaning solution. Also available as new 
continuous action gel. Contains no solvents or 
bactericides. Turquoise liquid with deodorant 
fragrance.5 Litre  

Dilute 1 to 100 pH 7.5, 5L  

 

 

Prochem Stain Pro  
 
Stainpro from Prochem is a heavyduty water and solvent based alkaline protein spotter for blood 
vomit, wine, ink, fresh tea and coffee and most food based staines, Clear Liquid with minty fresh 
smell. 

Ready to use 
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Prochem Neutral Pro Spotter  
 
Neutral Pro Spotter from Prochem is a professional neutral ph spotter that is effective on most food, 
drink and water based stains. Can be applied and left to dry to a powder for vacuuming or brushing 
away. Approved by Woolsafe.  

Ready To Use 

 

 

 

 

Prochem Citrus Gel  
 
A citrus solvent and detergent based liquid gel spot remover for oil, grease, tar, gum and other oily 
spots on carpet and fabrics. Citrus Gel can be used safely on many spots and stains and is formulated 
to work on the fibre surface avoiding problems with latex backings which commonly occur with 
other citrus based solvents. White gel with citrus fragrance.  
 

Ready-to-use pH neutral 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prochem Red RX  
 
Red RX has been speacialy developed and formulated for the removal of red food colourings, 
carbonated drinks, fruit juices and wine stains from carpets and most fabrics. Can be effective using 
a damp towel and a warm iron- as directed on product label. 

Ready to use ph 8.5 Irritant 

 

Car snow brush 500x25 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  
Item number 520052  
Car snow brush with ice scraper made of black polypropylene 
with green PVC filaments.  
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Deluxe Snow brush w/telescopic handle, green filaments, EAN + DUN code, 6 pieces/carton  
Vikan Transport System®  
Item number 521652  

 

 
 
 
 
Handle ø30 x 1500 mm  
Vikan Transport System®  
Item number 535252-1500  
Flexible stainless steel handle for Pipe & Tube brushes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Handle for wheel 
rim brush  
Vikan Transport 
System®  
Item number 
535252-300 
 

 
 
 
 

 
  
Rim cleaner soft 230x110 mm waterfed  
Vikan Transport System®  
Item number 545252  
Large wheel rim brush made of solid black polypropylene with 
soft red/green filaments. The brush is suitable for cleaning large 
wheel rims, e.g. on lorries and busses.  
 

 
 

 
Nylon scrub holder 230 x 95 mm, black  

Vikan Transport System®  
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Item number 550052  

This nylon scrubber holder with pivot is suitable for cleaning a variety of straight surfaces, e.g. walls, 
ceilings and large window areas on trains and busses. The holder is attached a soft pad and is 
particularly good for removing insects, etc. Pads are available in packs of 10 and are replaced when 
worn. The white pad should only be used on glass or walls and ceilings made from a hard material. 

 

Interior brush stiff 290x35 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 450052  

Interior brush made of foamed polypropylene with 
red/green filaments in stiff polyester. The brush is 
especially useful as a upholstery brush for cars, busses 
and lorries. The brush is 27 cm long.  

 

 

Servo-Bag SB-AT3003Servo-Bag SB-AT3003  

Call 0208 393 4778 for new low pricing Mobile laundry trolley 
on tough Structofoam chassis. Tubular frame allows for 
multiple bags. This has three detachable bags. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Servo-Bag SB-AT3002+1 

A larger mobiole trolly on a tough chasis. 
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Servo-Bag SB-AT3003+1 

Mobile laundry trolley on tough Structofoam chassis. Tubular 
frame allows for multiple (easily-detachable) Servo-Bags. All bag 
sizes incorporate drag handles and a top closure system. This 
model has three 100L bags & one 100L bag extension. 

 

 

 

ServoKeeper SKAT11  
 
This is a compact and multi-functional housekeeping unit. The SKAT 
11 has a large wheeled tough Structofoam chassis, a detachable  
100 litre laundry bag, fixed shelf, 3 deep drawers and pull-over 
night cover. 

 

 

 

 

Servo-Bag SB-AT3002+2 

Mobile laundry trolley on tough Structofoam chassis. Tubular frame allows for multiple (easily-
detachable) Servo-Bags. 

 

Servo-Bag SB-AT3003+2 

This model has three 100L bags & two 100L bag extensions. Made from tough structofoam. 

 

 

ServoKeeper SKAT12 
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Same as the SKAT 11 but with an extra 100 Litre lundry bag on the end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HD 5/12 C Plus Karcher Pressure Sprayer  
 
Pressure Sprayers from Karcher 
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KARCHER HD 6/13 C Pressure Washer  

 

 

 

 

 

HD 5/11 C 110V Kacrher Pressure Sprayer  
 
Pressure Sprayers from Karcher-110 volt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karcher HD 6/13 CX Pressure Washer 
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HD 6/11-4 M Plus 110v Karcher Pressuer Sprayer  
 
110 Volt Pressure Washer From Karcher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HD 7/18-4 M Plus Karcher Pressure Washer  
 
Karcher Pressure Washer 
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HD 9/10-M Plus Karcher Pressuer Washer  
 
High Powered Karcher industrial Pressure Washer 
Product Code: HD 9/10-M Plus 
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Hard Floor Trainng Course  

“PROFESSIONAL FLOORCARE TRAINING COURSE ” 

VENUE:  100 Ewell By-Pass, Ewell, Surrey, KT17 2PR 

DATE: Email us for more info 
COMMENCING AT: 9:0am  
 

1.Coating technical basis 
2.Floorcare Processes 
3.Trouble shooting 
4.Chemical products safety 
5.Wooden floors 
 
Click on the link that says more information 

The course fee is £120.00 + VAT and includes a “Professional Floorcare Certificate of Attendance,” all 
refreshments and course literature, troubleshooting guide etc. Payment is required in advance.  
This course is designed for both experienced and intermediate operators who have some previous 
knowledge of floor care systems. 

It takes the students through the fundamentals of floorcare, understanding of the chemistry 
involved, troubleshooting and fault diagnosis, implementation of correct maintenance programme 
and how to achieve beautiful looking floors.   

The topics covered in this course are as follows: 

1.         Coating technical basis 

 Basic composition of floor coatings 
 Film forming process 

2.         Floorcare Processes 

 Routine cleaning 
 Restoration 
 Deep scrub and re-coat 
 Strip and re-coat 
 buff/burnish 

3.         Trouble shooting 

4.         Chemical products safety 

 Basic safety rules for all chemical products 
 Material safety data sheets 

5.         Wooden floors 
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 Basic sanding and preparation 
 Sealer and top coats application 
 Routine and periodical maintenance.   

 The course fee is £120.00 + VAT and includes a “Professional Floorcare Certificate of Attendance,” 
all refreshments and course literature, troubleshooting guide etc. Payment is required in advance. 
Refunds are only available if notification is received five days prior to the course date.  
  

 
1-2 Days delivery on almost all products.  
 
VAT will be added at the secure payment stage 
 
£120.00 
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Plastic hand tool  
 
Plastic hand tool for upholstery and stairs for Numatic wet and dry vacuums like the George 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Filter  
 
Filter for Henry other Numatic vacuums. Fits George Hetty etc. 
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Airo Brush  
 
Airo 'Power' brush for Numatic vacuums 
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Crevice tool 32mm  
 
Crevice tool for Numatic vacuums 
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607304 Numatic A4 Additional Recommended 32mm 5-piece Kit - Numatic A4 Additional 
Recommended 32mm 5-piece Kit -  
 
Numatic A4 Additional Recommended 32mm 5-piece Kit – 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

607089 Numatic JV1 32mm Aluminium Combo Kit 
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607126 Numatic NPH1 32mm Aluminium Combo Kit 
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607301 Numatic A1 Full 32mm Stainless Steel Universal Combo Kit  
 
Numatic A1 Full 32mm Stainless Steel Universal Combo Kit -   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

607170 Numatic X1 Full 32mm Airo Brush Combo Kit  
 
 Call 0208 393 4778 for new low pricing 607170 Numatic X1 Full 32mm Airo Brush Combo Kit 
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607308 Numatic A8 Full 32mm Animal Grooming Kit  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  607332 Numatic BB2 Full Multiflo' 400mm Dry Floor Kit (38mm)  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

607335 Numatic BB5 Basic Industrial Kit (38mm) 
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Commercial backpack vacuum cleaner 

 Superior 71 dB rating for whisper quiet operation;  
 Ergonomically designed back support and harness;  
 Lightweight at only 10.5 lbs.;  
 Four stage filtration with 100 inch waterlift;  
 Complete set of tools and adjustable double bend wand. 

Product Specifications:  

 Model Number: PF300BP  
 Motor: 1 stage, 230 volts  
 Bag: 1.5 gallons  
 Agitator: Crevice, dust, carpet tools, hard floor  
 CFM: 120  
 Cleaning Width: 11 inch  
 Wattage: 1400  
 Volts: 230  
 Approvals: ETL /AS4260.2 (Int) with HEPA filter  
 Weight (lbs.): 10.5 lbs.  
 Warranty: 1 year motor, parts, workmanship. Lifetime warranty on latches and shoulder 

straps. 
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RSV200 Numatic back pac vacuum  
 
This back pack vacuum has 50% extra capacity compared to the RSV130.It does this without 
dramatically increasing the weight. It has a harness designed for comfort and stability. KIT A30A Full 
ruck sac kit (grey) 
 
This great Back Pack vacuum cleaner comes complete with accessory Kit A30A 
 
When it comes to congested environments there can be no doubt that the practical features of the 
RSV (Ruc Sac Vac) brings with it great advances in convenience cleaning, producing vastly improved 
results by virtue of the old adage "the right machine for the right job". In many countries Ruc Sac 
cleaning has become commonplace with substantial improvements in cost effective operation.  
 
Particular attention has been paid to user comfort, convenience and safety with an ergonomically 
designed, comfortable harness system; lighter weight and lower noise levels. 
 
The RSV's performance is excellent, with the extra large filter system and Hepaflo dust bags ensuring 
continuous operation and clean and easy emptying. The standard accessory kit incorporates all that 
is needed for quick and efficient cleaning of all surfaces. 
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RSV130T Ruck sac vacuum turbo brush  
 
This turbo version of the RSV 130 is a genuine time saver as it reduces vacuuming time of large areas 
by upto 50%. 24 Volt safety specification power brush. KIT 21 RSV Turbo Electric Kit (grey). 
 
There are many situations where large carpeted areas need to be cleaned in a short space of time 
and the speed with which the operator can achieve this is paramount. 
 
By way of examples, conference centres, ballrooms, bars, restaurants, hotel, showrooms, shops and 
department stores. All of these high profile establishments need to be able to respond quickly to 
varying intensities of public presence. 
 
The RSV is, by design, a Ruc Sac vacuum cleaner... you carry it on your back and when equipped with 
our 24V TurboElectric power brush system is will allow large carpeted areas to be cleaned in the 
shortest possible time, and really look clean! 
 
Particular attention has been paid to the harness system to ensure user comfort and safety whilst 
the extra large filter system and Hepaflo dust bags ensure continuous high performance and clean 
easy emptying. 
 
The accessory kit contains both power brush and standard accessories to cover the majority of 
applications. 
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The Powr-Pro back pack vacuum cleaner is one of the quietest and most powerful cleaners on the 
market today.  Due its lightweight construction and extreme wearability it has become a firm 
favourite with crew cleaners around the world as it enables both tight spaces and large areas to be 
cleaned in seconds. 
 
The Powr-Pro has been ergonomically designed and has padded shoulder and waist straps to ensure 
maximum comfort meaning it can be worn for hours without creating any discomfort.   

 Superior 71 dB rating for whisper quiet operation; 
 Ergonomically designed back support and harness; 
 Lightweight at only 10.5 lbs.; 
 Four stage filtration with 100 inch waterlift; 
 Complete set of tools and adjustable double bend wand. 

Product Specifications: 

 Model Number: PF300BP 
 Motor: 1 stage, 230 volts 
 Bag: 1.5 gallons 
 Agitator: Crevice, dust, carpet tools, hard floor 
 CFM: 120 
 Cleaning Width: 11 inch 
 Wattage: 1400 
 Volts: 230 
 Approvals: ETL /AS4260.2 (Int) with HEPA filter 
 Weight (lbs.): 10.5 lbs. 
 Warranty: 1 year motor, parts, workmanship. Lifetime warranty on latches and shoulder 

straps. 
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The RSV200 Numatic back pack has a 33% larger storage capacity than the RSV130T and yet is 100 
gram s lighter.  The RSV 200 or (Ruc Sac Vav) enables far more cost effective cleaning by enabling the 
wearer to navigate around and clean a space far easier than is possible with a traditional vacuum. 
 

The designers of the RSV200 had two key focuses when creating this masterpiece. Firstly they 
concentrated on ensuring it is comfortable to wear by designing it ergonomically so that the harness 
fits exactly right and provides just the right combination of comfort, safety and convenience. 
Secondly they ensured that the RSV200 performs to the highest possible standards by giving it an 
extra large filtration system including a Hepaflo dust bag.  The standard accessory kit incorporates all 
that is needed for quick and efficient cleaning of all surfaces. 
 
Product specifications: 

 Microflo motor  

 Power 230V AV 50/60Hz 

 Motor Power 1100 W 

 Airflow 40 L/sec 

 Suction 2400 mm 

 Capacity 9 L 

 Cleaning Range 31.4 m 

 Weight 6.3 kg 

 Size 500x360x250mm 
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The RSV130T is a turbocharged Ruc Sac Vav equipped with the revolutionary Turboelectric Power 
brush.  The combination of the RSV130T’s powerful suction and the turbo electric power brush make 
it ideal for cleaning large heavy traffic areas such as conference centres, shops or bars.   
 
The designers of the RSV130T had two key focuses when creating this masterpiece. Firstly they 
concentrated on ensuring it is comfortable to wear by designing it ergonomically so that the harness 
fits exactly right and provides just the right combination of comfort, safety and convenience. 
Secondly they ensured that the RSV130T performs to the highest possible standards by giving it an 
extra large filtration system including a Hepaflo dust bag.  The standard accessory kit incorporates all 
that is needed for quick and efficient cleaning of all surfaces. The accessory kit contains both power 
brush and standard accessories to cover the majority of applications. 

Product specifications: 

 Microflo motor  

 Power 230V AV 50/60Hz 

 Airflow 40 L/sec 

 Suction 2400 mm 

 Capacity 6L 

 Cleaning Range 31.4 m 

 Weight 6.4 kg 

 Size 440x360x250mm 
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James is an easily recognisable classic just like Henry and Hetty and also like his older brother and 
sister he incorporates a very clever design.  Beyond his attractive fun look James is a real 
powerhouse once the bright red on switch is pressed you can expect professional results. 
 
The unique caddy top provides somewhere for your cable, the tools, even a duster and some polish, 
plus the cable is secured in the machine enabling easy replacement if it is accidentally damaged.  
Furthermore a large capacity, four wheel stability and large filters coupled with Hepaflo bags make 
James quick and efficient to use and simple to empty.  
Accessories are to full professional size and specification.  
 
Product specifications: 

 

 Motor power 1100w 

 Power 230AC 50/60Hz 

 Airflow  40L/sec 

 Suction 2200mm 

 Capacity 8L 

 Cleaning Range 26.8m 

 Weight 5.2kg 

 Size 340x340x340mm 
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HRV200A 

 

Henry has for many years been considered a classic and the respect he has earned is not just 
because of his instantly recognisable design, but also because of how effectively he gets the job 
done.  Henry now features the Twinflo’ two-stage professional motor which gives exceptional 
performance, and has an AutoSave Energy Conservation feature giving a 50% Energy saving, 30% 
Improved Air Quality and 20% Lower Noise Levels. As the energy mode is automatic you always start 
with it on and just need to push one switch to receive the extra power needed for particularly 
stubborn or worn in dirt and grime. 
 
 The 10-metre cable storage and rewind system is trouble free and spring free keeping everything 
neat and tidy. The giant Tritex filter system makes sure that what goes in stays in, and the highly 
efficient Hepaflo dust bags, improve filtration efficiency, cleanliness and capacity. The standard 
accessory kit is fully comprehensive.  
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Motor Twinflo 

 Power230V AV 50/60Hz 

 Motor Power1200 W 

 Airflow 45 L/sec 

 Suction 2600 mm 

 Capacity 9 L 

 Cleaning Range 31.8 m 

 Weight 6.9 kg 

 Size 355x355x415mm 
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NRV200-22 
 
Henry has for many years been considered a classic and the respect he has earned is not just 
because of his instantly recognisable design, but also because of how effectively he gets the job 
done.  Henry now features the Twinflo’ two-stage professional motor which gives exceptional 
performance, and has an AutoSave Energy Conservation feature giving a 50% Energy saving, 30% 
Improved Air Quality and 20% Lower Noise Levels. As the energy mode is automatic you always start 
with it on and just need to push one switch to receive the extra power needed for particularly 
stubborn or worn in dirt and grime. 
 
 In this commercial version the 10-metre cable system has been replaced by a 12.5 metre storage 
and rewind system that is trouble free and spring free keeping everything neat and tidy. The giant 
Tritex filter system makes sure that what goes in stays in, and the highly efficient Hepaflo dust bags, 
improve filtration efficiency, cleanliness and capacity. The standard accessory kit is fully 
comprehensive.  
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Motor Twinflo 

 Power230V AV 50/60Hz 

 Motor Power1200 W 

 Airflow 45 L/sec 

 Suction 2600 mm 

 Capacity 9 L 

 Cleaning Range 31.8 m 

 Weight 6.9 kg 

 Size 355x355x415mm 
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NR200T-2 
 
Henry has for many years been considered a classic and the respect he has earned is not just 
because of his instantly recognisable design, but also because of how effectively he gets the job 
done.  Henry now features the Twinflo’ two-stage professional motor which gives exceptional 
performance, and has an AutoSave Energy Conservation feature giving a 50% Energy saving, 30% 
Improved Air Quality and 20% Lower Noise Levels. As the energy mode is automatic you always start 
with it on and just need to push one switch to receive the extra power needed for particularly 
stubborn or worn in dirt and grime. 
 
In addition to all these great features the T200 comes with a 24volt TurboElectric power brush which 
is unique to Numatic and enables the removal of significantly greater amounts of soil and particulate 
matter making it ideal for professional cleaners and high traffic areas. 
 
 In this commercial version the 10-metre cable system has been replaced by a 12.5 metre storage 
and rewind system that is trouble free and spring free keeping everything neat and tidy. The giant 
Tritex filter system makes sure that what goes in stays in, and the highly efficient Hepaflo dust bags, 
improve filtration efficiency, cleanliness and capacity. The standard accessory kit is fully 
comprehensive.  
 
Product specifications: 
 

 Motor Twinflo 

 Power230V AV 50/60Hz 

 Motor Power1200 W 

 Airflow 45 L/sec 

 Suction 2600 mm 

 Capacity 9 L 

 Cleaning Range 31.8 m 

 Weight 6.9 kg 

 Size 355x355x415mm 
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Henry Xtra HVX-200-22 
 
Henry has for many years been considered a classic and the respect he has earned is not just 
because of his instantly recognisable design, but also because of how effectively he gets the job 
done.  Henry now features the Twinflo’ two-stage professional motor which gives exceptional 
performance, and has an AutoSave Energy Conservation feature giving a 50% Energy saving, 30% 
Improved Air Quality and 20% Lower Noise Levels. As the energy mode is automatic you always start 
with it on and just need to push one switch to receive the extra power needed for particularly 
stubborn or worn in dirt and grime. 
 
 The 10-metre cable storage and rewind system is trouble free and spring free keeping everything 
neat and tidy. The giant Tritex filter system makes sure that what goes in stays in, and the highly 
efficient Hepaflo dust bags, improve filtration efficiency, cleanliness and capacity. The standard 
accessory kit is fully comprehensive.  
 
What differentiates Henry Xtra is its two unique additional features. Firstly Henry xtra 

has a 3-stage Microfresh filter system which enhances filtration to 98%, but more 

importantly - especially to pet owners – it includes a giant highly advanced activated 

charcoal filter membrane sandwiched between twin Tritex filters, providing an effective 

odour control system.  

 

To top off this pet owners dream the Numatic Airo brush has been included which 

provides a superb level of carpet care and is excellent in aggregating pet hairs and other 

debris from pet friendly floors. 
 

Product specifications: 
 

 Motor Twinflo 

 Power230V AV 50/60Hz 

 Motor Power1200 W 

 Airflow 45 L/sec 

 Suction 2600 mm 

 Capacity 9 L 

 Cleaning Range 31.8 m 

 Weight 6.9 kg 

 Size 355x355x415mm 
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 mm.  
 Capacity - 9 litres  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

George GVE370-2 Numatic 

The true "all in one" machine that is totally at home be it in the wet or the dry. 

This classic "all in one" is genuinely the family friend, dry vacuuming, wet vacuuming, scrubbing and 
drying hard floors, deep cleaning the carpet, cleaning the upholstery, unblocking the sink, you name 
it George is your man. 
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Kit Contents 
1.9m Nuflex Bayonet Hose  
300mm Combination Floor Nozzle  
240mm Crevice Tool  
Tritex Filter  
Stainless Steel Extension Tube  
Double Taper Hose/Tool Adapter  
65mm Soft Dusting Brush  
150mm Upholstery Nozzle  
150mm Slide on Brush for Upholstery Nozzle  
3.6m Cleantec Extraction Hose  
Stainless Steel Extraction Trigger Bend Tube  
Stainless Steel Lower Nozzle Extraction Tube  
275mm Fishtail Extraction Nozzle  
300mm Dual Scrub/Wet Pick UP Nozzle  
100mm Upholstery Extraction Nozzle  
Cleantec Trigger Valve and Spray Tube 

 

 

 

 

 

Roomba's powerfull vacuum and counter rotating brushes reach deep into your carpet to remove 
dirt,dust and pet hairs.This vacuum is a perfect time saver and completely cool.Would be ideal for 
home owners and cleaning professionals alike. 
 
Robotic Inteligence 
Dirt Detector 
Bagless 
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Max mode 
Click on the image below to purchase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sebo Automatic X4  
 
An upright vacuum from SEBO 
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Sebo Automatic X4 Extra 

This upright vacuum comers with a powerfull extra feature-contains computer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sebo Automatic X2  
 
An even more powerfull vacuum from SEBO 
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NEW Karcher CV30 Upright vacuum cleaner  
 
Variable cleaning height 
Adjustable handle, On-board toolkit 
1150w motor 5.5ltr capacity 
Lightweight and powerful 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sebo Automatic X3  
 
A powerfull vacuum cleaner from Sebo 
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NVQ370T-2 Numatic vacuum  
 
The larger version of the NVQ200-22 is the NVQ 370T-2, it comes with the Turbo Electric Brush 
system allowing for fast and quiet cleaning which is handy in noise sensitive areas. KIT T20 

When it comes to extensive carpet care there are two fundamental requirements: a really high 
performance efficient cleaner design and an efficient powered floor nozzle.  
 
In the NVQ-370 Turbo you have everything that is needed plus numerous additional features. 
 
The power head is all-steel incorporating our patented Microtec sound reduction system and the 
high performance Twinflo' motor system. 
 
The primary Tritex filtration makes sure that what goes in stays in and the container, with its full 15 
litre capacity, is equipped with our skid free 4-wheel mobility and stability package.  
 
The Turbo Electric power brush system is truly unique with its 24 volt floating brush design 
automatically adjusting to varying floor surfaces. 
 
Vacuum, vacuum cleaners, Numatic, numatic vacuums, bac pack, ruck sack, ruck sac, floorcare, 
carpet, cleaning, London, Surrey, south 
east 
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Numatic HZQ370-2 hazardous dust vacuum  
 
1100 watt motor 10 litre capacity-HEPA filtration -Primary pre-filter-All-steel construction 

The Numatic range of Series 'H' vacuum cleaners has been specifically designed to meet the 
requirements of industries where it is necessary to remove dust that could constitute a health 
hazard. With this in mind Numatic came up with a 99.99% filtration design, put together with 
practical engineering features that ensure these machines can be easily and efficiently used and 
maintained on a day-to-day basis.  

In selecting a Series 'H' machine, due consideration must be given to ensuring that the machine 
chosen is compatible with the volume of dust or material to be collected. Correctly selected, 
maintained and used, a hazardous dust machine will form an invaluable part of any system designed 
to control hazardous and health endangering dusts in any environment.  

Specifications-  

 Motor - 1200 watt  
 Power - 230 volt  
 Airflow - 45 litres/second  
 Suction - 2600 mm.  
 Capacity - 10 litres  
 Range - 26.8 metres  
 Weight - 10.4 Kg  
 Size - 355 x 355 x 570 mm.  
 Kit BB18 

Features -  

1. Microfilter module  
2. Three stage filtration  
3. All steel construction  
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4. Heavy duty castors 

 

Snow brush  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 521552  

Snow brush, for use in removing loose snow. The snow brush is made of black polypropylene and 
has a rubber handle and special bristle mixture 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Deluxe Snow brush w/telescopic handl- green filaments  
 
Deluxe Snow brush w/telescopic handle, green filaments, EAN + DUN code, 6 pieces/carton 
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Shovel 260x950 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 561552  

Sturdy shockproof plastic shovel of polypropylene. The shovel is used for such jobs as shovelling 
snow if you get stuck. The shovel is often used by truckers who drive dangerous loads, where the 
ADR regulations requires lorries to carry a shovel for picking up spillage. The shovel is reinforced 
with a steel handle which is welded into the plastic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Radiator brush stiff 45x480 mm  
 
Vikan Transport System®  
Item number 631052  
The radiator brush is very suitalbe for cleaning radiators and small places in busses, trains etc.  
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Nail brush stiff 40 x 120 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 644052  

The nail brush is made of black solid polypropylene with stiff red and green polyester filaments. The 
nail brush is much bigger than normal nail brushes and made for workers in the professional 
industry. The brush is made of high quality durable filaments that withstand aggressive chemicals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wipe-n-shine, 35cm  
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Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 707852  

Wipe-n-shine is particularly effective in removing water and lime stains from car paintwork. The soft 
rubber is gentle on car paintwork and windows. All Wipe-n-shine scrapers can be fitted to all Vikan's 
handles, which enables the scraper to be used on busses, trucks, trains and other vehicles.  

 

 

 

Lustre cloth, 40x40 Red  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 709252  

40x40cm, 80% polyester, 20% polyamide, 205 g/m². Ideal for lint free cleaning of glass and most 
shiny metal surfaces. Use lightly dampened with water - no detergent is necessary – then dry off to a 
polished finish. Washing instructions: The cloth can be washed up to 95° C and tumble dried at 55° C. 
Never use softeners, chlorine or other bleaches 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Windscreen scraper w/sponge, 1000 mm  
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Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 473552  

100 cm windscreen scraper with sponge. The sponge is 20 cm wide and reinforced with strong wire 
mesh which facilitates cleaning and removal of insects. The handle is aluminium and can be screwed 
off. The sponge is detachable. This windscreen scraper is often used at service stations and wash 
facilities for washing the windows of goods vehicles and small buses which are difficult to access. 

 

 

 

 

 

Windscreen scraper w/sponge 600-1250 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 473952  

Adjustable windscreen scraper with sponge. The sponge is 20 cm wide and reinforced with a sturdy 
wire net to facilitate cleaning and removal of insects. The handle is 60 to 125 cm long and made of 
aluminium. The sponge is detachable. The extra length of the windscreen scraper makes it ideal for 
cleaning the windows of trucks and busses.  
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Campaign hose brush  

Vikan Transport System®  

Brush for mounting on handles with water channels, for use in minor cleaning jobs. The 

brush is made of polypropylene with polyester filaments. 

 

 
 
Car brush, soft, 400x90 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Sturdy car brush with water channel for large surfaces. Ideal for washing high up. The brush is made 
of foamed polypropylene with soft red/green polyester filaments. The brush is 40 cm wide.  

 

 

 

 

 

Windscreen scraper w/sponge, 500 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 473752  

50cm long windscreen scraper with sponge. The sponge is 20 cm wide and reinforced with a sturdy 
wire net to facilitate cleaning and removal of insects. The handle is 50 cm long and made of 
aluminium. The sponge is detachable. The windscreen scraper is often used at service stations. for 
washing passenger car windows.  
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Loose head for windscreen scraper, 20 cm.  
 
Vikan Transport System®  
Loose head for use with windscreen scrapers (473352, 473552, 473752, 473952).  
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Handle ø34x1020 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Item number 299252Q  

Telescopic handle with water channel and 1/2" quick steel coupling. This ergonomic handle with 
water channel is made of aluminium with sturdy shockproof and grip-friendly plastic for comfortable 
and functional use. The handle can be used up to a pressure of 6 bar. 
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Handle ø34x1630 mm  
 
Vikan Transport System®  
 
Item number 299552Q  
Telescopic handle with water channel and 1/2"" quick steel coupling. This ergonomic handle with 
water channel is made of aluminium with sturdy shockproof and grip-friendly plastic for comfortable 
and functional use. The handle 
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Handle ø34x1900 mm  

Vikan Transport System®  

Ergonomic handle with water channel. This ergonomic handle with water channel is manufactured in 
aluminium with sturdy shockproof and grip-friendly plastic for comfortable and functional use. The 
handle can be connected to 1/2" or 3/4" water hoses which are attached with a clip. The handle can 
be used up to a pressure of 6 bar 
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Filta Pura 

By using an RO/DI System we have removed 100% of impurities and dissolved solids from the water 
leaving us with 100% pure water 0.00 TDS. Water in this state has a very strong need to dissolve and 
absorb any kind of dirt or solids to return to its natural impure state. Like when you spray an air 
freshener at one side of a room within a short time you can smell it at the other side, this is diffusion 
a natural process that happens with air and water when a substance is highly concentrated in one 
area it naturally diffuses until it is perfectly evened out!  
As soon as this pure water touches a dirty window it absorbs any dirt that is present with the aid of a 
soft bristled brush, all of the dirt from the window is now absorbed in the water and is then rinsed 
away. Once the window has been rinsed there is only pure water left on the windows surface, when 
this evaporates it leaves the window perfectly clean with no residue simply because there are no 
impurities in the water to be left behind. If we used tap water to rinse the window when it 
evaporated there would be lots of streaks and spots left behind this is all the limestone, dissolved 
solids and chlorine that are present in tap water. 

So to achieve this absolute clean finish on a window we need 100% pure water.    
Reverse osmosis is vital for the perfect result in cleaning a window streak/spot free and for giving 
us water to 0.00 Tds.   

Reverse osmosis is simply forcing water through a membrane. The membrane has microscopic holes 
in it which are only big enough for a water molecule to fit through, any impurities, dissolved solids, 
minerals etc cannot fit through the membrane and to speed this process up we use a pump to force 
only the pure water molecules through! This leaves all impurities on 1 side of the membrane which 
get automatically dumped through the systems dump hose. 
 98% of all impurities are now removed from the water leaving the di resin filter to remove the 
remaining 2 % resulting in absolute pure water being delivered to your windows. 
The reverse osmosis filter 98% of all impurities which leaves only the 2 % for the resin filter to purify, 
if we sent tap water directly to the di resin without the RO membrane it would clog up and need 
replacing much sooner. This Results in the cost of pure water per gallon being far more expensive 
and also leaving us with not so high quality  water being delivered to the windows. 
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 This ro/di system will produce 1 litre of pure water for as little as £0.004   
 A di resin only system usually produces 1 litre for at least £0.01  
 FiltaPura5 will also produce upto 500 litres of pure water per hour  
 Other RO systems average less than half this amount 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

As Victor say one of the best ways of creating an indoor airborne health hazard is to suck all the 
bacteria, fungal spores, dust mite faecal particles, and any other particulate allergens out of the 
floor, and then blow them liberally into the surrounding air, where they travel easily from room to 
room contaminating the whole building. 

To prevent this cross contamination the Victor V9 features IEC60312 standard filtration.  IEC60312 is 
the only international standard available for the measurement of air filtration efficiency of vacuum 
cleaners for household and similar use. 

The test is performed with the complete vacuum cleaner mounted inside a sealed test rig specified 
by the standard. The cleaner inlet is dosed with measured amounts of standard dust, and particles in 
the discharge air are counted into six separate size bands down to 0.3 microns. The test 
approximates to actual use conditions and the results are standardised as a single percentage 
efficiency figure, enabling the direct comparison of one vacuum cleaner with another. 

To meet the ‘HEPA’ standard of filtration the unit must remove particles larger than 0.3 Microns in 
diameter with more than 99.97% efficiency (i.e., fewer than 300 particles per million of 0.3 Micron 
size should penetrate). 

The Victor V9 HEPA 9 litre tub vacuum, in tests, achieves an efficiency of 99.9965% - passing only 35 
particles per million which is 8 times better than the standard allows. 

Powerful suction and proven effective filtration make the Victor V-9 one of the most productive tub 
vacuum cleaners available. 

If you need to clean potentially hazardous dirt in hygiene sensitive surroundings then the V9 is 
probably the vacuum for you. 
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Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-9 V-9E 
Productivity (m2 / hr) 250 250 
Voltage (V) 230 / 110 230 / 110 
Motor Power (Watts) 1000 1000 
Airflow (l/s) 58 58 
Waterlift (mm) 1800 1800 
Noise Level (dBA) 60 60 
Weight (kg) 6 6 
Capacity (litres) 9 9 
Cable Length (m) 12.5 12.5 
Cleaning Width (mm) 270 270 
 
 
 

 
 

The Victor 470 is Victor’s answer to the Sebo BS range providing a powerful twin motored upright 
vacuum cleaner. 

The cleaning performance of this impressive vacuum stems from its twin motor design by using 
the vacuum and brush to provide an extremely deep vacuum clean. 

With over 80% of dirt in carpets being dry soil, good vacuum performance is critical in successfully 
maintaining carpets.  

The V-470 upright vacuum is a wider area twin motor upright vacuum with a cleaning width of 470 
mm. The machine comes complete with extendable hose, wand and the availability of HEPA 
filtration. 

 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-UCS V-470 
Productivity (m2 / hr) 250 320 
Voltage (V) 240 240 
Motor Power (Watts) Vac:850 
Brush: 300 
Vac: 850 
Brush: 300 
Airflow (l/s) 25 25 
Waterlift (mm) 1650 1650 
Noise Level (dBA) 73 73 
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Weight (kg) 9.2 9.7 
Capacity (litres) 4 4 
Cable length (m) 12.5 12.5 
Cleaning Width (mm) 370 470 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

A vacuum, featuring a solid stainless steel canister, designed for everyday industrial and commercial 
use.  The D-9 can be used with or without bags, depending on the application. 

Advantages: Four corner castors provide ease of movement.  Wand and tool kit, including dusting 
brush, crevice nozzle, upholstery tool and combination floor tool, included with the machine.  
Quiet operation.  Through flow motor prevents overheating when blocked.  Wet-pick up version 
available upon request. 

 

Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-D9 
Function Wet & Dry 
Capacity (Litres) 9  
Power (Watts) 1000 
Voltage 220/240 
Height (mm) 550 
Tank Diameter (mm) 335 
Airflow (l/s) 48  
Vacuum Suction (mbar) 230 
Length of Cable 12 
Hose Diameter (mm) 36 
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Victor’s industrial range of Wet & Dry vacuum’s are made of stainless steel and are built to last and 
last. 
 
Alongside their impressive reliability they offer all the quality features and reliability you have come 
to expect from a Victor product.  These features include excellent lift properties whether the dirt is 
dry or wet, low noise operation enabling their use in sensitive environments and impressive 
capacities for prolonged operation without the need to empty. 
 
The WD-60 features two motors for stronger suction and a genuine 55 litre capacity. Ideal for water 
pick up and suited for use during scrubbing or stripping floor care tasks, the WD-60 comes complete 
with dry filters and a complete range of tools for both wet and dry use. 
 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-WD60 
Function Wet & Dry 
Capacity (Litres) 55 
Power (Watts) 2000 
Voltage 220 / 240 
Height (mm) 900 
Tank Diameter (mm) 435 
Airflow (l/s) 48 53 106 
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Vacuum Suction (mbar) 250 
Length of Cable 12 
Hose Diameter (mm) 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Victor’s industrial range of Wet & Dry vacuum’s are made of stainless steel and are built to last and 
last. 
 
Alongside their impressive reliability they offer all the quality features and reliability you have come 
to expect from a Victor product.  These features include excellent lift properties whether the dirt is 
dry or wet, low noise operation enabling their use in sensitive environments and impressive 
capacities for prolonged operation without the need to empty. 
 
Ideal for water pick up and suited for use during scrubbing or stripping floorcare tasks, the WD-30 
comes complete with dry filters and a complete range of tools for both wet and dry use. This 
machine has an impressive 20 Litre tank capacity. 
 
Technical Data 
 
Product Code V-D9 V-WD30 V-WD60 
Function Wet & Dry Wet & Dry Wet & Dry 
Capacity (Litres) 9 20 55 
Power (Watts) 1000 1000 2000 
Voltage 220 / 240 220 / 240 220 / 240 
Height (mm) 550 760 900 
Tank Diameter (mm) 335 335 435 
Airflow (l/s) 48 53 106 
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Vacuum Suction (mbar) 230 230 250 
Length of Cable 12 12 12 
Hose Diameter (mm) 36 40 40 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Victor’s smallest rotary machine the Spirit 8 is designed to ensure that every operator can provide 
the pad or brush with the same down force to give a consistently effective clean. The relatively small 
brush size of 203 mm (8") makes it ideal for cleaning small areas and edges when a big machine 
would be too unwieldy, particularly during floor stripping and wooden floor sand screening.  
 
The Spirit 8 from victor is far more efficient than a standard edging tool saving you time and effort 
whilst improving your results. Included with the Sprite 8 is the solution dispenser that allows the 
machine to be used for periodic mark removal on hard floors and scrubbing on tiled and toilet areas. 
 
The battery operated Sprite 8 has been designed to provide all operators with the ability to clean the 
smallest areas of hard floors and edges effectively.  And allow s the operator to use the Sprite 8 
absolutely anywhere due to its incredible portability. 
  
The ease of use the operator experiences with the Sprite 8 really is second to none.  The foldable 
handle makes storage a breeze while the maintenance free gel battery is charged by plugging one 
end of the cable supplied into the back of the machine, and the other end into a standard socket. 
The built in indicator lights inform the user how much operating time remains, and charging lights 
display the charge information. 
 
The Sprite 8 comes complete with two brushes and a pad drive. One of the brushes is designed for 
polishing and whilst the other is for scrubbing enabling the operator to perform a range of cleaning 
tasks. 
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Technical Data 
 
Product Code VR-BB150 
Voltage 12 V 
Run Time 1 Hour (Green Pad) 
Battery Charge Time 5 hours 
Battery Capacity 22 AH 
Battery Type Gel 
Noise Level 50 Dba 
Pad Size 203 mm (8”) 
Pad Pressure 16 kg 
Weight with Batteries 23 kg 
Length 400 mm 
Width 220 mm 
Height (excluding handle) 375 mm 
Charger 10 Amp 

  

 

 

Victor’s V-9B Battery Tub Vacuum is a wonderfully powerful machine that gives the operator total 
freedom to clean wherever and whatever they wish. Featuring HEPA filtration and a 9-litre capacity 
despite its small size the V-9B is fully featured with all the same abilities as its hardwired relatives. 
 
Cable free and very quiet it is ideally suited for daytime cleaning in an office environment where the 
noise and danger of cable machines is unsuitable. 
 
The battery offers a runtime of just over 20 minutes which though it oesn’t sound long is offset by 
the incredibly quick recharge time of just 20 minutes, allowing the operator time to perform another 
cleaning time whilst it recharges. the standard machine and the included additional battery pack let 
you vacuum continuously. 
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Victor's FSX Battery Spray Cleaner offers superb spray cleaning and mark removal capability, with 
the ability to use more aggressive floor pads for a better clean.  

The FSX Spray Cleaner provides heavy duty cleaning and mark removal utilising battery power. 
Operating at 300rpm the user has the flexibility to spray clean or polish, and also remove marks with 
something a little more aggressive. The machine has a higher operating downforce than most other 
battery powered rotary style machines, adding to its cleaning capability.  

The Victor FSX Spray Cleaner provides exceptionally long run times of over 2.5 hours from a single 
charge. The onboard charger charges batteries from empty within 6 hours by simply plugging into a 
normal socket.  

Until recently, scrubber driers and burnishers were the only real options for cordless hard floor 
cleaning. Now the Victor Spray Cleaner provides more effective cleaning power than a burnisher 
with the ability to use more aggressive pads, spray clean floors, and remove marks. 

Also, due to the Spray Cleaning process the floor is left much dryer than with a scrubber drier.  

The FSX Spray Cleaner requires less regular maintenance than a scrubber drier, and with fewer parts 
to breakdown, jets to block and squeegee blades to change will give less downtime and significant 
cost in use benefits. 

 
Technical Data 
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Product Code VR-BB450/300 
Voltage 24v 
Run Time 2.5 hrs 
Battery Charge Time <6 hrs 
Battery Capacity 60 Ah 
Battery Type 12v 
Noise Level 57 dBA 
Pad Size 450 mm (17”) 
Pad Pressure 10 kg 
Weight with Batteries 67 kg 
Length 770 mm 
Width 490 mm 
Height (excluding handle) 390 mm 
Charger 10 amp onboard 
 

 


